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THE

NORTH AMERICAN

SYLYA.

CABBAGE TREE.

Chamjerops palmetto. C. caide arhoreo; frondibas palmaiis, plicatis,

sUpitibus non aculcaiis.

Hexaudria trigynia. Linn. Palinne. Juss.

From its lofty height, this vegetable is considered in the

United States as a tree; and upon the shores of the ocean,

where it grows, it is called Cabbage-tree. It belongs to the

genus of the Palms, and is found farther north than any other

species in America, being first seen about Cape Hatteras, in the

34th degree of latitude, wdiich, in the temperature of the

winter, corresponds with the 44th in Europe. From Cape Hat-

teras it spreads to the extremity of East Florida, and probably

encircles the Gulf of Mexico. I have no doubt that it exists

also in Cuba and the Bahama Isles ; I have seen it in Bermuda,

which is more than 600 miles from the coast of North America.

Farther south the Cabbage-tree is not confined, as in the

United States, to the immediate vicinity of the sea; on the



6 CABBAGE TREE.

river St. John, in Florida, a few miles above Loke George, I

caused two stocks to be felled at the distance of forty or fifty

miles from the shore.

A trunk from forty to fifty feet in height, of a uniform dia-

meter, and crowned with a regular and tufted summit, gives

to the Cabbage-tree a beautiful and luiijestic appearance. Its

leaves are of a brilliant green, pa'.mated, and borne by petioles

from eighteen to twenty-four inches long, nearly triangular, and

united at the edges ; thoy vary in length and breadth from one

foot to five feet, and are so arranged that the smallest occupy

the centre of the summit, and the largest the circumference.

Before their development they are folded like a fan, and, as

they open, the outside sticks break off and fall, leaving the

base surrounded with filaments woven into a coarse, llim.sy, and

russet web.

The base of the undisclosed bundles of leaves is white, com-

pact, and tender; it is eateu with oil and vinegar, and resem-

bles the artichoke and the cabbage in taste, whence is derived

the name of Cabbage-tree. IJut to destroy a vegetable which

has been a century in growing, to obtain three or four ounces

of a substance neither richly nutritious nor peculiarly agreeable

to the palate, Avould be pardonable only in a desert which was

destined to remain uninhabited for ages. With similar prodi-

gality of the works of natiuv, the first settlers of Kentucky

killed the Buflalo, an animal weighing 1200 or loOO pounds,

for the pleasure of eating its tongue, and abandoned the carcass

to the beasts of the wilderness.

The Cabbage-tree bears long clusters of snaall, greenish llow-

ers, which are succeeded by a black, Inuscideat fruit, about the

size of a pea.

In the Southern States the wood of this tree, though ex-

tremely porous, is preleiTcd to evt'ry other ibr wharves: its

superiority consists in lieing secun; from injury by sea-worms,

wliii'h, during the summer, commit .smli ravages in structures
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PRIDEOFINDIA. 7

accessible to their attacks ; but, when exposed to bo alternately

wet and dry in the flowing and ebbing of the tide, it decays as

speedily as other wood. This use of the Cabbage-tree is rapidly

diminishing its numbers, and probably the pei'iod is not distant

when it will cease to exist within the boundaries of the United

States.

In the war of Independence the Cabbage-tree was found emi-

nently fitted for constructing forts, as it closes on the passage of

the ball, without splitting.

The growth and development of the Palms have occupied

the attention of distinguished botanists, to whose memoirs the

reader is referred for more accurate information. The tardy

growth of this species will always discourage its propagation.

PLATE CI.

A Cabbage-tree xoith its Fruit,

PRIDE OF INDIA.

Melia azedaracii. 31. foliis bipinnatis.

Dccandria monopynia. Linn. Mclia). Juss.

This tree is a native of Persia. For the beauty of its flowers

and the elegance of its foliage, it has long been in request in

southern climates for emlxdlishing towns and adorning the en-

virons of dwellings. It is propagated for this purpose in India,

in the Isles of France and T?ourbon, in Syria, Spain, Portugal,

Italy, and the southoin departments of France. In the New
World it ia found in several towns of the West Indies and of

South America; and on the Northern Continent it is so abun-



8 PRIDE OF INDIA.

dant and so easily multiplied in the maritime pai'ts of the

Southern States as to be ranked among their natural pro-

ductions. This claim upon our attention is enforced by the

valuable properties of its bark and of its wood.

The Pride of India rises to the height of thirty or forty feet,

with a diameter of fifteen or twenty inches; but, when standing

alone, its growth is usually arrested at a lower elevation, and it

spreads into a spacious summit. Its leaves are of a dark green

color, large, doubly pinnate, and composed of smooth, acumi-

nate, denticulated leaflets. The lilac flowei*(5, which form axil-

lary clusters at the exti'emity of the branches, produce a fine

effect, and exhale a delicious odor. The ripe seeds are large,

round, and yellowish; they are sought wuth avidity by certain

birds, particularly by the red-breasts, in their annual migration

to the South, which, after gorging themselves immoderately, are

sometimes found stupefied by their narcotic power. The venom-

ous principle which resides in this tree is taken notice of by

Avicenna, an Arabian physician who flourished about the year

980. In Persia the itch is cured with an ointment made by

pounding its leaves with lard.

The Pride of India prospers in a dry and sandy soil, and

magnificent stocks are seen in the streets of Charleston and

Savannah. Its foliage, which, as well as the flowers, is deve-

loped early in the spring, aftbrds a delightful refreshment to the

eye, and yields a shelter from the fervor of the sun during the

intense heat of summer. It grows with such rapidity that from

the seed it attains the height of twelve or fifteen feet in four

years. This surprising vegetation is chiefly remax'ked in stocks

less than ten years of age, in which the concentric circles are

more distinct than in any other tree. Like the Locust, it pos-

sesses the valuable property of converting its sap into perfect

wood in the earliest stages of its growth : a stock six inches in

diameter has only an inch of sap, and consequently may be em-

ployed ahnost entire. The wood is of a reddish color, and is



PRIDE OF INDIA. 9

similarly organized with that of the Ash : it receives a less bril-

liant polish than the Red Bay, the Wild Cherry, the Maple, and

the Sweet Gum; but this defect is unimportant in a country

which possesses the species just mentioned and can easily pro-

cure Mahogany. The Pride of India is sufficiently durable and

strong to be useful in building, and it will probably be found

adapted to various mechanical uses; it has already been em-

ployed for pulleys, which in Europe are made of Elm, and in

America of Ash. I have been assured that it is excellent fuel.

This succinct description deserves attention in the southern

parts of North America, and in those countries of Europe where

the Pride of India is considered as an ornamental rather than

as a useful tree. Fields exhausted by cultivation and aban-

doned might be profitably covered with it.

PLATE CII.

A leaf of a third pari of the natural size. Fig. 1. Flowers of the,

natural size. Fig. 2. Seeds of the natural size.

[The Pride of India cannot be considered hardy as far north

as Philadelphia, where its limbs are killed regularly every year;

the root survives, and stools are again produced in the spring.J

III—1*



PISTACIA TREE.

PisTACiA VERA. P. foUis impari-piimalis ; foliolis subomtis, recurvis,

coraceis.

Dioccia pentandria. Linn. Terebinthaceie. Juss,

The Pistacia-ti'ee is indigenous to Asia Minor, and is particu-

larly abundant in Syria. It equals, and sometimes exceeds,

twenty-live or thirty feet in height, and has heavy, crooked

limbs clad in a thick, grayish bark, and large leaves composed

of one or two pair of coriaceous leaflets, with a terminal odd

one. This vegetable belongs to the class of dioecious plants

whose sexes are borne by different stocks. The barren flowers

are minute and hai'dly apparent, and the fertile ones are like-

wise small and of a greenish color. Its fruit consists of thin-

shelled oval-acuminate nuts, about the size of an olive, which

are collected in bunches, and are commonly yielded in pro-

fusion. They are of a more agreeable flavor than the hazel-nut

or almond, and are annually exported to those parts of Europe

and Asia where the trees do not flourish.

The Pistacia-tree succeeds in dry, calcareous, stony grounds,

but shuns a sandy and a humid soil. In forming plant.itions,

care must be taken to possess trees of different sexes, without

which the fructification is impossible ; one male should be allot-

ted to five or six females, and, to avoid mistake, young grafted

stocks should be procured, or suckers from the foot of an old

tree.

The wood is hard, resinous, excellent for fuel, and fitted for

economical purposes.

According to Pliny, pistacia-nuts were first brought to Rome

about the reign of Tiberius, by Vitellius, Governor of Syria;

and probably the tree was introduced into Italy at the same
10
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AMERICAN CHESTNUT. 11

period. It has long been cultivated in Spain, Portugal, and the

south of France; and, Avhon pi'otected by a wall and favored

with a southern exposure, it yields fruit even at Paris. It is

less delicate than the Orange-tree, and prospers in the same soil

and climate with the Olive. Though it offers less powerful

inducements than the Olive to attempt its introduction into

West Tennessee and the Southern States, it would afford an

agreeable addition to the luxuries of the table.

PLATE cm.

A branch ivith fruit of (he natural size. Fig. 1. A barren flower. Fig. 2.

A fertile flower. Fig. 3. Fruit with the nut exposed. Fig. 4. A nut

ivith the kernel exposed. Fig. 5. A kernel without the pellicle.

AMERIOAX CHESTNUT.

Castanea vksca. C. fillis lanceolatis, acuniinatb-serratis, utrinqud gla-

br' , nui'ibus dimidio superiore villosis.

Monoceia polyiiiidriu. Linn. AmentaccaD. Juss.

The (Jhestnut does not venture beyond the 44th degree of

latitude. It is found in New Ilauip.shire between the 43d and

tlie 44th degrees ; but such is the severity of the winter, that it

is less eoiiunon than in Connecticut, New Jersey, and Pennsyl-

vania. It is most multiplied in the moinitainous districts of

the Carolinas and of (Jeorgia, and aliounds on the Cumberland

Mountains and in East Teiniessee.

The coolnesH of the summer and the mildness of the winter

in these regions arc favorable to the (Micstuut ; thi' lace of the

country, also, is perfectly adajjted to a trci- which prefers the



12 AMERICAN CHESTNUT.

ti

sides of mountains or their iiiunediate vicinity, Avliere the soil

in general is gravelly, though deep enougli to sustain its perfect

development. The Chestnut of the Old World attains its great-

est expansion in similar situations : an example is said to exist

on Mount Etna of a Chestnut 160 feet in circumference, or

about fifty-thi'ee feet in diameter, and large enough to shelter

one hundred men on horseback beneath its branches ; but its

trunk is hollowed by time almost to the bark : near it stand

several otliers more than seventy-five feet in circumference. At

Sancerre, in the Department of the Cher, 120 miles from Paris,

there is a Chestnut which, at si.x feet from the ground, is thirty

feet in circumference ; GOO years ago it was called the Great

Che^fmif, and, though it is supposed to be more than one thou-

sand yoars old, its trunk is still perfectl}' sound and its branches

are annually laden with fruit. I have never met with instances

of such extraordinary growth in the United States ; Imt the

American species is probably susceptible of an equal develop-

ment, since, in the forests of Ntn'th Carolina, it is commonly as

tall and as large as the corresponding species in those of Eu-

rope. I have measured several stocks which, at six feet from

the ground, were fifteen or sixteen feet in circumference, and

which equalled the loftiest trees in stature.

The Chestnut is a stranger to the province of Maine, the

State of Vermont, and a great part of Cenesee, to the mari-

time parts of Virginia, to the Carolinas, Gecn'gia, the Flcridas,

ami Louisiana ns far as the month of tlu' Ohio.

Though the American Chestnut nearly resembles that of

Europe in its general appearance, its foliage, its fruit, and the

properties of its wood, it is treated by botanists as a distinct

species. Its leaves are six or seven inches long, one and a half

inch broad, coarsely toothed, of nn elongated oval form, of a fnio

brilliant color and of a firm texture, with iironiinent i)arailel

nerves beneath. The barren ih)wers are whitish, unpleasant to

the smell, and grouped on axillary peduncles lour or (ive inches
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long. The fertile aments are similarly disposed, but less con-

spicuous. The fruit is spherical, covered with fine prickles, and

stored with two dark-brown seeds or nuts about as large as the

end of the finger, convex on one side, flattened on the other,

and coated round the extremity with whitish down. They are

smaller and sweeter than the wild chestnuts of Europe, and are

sold in the markets of New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore.

The wood is strong, elastic, and capable of enduring the

succession of dryness and moisture. Its durability renders it

especially valuable for posts, which should be made of trees less

than ten inches in diameter and charred before they are planted

in the earth. In Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and a part of

Virginia, it is also preferred for rails, and is said to last more

than fifty years. For shingles this wood is superior to any

species of Oak, though it has the same defect of warping. It

is not extensively used for staves, and its pores, like those of the

Red Oak, are so open that it is proper only for dry wares ; the

European species, which is more compact, is employed in Italy

to contain wines and brand}-.

Throughout Franco and the south of Europe, young Chest-

nuts are almost exclusively chosen for hoops; and they are found

to be ])etter adapted to this important use than any other spe-

cies, as the}- last longer in the humidity of the cellar. I have

been informed hy coopers at New- York and Pliiladeli)hia that

the American Chestnut is too brittle for hoojjs; if such is the

fact, the European species has the advantage of superior flexi-

bility. A more probable reason is that it is not stnmg enough to

remain firmly attached, like the Hickory, by crossing the ends,

but requires to be bound with osier, which is an additional labor

and expense.

The Chestnut is little esteemed for fuel, and is not used in

the cities of the United States: like the kindred species in

Euro]M\ it is filled with nir and snaps as it burns. The coal is

excellent, and. on scmie of the mountains of Pemisvlvania where

4

i
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the Chestmit abounds, the woods in the neighborhood of the

forges have been transformed into copses, wliieh are cut every

sixteen 3"ears for the furnaces. This period is suflieient to

renew them, as the sunmier is warmer in America than in

Europe, the atmosphere more moist, and consequently vegeta-

tion more rapid. The proprietors of forges in Virginia, in the

upper part of the Carolina?, and on the Ilolston, should imitate

the example l)y establishing copses of Chestnut and Oak.

Besides the inducement of private gain, this measure would be

attended with public Ijenefit by the economy of fuel, which is

daily bect)miug scarcer aiid more costly. Among the Oaks, the

Eock Chestnut Oak should be selected for this object, for reasons

indicated in describing it.

Chestnut copses are considered in France as the most valuable

species of property : every seven years they are cut for hoojjs,

and the largest branches serve for vine-props ; at the end of

fourteen years they furnish hoops for large tubs; and at the age

of twenty-five years they are fit for posts and for light timber.

Lands of a middling quality, which would not have produced a

rent of more than four dollars an acre, in this way yield a mean

annual revenue of iVom sixteen to twenty-four dollars.

Dillerent methods are piu'sued in forming the copses. In the

New Dictionary of Natural Ilistorj' the following is preferred:

—

After the ground has been carefully loos(>ned with the plough

and the harrow, lines nre drawn six feet iipart, in which holes

about a foot in depth and in diameter are formed at the distance

of five feet. A <'hestnnt is placed in each corner of the holes

and covered with three inches of enrth. As the soil has been

thoroughly subdued, the nuts will s[)ring and strike root with

facility. Early in the second yi'iir three of the young plants

jvre removed fnmi each hole, and only the most thriving is left.

The third or fourth year, when the branches begin to interfere

with each other, every sect)nd tree is suppressed. To insure its

Huece8.s, the plantation should be begun in March or April, with
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The European Chestnut would be a valuable acquisition to many

parts of the United States. This tree produces the nuts called

Marrons de Lyon, which are lour times as large as the wild

chestnuts of Amei'ica, and which are sent from the vicinity of

Lyons to every part of France and to the north of Europe; they

were formerly exported also to the West Indies. Kentucky,

AVest Tennessee, and the upper part of Virginia and the Caro-

linas, are particularly interested in the introduction of this

species. It already exists in the nurseries of Philadelphia and

New York, and it is only necessary to procure a few stocks to

furnish grafts for young Wild Chestnuts transplanted from the

woods or reared in the nursery.'''

The Chestnuts may be grafted by inoculation or the insertion

of a shoot. The common method is by lopping a branch of the

wild tree, removing a girdle of the bark near the end, from one

to three inches wide, and replacing it by another from a limb

of tlie cultivated stock of corresponding diameter. The lower

edge of the new covering is exactly adjusted to the natural bark,

but a portion of the limb is left exposed aluive, which is scraped

down so as to form a species of tent or dressing, and the whole

is protected from the weather by a coating of clay.

PLATE CIV.

Leaves and amcnis of the iialiiml ,si-e. F!<j. 1. FaU-grown fndt. Fiq. 2.

A chcsinut.

* The Eun)i)c'iiii {'iiltiviitcil (Miostnut is now jirown \n tlio I'nitcil States : nt,

Hurlinu'toii, New Jersey, there nro sixteen trees in tlio urounds of Mr. Asl<ew

wliieh have prmlueetl in one yoar sixteen bushels of tliese line !iuts, wiiich sold

readily for six to eij,'ht dollars the bushel.—(See also Nuttull's Supplement,
vol. i. p. ;(i"), (/ «cy.)

I
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[Emerson has given the following dimensions of Chestnut-

trees in Massachusetts,—viz. : one on the land of Joseph Hough-

ton, with an erect, undivided trunk of forty or fifty feet and

several large branches above, which measured, in 1840, twenty-

one feet thi'ce inches in circumference at the surface : another,

twenty-two feet eight inches : one is mentioned in Ilopkinton

which measured, in 1826, twenty-five and a half feet: another,

southeast of Monument Mountain, had attained, in 1844, at the

surfiice, thirty feet three inches in circumference. Still more

remarkable specimens no doubt exist farther south, of whose

measurements I have no record.]

CHINCAPIN.

Castanea ruMiLA. C foliis ovalibus sermds, subius incano-iomentosis

;

fniciu imrvo, in singulis cajysulis cchinaiis unico.

The Chincapin is bounded northward by the eastern shore of

the river Delaware, on which it is found to the distance of one

hundred miles from Cape May. It is more common in Mary-

land, and still more so in the lower part of Virginia, of the

Carolinas, Georgia, the Floridas, and Louisiana as far as the

river of the Arkansas. In West Tennessee it is multiplied

around the prairies enclosed in the forests, and it abounds

throughout the Southern States wherever the Chestnut is

wanting.

In New Jersey, Dt i\n ue, and Maryland, the Chincapin is a

large shrub rarely exceeding the height of seven or eight feet

;

but in South Carolina, Georgia, and Lower Louisiana, it is
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CIIINCAPIN. 17

sometimes thirty or forty feet high and twelve >r fifteen uiehes

in diameter.

The leaves are thi'ee or four inches long, sharply toothed,

and similar in form to those of the American Chestnut, from

which they are distinguished by their inferior size, and by the

whitish complexion of their lower surface. The fructification,

also, resembles that of the Chestnut in form and arrangement

;

but the flowers and fruit are only half as large, and the nut is

convex on both sides and about the size of the wild hazel-nut.

The nuts of the Chincapin are brought into the markets, and

are eaten raw by children. The improvement of the Chesinut

or of the Chincapin seems hardly to deserve attention, since the

cultivated variety of Europe can easily be procured.

In the south of the United States the Chincapin fructifies on

the most arid lands, but it is stinted to six or seven feet in

height : its perfect development requires a cool and fertile soil.

As it springs everywhere with facility, except in places liable

to be covered with water, it is among the most common
shrubs.

The wood of this species is finer-grained, more compact,

heavier, and, perhaps, more durable, than that of the Chestnut.

It is perfectly fitted for posts, and lasts in the earth more than

forty years. Stocks of sufficient size are so rarely found, that

it is only accidentally employed for this purpose ; and, if the

method of forming enclosures practised in the centre of th(!

United States should prevail in the south, the Pride of India

would merit a decided preference over the Chincapin. The
saplings of this species are laden with branches while they are

no thicker than the finger, and are thus rendered too knotty

for hoops. In the Southern States, where the White Oak and

the Hickories are comparatively rare, perhaps the Chincapin

might be advantageously reared for this purpose in copses.

But it is a tree of secondary importance, which can be recom-
VoL. Ill— 12
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mended only to amateurs desirous of enriching their collections

with a species of Chestnut interesting for the beauty of its

foliage and the diminutive size of its fruit.

PLATE CV,

A branch ivith leaves and a barren anient of the natural size. Fig. 1. Full-

grown fruit. Fig. 2. A nut.

WHITE BEECH.

Faqus sylvestris. F.foliis anuninatis, obsolete dentatis, margine ciliatis.

In North America and in Europe the Beech is one of the

tallest and most niiijestic trees of the forest. Two species are

found in Canada and in the United States, which have hitherto

been treated by botanists as varieties; but my own observations

confirm the opinion of the inhabitants of the Northern States,

who have long since considered them as distinct species and

given them the names of White Beech and Red Beech, from the

color of their wood. In the Middle, Westei'n, and Southern

States, the Red Beech does not exist, or is very rare, and the

other species is known only by the generic name of Beech. 1

have retained for the White Beech the Latin specific name of

Fa/jus sijltcstris, Avhich corresponds with the short description in

the Flora Borcali-Americana, and have given to the Red Beech

that of Fwjus fcrrutjinea, which accords with the descriptive

phrase in the edition of 1805 of Willdenow's Species Plantarum.

A deep, moist soil and a cool atmosphere are necessary to

the utmost expansion of the White Beech, and it is accordingly

most multiplied in the Middle and Western States. Though
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WHITE BEECH. 19

it is common in New Jersey, Pennsylvunia, Marylaml, and

tlironiihout the country cast of tlic mountains, it is insulated in

the forests, instead of composing hirge masses as in Genesee,

Kentucky, and Tennessee. I found the finest hceches on the

l)anks of the Ohio between Gallipolis and Marietta, and measured

several stocks growing near each other which were eight, nine,

and eleven feet in circumference, and more than one lunidred

feet high. In these forests, where the Beeches vegetate in a

deep and fertile soil, their roots scmietimes extend to a great

distance even with the surface, and, being entangled so as to

cover the ground, they embarrass the steps of the traveller and

render the land peculiarly difficult to cleai".

The White Beech is moi'e slender and less branchy than the

Ked Beech ; but its foliage is superb, and its general appearance

magnificent. The leaves are oval-acuminate, suiooth, shining,

and bordered in tlie spring with soft hairy down. The sexes

are borne by different branches of the same tree. The barren

flowers are collected in pendulous. glo])idar heads, and the others

arc .'••.mall and of a greenish hue. The fruit is an erect capsule

covered with loose, flexible spine.- which divides itself at matu-

rity into four parts, and gives libt'ity to two triangular .seeds.

Tiie bark upon the trunk of the Bin-ch is thick, gray, and, on

the oldest stocks, smooth and entire. The perl'ect wood of this

species bears a snnUl proportion to the sap. aud frequently

occupies only three inches in a truuk eigliteen inches in dia-

meter. The specific name of Whiti" Beech is (U'rived from the

color of the alburnum; and it should be o])servcd that trees of

the same geinis are more iVtMpicntly distinguished in the United

States li\- the complexion of tii'ir wood than b\- the ililVerences

of their Ibliiige nnd of their llowi'rs. The i)roperties of this

wood will be more particularly nuMitioned in the description of

the Red Beech.

On the banks of the Ohio and in some parts of Kentucky,

where the Oak is too rare to afibrd l)ark t'nou^li for tanning, the

4



20 WHITE BEECH.

deficiency is supplied by that of the White Beech: the leather

made with it is Avhite and serviceable, though avowedly inferior

to Avhat is prejoarcd with the bark of the Oak.

The Beech-wood brought for fuel to the market of Phila-

delphia bears a small proportion to the Oak and the Hickory;

hence, we presume that it is comparatively little esteemed.

Notwithstanding the beauty of this tree, the properties of its

wood are not such as to entitle it to attention in Europe.

PLATE CVI.

A branch irifh haves and fruit of (he, natural size. Fief. 1. A beech-imt.

l^Soil, ProjMif/dtio)), &c. Michaux has mentioned above the

soil best suited to the Beech. It will tlirive in elevated situor

tions, ])ut is not found at so great a height as the Sycamore, or

even the Oak. This species is miiversally propagated by the

seed, and the varieties, of which the C-opper presents a most

pleasing one for ornamental ])1 uiting, by budding, grafting, or

in-arching. Shake the luits from the tree as they ripen; dry

them in the sun, or in an airy shed or loft, after which they

may be mixed with sand that is perfectly dry at the rate of

three bushels of sand to one of mast, which only retains its

vital proj)erties for one year. Sow the seeds (nie inch apart in

March, in a light rich soil, and cover them about oiu* inch; the

tender young plants will appear in Mny, when, if the season is

dry, thoy should l>e moderately watered. In March, next sea-

son, with a spade nuule very shnrp for the purpose, undermine

the roots and cut them between four or five inches under ground.

After the plants have stood two jears, or if, in poor soil, three

years, they nuiy be transplanted in lines two feet asunder, and

in three or fitur years they may be removed into a general plan-

tation. At tlicir icmoval they must not be pruned iit all, but

when once eslid)lished they may be [iruned at pleasure.
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RED BEECH. 21

Ouv author is in error in undervaluing the wood of the Beech-

Avood as fuel; comparing it with hickory, Bull found it to be as

sixty-five to one hundred : its ashes furnish a great quantity of

potash. The Beech forms a good screen against wind, and its

leaves are strongly recommended ]jy European writers for filling

beds, which last longer than those filled with straw.]

RED BEECH.

Fagus ferruginea. F. folds orato-acnminatis, grosse dcntatis ; mien

duce triquelrcc, mlycc echinato, coriaceo, qnadrifido, indusce.

This species of Beech is almost exclusively confined to the

northeastern parts of the United States, and to the provinces

of Canada, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia. In the district

of Maine, and in the States of New Hampshire and Vermont, it

is so abundant as often to constitute extensive forests, the finest

of which grow on fertile, level, or gently-sloping lands, which

are proper for the culture of corn. Its name is derived from

the color of its wood and not of its leaves, as might be supposed

in Europe, where a species with dull red and sometimes with

purple foliage is cultivated in the gardens.

The Red Beech bears a greater resemblance to that of Europe

than to the kindred American species: it equals the White

Beech in diameter, but not in height; and, as it ramifies nearer

the earth, and is more numerously divided, it has a more

massive summit and the appearance of more tufted foliage. Its

leaves are equally brilliant, a little larger and thicker, and have

longer teeth. Its fruit is of the same form, but is only half as

lai'ge, and is garnished with firmer and less nmner-ous points.

To these diflerences must be added a more import'int one in tiie
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wood: a Red Boecli fifteen or eisrhteen inclies in diiunetcr eon-

sists of three or fonr inches of sap and thirteen or fourteen

inches of heart, the inverse of which proportion is found in the

White Beech.

The wood of the Red Beech is stronger, tougher, and more

conij)act. In the district of Maine and in British America,

where the Oaks are rare, it is employed with the Sugar Maple

and Yellow Birch for the lower part of the frame of vessels.

As it is extremely liable to injury from worms, and speedily

decays when exposed to alternate dryness and moisture, it is

rarely used in the construction of houses. In the district of

Maine, the Hickories arc rare and the White Oak does not

exist, and, when the Yellow Birch and Black Ash cannot be

procured in sufficient abundance, the Red Beech is selected for

hoops.

This wood is brought to Boston for fuel, but it is less esteemed

and is sold at a lower price than the Sugar Maple. It sc rves

for shoe-lasts and the handles of tools, and is especially proper

for the tops of cards, because, when perfectly seasoned, it is not

liable to warp. It is brought from the river Hudson to Phila-

delphia for the same uses. I have been informed by mechanics

in that city, emplojed in making plane-handles of the Red

Beech, that it is sometimes equal, though usually inferior, in

compactness and solidity, to the European Beech.

Red Beech planks about three inches thick are exported to

Great Britain, for purposes which I am unable to particularize;

but, whatever may be the consumption, the American forests are

extensive enough to supply for a long time the demands of

commerce.

• The European Beech bears so strict an analogy to the Red

Beech, that it m.ay be useful to take notice of its properties, its

uses, and the means by which its duration is insured in im-

portant structures.

Experience hag demonstrated the advantage of felling the
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Beech in the summer, "while the sap is in full circulation : cut at

this season, it is very durable, but felled in the winter, it decays

in a few years. The logs are left several months in the shade

before they are hewn, care being taken that they do not rest

inunediatcly upon the ground; after which they are fashioned

according to the use to which they are destined, and laid in

water for three or four months. They are said to be rendered

in this way inaccessible to worms.

The Beech is very durable when preserved from humidity,

and incorruptible when constantly in the water; but it ra-

pidly decays when exposed to alternations of dryness and

moisture.

In Europe, where there are not as many trees as in North

America with durable and elegant wood, such as the Birches

and the Maples, we are dependent upon the Beech for a greater

variety of uses. It is employed for tables and bedsteads, for

screws, rollers, pestles, dishes, wooden shoes, corn-shovels, &c.

;

in the north of France it is taken for the felloes of wheels, and

it was formerly used, instead of pasteboard, in bookbinding.

In the valley of Saint-Jean-pied-de-port, in the Pyrenees, oars

are made of it to supply the neighboring ports of the ocean.

While the wood retains a portion of its sap, they are pliant and

elastic ; but for this use no tree can stand in competition with

the Black Ash of the United States. Though the Beech is

rapidly consumed, it is highly esteemed as a combustible, and

its ashes are rich in alkali.

In certain cantons of Belgium, particularly near the village

of St. Nicholas, between Ghent and Antwerp, very solid and

elegant hedges are made with young Beeches, placed seven or

eight inches apart and bent in opposite directions so as to cross

each other and form a trellis with apertures five or six inches in

diameter. During the first year they should be bound with

osier at the points of intersection, where they finally become
grafted and grow together. As the Beech does not suffer in
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24 RED BEECH.

pruning, and sprouts less luxuriantly than most other trees, it

is perfectly atlapted to this object. In the compendium at the

close of iny work will be found a more particular description

of these hedges, which are highly interesting to the farmers of

the Northern and Middle States. In the country of Caux and

in other parts of Normandy, the farms and noblemen's seats are

surrounded with Beeches, and curtains of foliage are here and

there seen diversifying the landscape, which always enclose a

human habitation. Planted in a straight line, and breathing an

unconfined air, they grow with greater rapidity, and form a lofty

and superb trunk.

The young Beech delights in shady situations and requires a

soil unincumbered with herbage.

In France and Germany an oil is extracted from the beech-

nut which is next in fineness to that of the olive. The forests

of Eu and of Crecy in the Department of the Oise have yielded

in a single season more than a million sacks"'' of this fruit, and

in 1779 the forests of Compiegne, near Verberie, Department of

the Somme, afforded oil enough to supply the wants of the district

for more than half a century.

The beech-nuts are of a triangular form, with a smooth,

tough skin, and a fine inferior pellicle adhering to the kernel.

They are united in pairs in capsules garnished with soft points,

from which they escape about the 1st of October, the season of

their maturity.

The oil is abundant only when the fruit is perfectly ripe.

The season for extracting it is from the beginning of December

to the end of March: if tlie operation is longer delayed, the

nuts are liable to be injured by the warmth of the season.

The skin is commonly ground with the kernel; but, as the

product in this way diminishes a seventh, it would be more

advantageous to separate them, which might be done in a flour-

* A sack contains about two bushels.
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mill properly adjusted. The kernel should be immediately

reduced to a paste by a vertical stone or by a pestle-mill. As

the paste becomes dry in the process, water is added in the

proportion of one pound to fifteen pounds of fruit, to prevent

its being impaired by the heat.

The paste is sufficiently reduced when the oil is discharged

by the pressure of the hand. It is submitted to the press in

sacks of coarse linen, of wool, or of hair, and the force is gra-

dually applied and long continued, so that the oil may be com-

pletely distilled : three hours at least are requii'ed in an ordinary

press. To prepare the paste for a second pressure, it is pul-

verized, a proportion of water being added smaller than at first,

and the whole is warmed by the careful application of a mode-

rate heat. A loahje-press is commonly employed in the second

operation.

With skill in the process, the oil is equal to one-sixth of the

fruit. Its quality depends upon the care with which it is made,

and upon the purity of the vessels in which it is preserved. It

should be twice drawn off during the first three months without

disturbing the dregs, and a third time at the end of six months

:

it arrives at perfection only when it becomes limpid, several

months after its extraction. It improves by age, lasts unim-

paired for ten years, and may be preserved longer than any

other oil.

PLATE CVn.

A branch ioith leaves and fruit of the natural size. Fig. 1. A nut.

III.—2»
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AMERICAN HORNBEAM.

Carpinus Americana. C. foUis ohloitgo-ovalibus, serratis, involucrorum

landaiis acute dcntatis.

The American Hornbeam is found as far north as the pro-

vinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Lower Canada; but

it is repressed by the severity of the climate, and is less multi-

plied than in New Jex'sey, Pennsylvania, and the Southern

States. By the Americans it is called Hornbeam, and by the

French of Upper Louisiana, Gharme.

The Hornbeam prospers in almost every soil and exposure,

except in places that are too long inundated, or that are abso-

lutely sterile, like the pine-bari'ens of the Southern States and

of the Floridas. Its ordinary stature is from twelve to fifteen

feet, and it is sometimes twenty-five or thirty feet higli and six

inches in diameter; but, as not more than one stock in a hundred

attains these dimensions, it must be ctmsidered rather as a large

shrub than as a tree. I have admitted it among the trees be-

cause it is met with at every step in the forests.

The leaves of the Hornbeam are oval-acuminate and finely

denticulated. The sexes are united on the same stock, and the

fertile fiowers are collected in long, loose, i)endidous, leafy

aments at the extremity of tlu^ branches. The scales or leaves

which surround them are furnished at the base with a hard,

oval seed. The fructificaticm is always abundant, and the

aments remain attached to the tree long after the foliage is shed.

The trunk of the American Hornbeam, like that of the

analogous species in Kurope, is obliquely and irregularly fiuted,

fre(pu'utly through all its length. By its form and the appear-

ance of the bark, which is smooth and spotted with white, it is

easily distinguisiied when tlu! leaves are fallen,

2<»
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IRON WOOD. 27

The wood, like that of the Eiiropeiin Ilornbeara, is white, and

exceedingly compact and fine-gra,ined. The dimensions of the

tree are so small as to render it useless even for fuel; but it is

employed for hoops in the district of Maine when better species

cannot be procured.

Fi'om these particulars it will readily be concluded that we

have no interest in propagating the American Hornbeam in

Europe, as our own species posses equal strength and solidity,

attains the height of thirty-five or forty feet, with a diameter of

fifteen or eighteen inches, and is consequently applicable in the

mechanical arts and useful for fuel. The only superiority of

the American species is for ti'cllises; as it is naturally dwarfish,

its growth is more easily repressed, and, as its bi'anches are

numerous, it has a closer and more tufted foliage. The Horn-

beam of Europe, on the other hand, would be a valuable acqui-

sition to the forests of America.

I iii

PLATE CVIII.

A branch with leaves and fruit of the natural size. Fig. 1. A seed.

IRON WOOD.

Carpinus ostrya. C. foliis cordaio-ovalibus ; amentis fcmincis ohlongio-

ribus ; involucris frudifcris, compresso-vesicariis.

East of the Mississippi the Iron Wood is diffused throughout

the United States and the provinces of New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, and Lower Canadii. In New York, New Jersey, Penn-
sylvania, and the Southern States, where it is most iibundaut, it

bears the name which I liave adopted; in Verinonl. New llamp-

j,,S«'
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28 IRON WOOD.

shire, and the district of Maine, it is called Lever Wood, and by

the French of Illinois, Bois dm; "hard wood."

Tliough the Iron Wood is multiplied in the forests, it nowhere

couistitutes masses even of inconsiderable extent, but is loosely

disseminated, and found only in cool, fertile, shaded situations.

1 have nowhere seen it more connnon nor more vigorous than in

Genesee, near Lake Erie and Lake Ontario; but it is always a

tree of the second or even of the third order, rarely equalling

thirty-five or forty feet in height and twelve or fifteen inches in

diameter, and commonly not exceeding half these dimensions.

The leaves are alternate, oval-acuminate, and finely and un-

equally denticulated. The fex'tile and barren flowers are t)orne

at the extremity of different branches of the same tree, and the

fruit is in clusters like hops. The small, hard, triangular seed

is contained in a species of reddish, oval, inflated bladder,

covered at the age of maturity with a fine down, which causes

a violent irritation of the skin if carelessly handled.

In the winter this tree is recognised by a smooth, grayish

bark, finely divided, and detached in strips not more than a line

in breadth.

The wood is perfectly white, compact, fine-grained, and heavy.

The concentric circles are closely compressed, and their number

in a trunk of only four or five inches in diameter evinces the

length of time necessary to acquire this inconsiderable size. To

its inferior dimensions must be ascribed the limited use of a tree,

the superior properties of whose wood are attested by its name.

In the Northern States, and particularly in the district of Maine,

the Iron Wood is used for the levers with which the trees felled

in clearing the ground are transported to the piles on which

they are consumed. Near New York, brooms and scrubbing-

brushes are made of it, by shredding the end of a stick of suit-

able dimensions. Though its uses are unimportant, they might

probably be more diversified : it seems well adapted for mill-

cogs, m.allets, &c.
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BLACK GUM. 29

The Iron Wood flourishes in France : several stocks, fifteen

or twenty feet in height, fructify annually on the ancient estate

of Duhamel-Dumonceau, and young plants, the produce of self-

sown seeds, are found in the vicinity.

Tiiis species is among the exotic trees which might be propar

gated with advantage in Europe.

PLATE CIX.

A branch with kaves and fruit of the natural size. Fig. 1. A seed.

BLiCK GUM.

Nyssa sylvatica. N. foliis nvalibus, integcrrimis, pctiolo, rc/ri^ medio,

margineque villosis ; pediuicidis femincis longii j)lerunique 2-jloris, nuce

brevi, obovatd, obtush striata.

I'olygamia dioecia. Linn. ElEeagnoidcs. Juss.

Ix the park of Mr. W. Hamilton, at the Woodlands, near

Philadelphia, I first observed the Black Gum. The river

Schuylkill in this vicinity may be assumed as its northern boun-

dary, though it i.'; common in the woods on the road from Phila-

delphia to Baltimore. In all the more Southern States, both

east and west of the Alleghany Mountains, it is more or less

multipl'i il as the soil is more or less favorable to its growth. It

is ;i( signated by the names of Black Gum, Yellow Gum, and

Sour Gum, neither of which is founded upon any of its charac-

teristic properties ; but as they have become sanctioned by use,

however ill-chosen, I have adopted the first, which is the most

common.

it
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The vegetation of this tree exliibits a remarkable singuhirity

:

in Marjlniid, Virginia, and the Western States, where it grows

on high and level grounds with the Oaks and the Walnuts, it is

distinguished by no peculiarity of form ; in the lower part of

the Carolinas and of Ceorgi'a, where it is found only in wet

places with the Small Magnolia or White Bay, the Bed Bay, the

Loblolly Ba}', and the Water Oak, it has a pyramidal base re-

sembling a sugar-loaf. A trunk eighteen or twenty feet high

and seven or eight inches in diameter at the surface is only two

or three inches thick a foot from the ground; these proportions,

however, vary in different individuals.

The Black Cum is nuich superior in size to the-Tupelo, being

frequently sixty or seventy feet high and eighteen or twenty

inches in diameter. I have observed that on elevated and

fertile lands in the upper part of Virginia, in Kentucky and

Tennessee, it is larger than in marshy grounds in the maritime

j)arts of the Southern States.

The leaves cjf tliis species are five or six inclu's long, alter-

nate, entire, of an ehjugated oval form, and borne by short and

downy petiol(>s. The ilowers are small, not conspicuous, and

collected in bunches. The fruit is of a deep l)lue color and of

a lengthened oval shape, and contains a slightly convex stone,

longitudinally striated on both sides.

The bark of the trunk is whitish and similar to that of the

young White Oak. The wood is fine-grained but fender, and

its fibres are intenvoven and collected in bundles; an arrange-

ment characteristic of the genus. The alburnum of st(«'ks

growing upon dry and elevated lands is yellow; this complexion

is considered by wheelwriglits as a ])roof of the sujjerior ([uality

of the wood, and has. probably, given rise to the name of Yellow

Gum, which is somefimes given fo tliis species. Thronghoul

the greater |)arf of Virginia. i\\v Black fJum is enqtloyed for tlie

naves of coach and wagon-wbeels; at Bicbnion<I. Baltimort\

Philadelphia. &('.. it is preferred for battels' blocks, as being less
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TUPELO. 81

liable to split ; and in the Southern States it is used in the rice-

mills for the cylinder which receives the cogs by whose revolu-

tion the pestles are lifted and dropped upon the rice to separate

it from the husk. The teeth are drivx'u into mortices formed in

the wood, and are strongly compressed by the reaction of its

interwoven fibres. For its difficulty in splitting, the Black Gum
is chosen by shipwrights for the cap, or the piece which receives

the topmast.

Such are the most important uses of this wood, which are

equally well subserved by that of the Tupelo. Both species

support the temperature of Paris, but tliey succeed better a few

degrees farther south.

PLATE ex.

A branch with leaves and fruit of the natural size. Fig. 1. A stone srpa-

rated from the jytdp.

I

TUPELO.

Nyssa aquatica. N. foliis oraliljus, intrrjarimis ; j)edHnGulis femineis

bijhris; drupa brevi, oiovata ; mice striata.

The Tupelo begins to a]ipear in the lower part of New
Hampshire, where the climate is tempered by the vicinity of
the sea; but it is most al)undant in the southern parts of New
York, Now Jersey, and Pennsyhania. It is called indiscrimi-
nately Tui)elo, Gum Tree, Sour Gum. and Peperidge ; names
of whose origin and moiuiing I am ignorant. The first of these
denominations is the most common ; the second is wholly mis-
applied, as no .scilH-ondensing liuid distils from tiie tree; and the
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82 TUPELO.

third is used only by the descendants of the Dutch settlers in

the neighljorhood of New York.

The Tupelo grows only in wet gi'ounds ; in New Jersey it is

constantly seen on the borders of the Swamps with the Sweet

Gum, the Swamp White Oak, the Chestnut White Oak, and the

Wliite Elm. It rarely exceeds forty or forty-five feet in height,

and its limbs, Avhich spring at five or six feet from the ground,

affect a horizontal direction. I have remarked that the shoots

of the two preceding years are commonly simple, and widely

divergent from the branches. The trunk is of a uniform size

from its base : while it is less than ten inches in diameter the

bark is not remarkable, but on full-grown and vigorous stocks it

is thick, deeply furrowed, and, unlike the l^ark of any other

tree, divided into hexagons, which are sometimes nearly re-

gular.

The leaves are three inches long, oboval, smooth, slightly

glaucous beneath, alternate, and often united in bunches at the

extremity of the young lateral shoots. The flowers are small,

scarcely apparent, collected in bunches, and supjiorted by petioles

one or two inches in length. The fruit, which is always abun-

dant, is of a deep blue color, about the size of a pea, and

attached in pairs. It is ripe toward the beginning of November,

and, persisting after the falling of the leaf, forms a part of the

nourishment of the red-breasts in their autumnal migration to

the South. The stone is compressed on one side, a little convex

on the other, and longitudinally striated. IJruised in water, this

fruit yields an unctuous, greenish juice, of a slightly bitter

taste, which is not easily mingled with the fluid. I do not

know that any attempt has been made to convert it into econo-

mical uses; and I believe it would be difficult to obtain from it

a spirituous liquor, or even to convert it into vinegar.

The Tupelo holds a middle place between ti'ees with soft and

those with hard wood. When perfectly seasoned, the sap is of a

light reddish tint, and the heart of a deep brown. 01' stocks
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exceeding fifteen or eighte.'n inches in diameter, more than half

the trunk is hollow; a fact which I have repeatedly witnessed.

The ligneous filjres which compose the body of trees in

general are closely united, and usually ascend in a perpen-

dicular direction. By a caprice of nature which it is impossible

to exphiin, they sometimes pursue an undulating course, as in

the Eed and Sugar Maples, or, as in the last-mentioned species,

foi-m ripplings so fine that the curves are only one, two, or three

lines in diameter; or, lastly, they ascend spirally, as in the

Ontre tortUlard, Twisted Elm, following the same bent for four

or five feet. In these species, however, the deviation is only

accidental, and to be sure of obtaining this form it must be per-

petuated by grafting or by transplanting young stocks from the

shade of the parent tree. The genus which we are considering

exhibits, on the contrary, a constant peculiarity of organization:

the fibres arc miitcd in bundles, and are interwoven like a

braided cord; hence the wood is extremely diificult to split

unless cut into short billets Tiiis property gives it a decided

superiority for certain uses; in New York, New Jersey, and

particularly at Philadelphia, it is exclusively employed for the

naves of wheels destined for heavy Inn-dens. It must be

acknowledged that, in sctme parts of New Jersej^ and Pennsyl-

vania, the "White Oak is preferred, which, as I liavc already

remarked, appears, from its liability to split, to be little calcu-

lated for tiiis object. From the diflerence of opinion on this

subject, we may conclude that the Tupelo is esteemed solely for

its difliculty in splitting, and not for its solidity and strength.

The absence of these properties would be a still more essential

defect in France, where the wheels of heavy vehicles have naves

twenty 'uches in diameter at tlie insertion of the spokes, v.ith

an axle-tree of ?)')0 pounds' weight, and are laden for distant

transportation with 9000 pounds, whidi is twice the burden
ever laid upon them in America. The Tupelo, therefore, from
its inferiority in size and strength, can never be substituted for

Vni., in.—H
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34 LARGE TUPELO.

the Twisted Elm. But if to its own organization it joined the

solidity of the Ehn, a more rapid vegetation, and the faculty of

gn)\ving on drj' and elevated lands, and of expanding to three

or four times its present dimensions, it would be the most pre-

cious to the mechanical arts of all the forest-trees of Europe

and North America. In New Jersey and Pennsylvania, many

farmers prefer the Tupelo for the side-boards and bottom of

carts, as experience has evinced its durability. Wooden bowls

arc m.ade of it, which are heavier than those of Poplar, but less

liable to split. As a combustible, it is esteemed for consuming

slowly and diffusing a great heat: at Philadelphia, many persons,

in making their provision of wood for the winter, select a certain

pi'oportiou of the Tupelo, which is sold separately for logs.

The preceding remarks will enable the Europeans to appre-

ciate the value of the Tupelo, while they suggest to the Ame-

ricans the imjiortance of introducing the Twisted Elm.

PLATE CXI.

A branch with leaves and fruit of the natural size. Fig. 1. A stone sepa-

rated fro7n the pulp.

LARGE TUPELO.

Nyssa graxdiukntata. N.folii.s' huif/c pcliiilnlis, ovalibus, acuminatis;

pcduncalis fcmincis l-fhris ; fructihus cocrulcis.

This is the most remarkable species of its genus for height

and diameter. According to my own observations, it is un-

known to the Northern and Mitldle States, and is found only

in the lower part of the rarolinas, of Georgia, and of East
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LARGE TUPELO.

Fl(jrida, where it is designated by the name of Large Tupelo.

I have been assin*ed that it abounds, also, in Lower Louisiana

on the banks of the Mississippi, where it is called Wild Olive.

Li fine, it exists in all parts of the United States which produce

the Long-leaved Pine. I am induced also to believe, though

with less conclusive evidence of the fact, that it grows where\'er

we (ind the Cypress ; and, consequently, that it extends north

beyond the limits of Virginia, as the Cypress abounds in the

swamps of Maryland, at a little distance from the sea. Li

South Carolina and Ceorgia, I have seen them constantly

luiited, and, with the Over-cup Oak, Water Locust, Cotton

Wood, Carolinian Poplar, and Water Bitternut Hickory, they

compose the dark and impenetrable forests which cover the

miry swamps on the border of the rivers, to the distance of one

or two hundred miles from the ocean. The extensive swamps

still enclosed in the forests pnxluce the same trees, whose pre-

sence is an infallible proof of the depth and fertility of the

soil, and, consequently, of its fitness for the culture of rice.

The rivers, at their annual overllowing, sometimes cover

these marshes to tlu; height of live or six feet, as is shown by

the marks left upon the trees by the retiring waters. Vegeta-

tion seems only to ac(|uire new energy from these inundations

;

and the Large Tupelo sometimes attains the height of seventy

or eighty feet, with a diameter of fifteen or twenty inches im-

mediately above its conical base, and six or seven feet from the

ground. This size continues uniform to the height of twenty-

five or thirty feet : at the surface the trunk is eight or nine feel

thick, which is a greatei disproportion than we observed in the

preceding species.

I cannot attribute this extraordinary swelling of the trunk

entirely to the humidity of the soil; if such was the cause we

would probably witness the phenomenon in other trees which

accompany the Tupelo.

The leaves of the Large Tupi'lo are commonly live or six

i; ; i
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86 LARGE TUPELO.

inches long and two or three inches broad ; on young and thriv-

ing stocks they are of twice these diiaensions. They are of an

oval shape, and are garnished with two or throe large teeth,

irregularly placed, and not ojiposite, like those of other leaves.

At their unfolding in the spring they are downy, but they be-

come smooth on both sides as they expand. The flowers are

dispof^ed in bunches, and are succeeded by a fruit of consider-

able size and of a deep blue complexion, of which the stone is

depi'ossed and very distinctly striated. Bruised in water, this

fruit yields a fine purple juice, of which the color is tenacious;

but the quantity is too minute to aftbrd resources in dyeing.

The wood of the Large Tupelo is extremely light, and softer

than that of any tree of the United States with which I am

acquainted. In the arrangement of its liljres it resembles the

other species of the genus. Its only use is for bowls and trays,

for which it is well adiiptetl, as it is wrought with facility. Its

roots, also, are tender iind light, and are sometimes employed

by fishermen to buoy up their nets: but no part of the tree

affords a substitute for cork.

The only merit of this species consists in its agreeable form

and beautiful foliage. It endures the temperature of Paris, and

does not exact in Europe as moist a soil as it constantl}' reipiires

in the United States.

PLATE CXII.

A branch with leaves and fruit of the natural size. Fig. 1. A stone

separated from the pulp.
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SOUR TUPELO.

Ny^sa capitata. iV. foliis brevisshne x>eiiolatiS, suhcunento-ohlom/is, suhtus

subcandicandbus ; pedimcuUs fcmmcis l-floris ; frucdbus ridm's.

The Sour Tupelo first makes its appGarance on the river

Ogeecliee, near the road from Savannah to Sunbury, and in

going southward it is seen in every favorable situation. I have

been told that it exists in Lower Louisiana, which is pnjbable,

from tlie analogy in soil and climate between the early Southern

States and the country watei'ed l)y tlie lower part of the Mis-

sissippi.

h\ Georgia, this tree is known l)y the names of Sour Tupelo

and Wild Lime, the first of wdiieh I have preferred, though the

lat't is more common, because this vegetable bears no resem-

blance to the Lime-tree in the form of its leaves or of its

flowers.

Tlie lea\ es are five or six inches long, oval, rarely denticu-

lati'd. of a light green above and glaucous beneath. The flowers

are similai- to those of the Large Tupelo, but the sexes are

))()rne by separate stocks; and T have remarked, as a peculiarity

witnessed in no other tree of North America, that the male and

female trees are easily distinguished l)y their general appearance

wlicn tlie leaves are fallen. The branches of tlie male are more
fiMp.presscd aliout the trunk, and rise in a direction more nearly

perpendicular: those of the female difl'use themselves horizon-

tally and f(>rm a liU'gev and rotnuler summit.

The IVnit is sui)ported l)y long ]ietioles, and is from fifteen to

eigliteen lines in lengtli, of a light ri'd color and of an oval

shape. It is thick-skiimed, intensely acid, and contains, like

that of the Large Tu]ielo, a large oblong stone deeply channelled
on both Hides. An agreeable acidulous beverage might U^ made

87
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38 AMERICAN NETTLE TREE.

of it; but the Lime-tree, whicli is found in the same country,

is superior in the size and al)undance of its fruit, and has,

Ijesides, the advantage of flourishing on barren, sun-beaten

hands.

This species is the smallest of the Tupelos, being rarely more

than thirt}- feet high and seven or eight inches in diameter. It

accompanies the Largo Tupelo in the swamjis which are found

upon the borders of the rivers or in the niidsi of the forests.

As its wood is soft and its dimensions too small to be applicable

in the arts, it falls exclusively within the province of the

amateurs of exotic plants.

PLATE CXIIL

A branch with leaves ami fruit of the nalnral size. Fig. 1. A stone sepa-

ratedfrom the pulp.

AMERICAN NETTLE TREE.

Celtis orciDKNTAi.is. C. foUis oratit', ai'uiuiiiatis, serratis, Inisi ina^qna-

libus, siq)ra scabris, subtus hirtis ; fruclibiis rnbris,

Polyiriiiiiiii did'ciu. T^tnx. .\nioiit:icctc. Juss.

The American Nettle-tree, if not rare, is little multiplied in

comparison with the Oaks, the Walnuts, and the Maples. As it

is ^cattei'ed singly through the forests, it is dilTicult to fix the

point at whicli it ceases toward the north; but I believe it is not

found beyond the river Ccmnecticut. In the Middle. Western,

and Southern States, it bears the naiiie wliicli I liave adopted,

and, among thf I^'iviicli of Illinois, lliat of finis initnuiii. '•un-

known wood."

-^
.
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AMERICAN NETTLE TREE. 3!»

If

The Nettle-tree prefers a cool and shady situation, with a

deep and fertile soil : I have observed the largest stocks on the

banivs of the Savannah, some of which were sixty or seventy

ieet high and eighteen or twenty inches in diameter. This

species is similar in its foliage and general appearance to the

European Nettle-tree ; the branches of both are numerous and

slender, and the limbs take their rise at a small distance from

the ground and seek a horizontal or an inclined direction. The

leaves are alternate, about three inches long, of a dark green

color, oval-i'' ^'<|ue at the base, very acuminate at the summit.

denticuliU and somewhat rough. The flowers open early in

the spring, and are small, white, single, and axillary: the fruit,

also, is snudl and single, of a round form, and of a dull red

color.

The bark is rough and entire upon the trunk, and smooth

and even on the secondary branches. I have never seen the

wood employed in any })art of the United States, and cannot

speak of its uses : as the American and European species are

analogous in other respects, they are i)robal)ly alike in the pro-

perties of their wood.

The European Nettle-tree is a robust vegeta])le, which en-

dures the most inclement weather, bears transplanting without

injury, and grows with rapidity in almost every soil. Wlien

perfectly seasoned, the wood is of a dark brown color, hard,

compact, supple, and tenacious : it makes excellent hoops, whip-

stocks, and ranu'ods, is used by wlu'elwrights for shafts and

for other purposes, and is proper for sculpture. The ancients

assert that it is durable and secure from worms.

;.;'i'

PLATE CXIV.

A branch ivilh leaves ami fruit of the natural size. Fi;/. 1. A sprit/ with

jloiccrs.

[See NuttalVs Supplement, vol. i. p. 1 -!(•.]
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40 HACK BERRY.
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[Douglas found the Nettle-tree on the banks of the Columbia

River, in places of extreme dryness ; and Emerson asserts that

he has discovered it in almost every county of Massachusetts,

although everywhere so rare, that its name is unknown to the

inhabitants. It bears so striking a resemblance to the Elm as

sometimes to be called False Elm. Torrey, who gives it the

name of Beaver Wood and Hoop Ash, says it is to be found

particularly in rocky situations, on the Ijanks of rivers. Loudon

says the root of the European Nettle-tree furnishes a yellow

dye, and that an oil is expressed from the stones of the fruit.]

HACK BERRY.

Oemis cuassifoma. C.folih siibcorduds, fiermtis, acuminatis ; fnidibus

7)i<jris.

The banks of the Delaware, above Philadelpliia, may be con-

sidered as the northeastern limits of tlie Hack Berry. East of

the mountains, it is restricted within narrow boundaries, and is

a stranger to the lower part of Virginia and to the more South-

ern States: I liavo found it abundant only on the banks of the

Susquehainia and of (he Potomac, particularly on the Susque-

hanna near Columbia and Harrisl)urg. It is profusely multi-

plied, on the contrary, in the Western country in all the valleys

that stretch along the rivers, and wherever the soil is fertile

throughout Kentucky and Tennessi'e. On the Ohio, from Pitts-

burg to Marietta, it is called Hoop Ash, and in Kentucky, Hack

Berry; a name whose origin I am uual»le to trace.

This is one of the finest trees that coniiMise the dusky forests

on this jjiirt of the Ohio. It associales with the Biitlonwood.

Black Walnut. Butt(-nuit. Bass Wood. IMiick Sugar M.iple. Khn.
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HACK BERRY. 41

and Sweet Locust, which it equals in stature but not in bulk,

Ix'lng sometimes more than eighty feet high, with a dispropor-

tionate diameter of eighteen or twenty inches.

The Hack Berry is easily distinguished by the form of its

trunk, wliich is straight and undivided to a great height, and

by its bark, which is grayish, unbroken, and covered with as-

perities unequally distrilmted over its surface. Its leaves are

larger than those of any other species of Nettle-tree, being six

inches long and three or four inches broad. They arc oval-

acuminate, denticulated, cordiform at the base, of a thick, sul)-

stantial texture, and of a rude surface. The flowers ai'e small,

white, and often united in pairs on a common peduncle. The

fruit is round, about as large as a pea, and black at its maturity.

The wood is fine-grained and compact, but not heavy, and when

freshly exposed it is perfectly white : sawn in a direction parallel

or oblique to its concentric circles, it exhi])its the fine undula-

tions that are observed in the Elm and the Locust. On laying

open the sap of this tree in the spring, I have remarked, with-

out being able to account for the phenomenon, that it chfinges

in a few minutes from pure white to green. On the Ohio and

in Kentucky, where the best opportunity is afforded of appre-

ciating this Avood, it is little esteemed, on account of its weak-

ness and its speedy decay when exposed to the weather. It is

refected by wheelwrights, but is sometimes employed in build-

ing for the covering which supports the shingles. As it is

elastic and easily divided, it is used for the bottoin of common
chairs, and by the Indians for baskets. On the banks of the

Ohio, it is frequently taken for the rails of rural fences, and is

Avrought with the greatest ease, as it is straight-grained and free

from knots ; it is said also to afford excellent charcoal.

The Hack Berry is certainly one of the most beautiful trees

of its genus, and one of the most remarkable for height and for

majesty of form. In rich soils the luxuriance of its vegetation

is shown by sprouts six. eight, and ten feet in length, garnished

:f
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42 RED MULBERRY.

on each side with large, substantial leaves. In France, it is

principally esteemed for the rapidity of its growth; and it is to

be wished that its wood may be found valuable enough to entitle

it to a place in our forests.

I I

PLATE CXV.

A branch with leaves and fruit of the natural size.

[Emerson has found the Hack Berry in Massachusetts, on the

banks of the Connecticut Kiver, but it is rare.]

(it ;

RED MULBERRY.

MoBUS RUBRA. M. folUs corchitis, orhiculatis trilobisvc, (cqualiter serraiis,

scabris ; sjncis femineis ci/lindricis.

Moncecia tetrandria. Linn. Urticeae. Juss.

The northern extremity of Lake Champlain and the banks

of the river Connecticut, Avhich I have assigned as the limits of

the Tulip-tree, may also be assumed as those of the Red Mul-

berry. As a temperate climate is favorable to its increase, it is

more multiplied farther south ; but in the Atlantic States it is

proportionally less common than many other trees which still do

not constitute the mass of the forests: the Sweet Gum, the

Tulip-tree, the Sassafras, the Red Beech, and the Maples, are fiir

more abundant.

In the lower part of the Southern States, this tree is much

less frequently seen than at a distance from the sea, where tlie

soil and vegetable productions wear a diflerent character. I

have found it most abundant in the States of Ohio, Kentucky.
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RED MULBERRY. 43

and Tennessee, and on the banks of the Wabash, the Illinois,

and the Missouri; which is attributable to the superior fertility

of the soil. In these regions, and in the upper part of Penn-

sylvania and Virginia, the Red Mulberry often exceeds sixty or

seventy feet in height and two feet in diameter. Its leaves ai'o

liirgc, sometimes entire and sometimes divided into two or three

lubes, rounded, cordiform, and denticidated, of a dark green color,

a thick texture, and a rough, uneven surface.

The sexes are usually separate, though sometimes they are

found upon the same tree. The male flowers form pendulous,

cylindrical aments, about an inch in length ; the female blossoms

are small and scai'cely apparent. The fruit is of a deep red color,

an oblong form, and an agreeable, acidulous, sugary taste; it is

composed by the union of a great number of small berries, each

of which contains a minute seed.

The trunk of the Red Mulberry is covered with a grayish

bai'k, more furrowed than that of the Oaks and Hickories. The

perfect wood is of v> yellowish hue, approaching to lemon-color.

The concentric circles are distant and distinct; the wood is,

nevertheless, fine-grained and compact, though lighter than that

of the White Oak. It possesses strength and solidity; and, when

perfectly seasoned, it is almost as durable as the Locust, to

which, by many persons, it is esteemed perfectly equal. At

Philadelphia, Baltimore, and in the more southern ports, as

nuich of it as can be procured is employed for the ui)per and

lower parts of the frame of vessels, for the knees, the floor-tim-

bers, and, in preference to every other wood except the Locust,

for tree-nails. But it grows more slowly, requires a richer soil,

and is less multiplied, than the Locust, and it is found in the

ship-yards in a smaller proportion than any other timber. In

South Carolina, it is selected for the ribs of the large boats in

which the productions of the upper districts of both Carolinas

are brought down the Catawba. For posts it is ahnost as

durable and as much esteemed as the Locust. Such are its
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most imporhant uses, which should engage the American pro-

prietors to preserve with care the stocks growing naturally on

their estates.

It is a common opinion among sliipwrights and carpenters,

that the wood of the male Mulberry is more durable and of a

better quality than that of the female : I must be pardoned for

considering this opinion as a prejudice, till experiments have

demonstrated its truth. In America, as well as in Europe, un-

learned people fall into the same error concerning the Mulberry-

tree as coiicerning Hemp,—of giving the name of male to the

productive and of female to the barren plant, so that, if a difler-

cnce is shown to exist, it is the female tree which aftbrds the

best timber.

The Black Mulberry of Europe, which bears a great resem-

blance to the Red MulbeiTV, and whose Iruit is three or four

times as large, would be a valuable acquisition to the Middle

and still more to the Western States, where it would flourish in

perfection. The fruit of the American species, too, might easil}'

be augmented in size and quantity by careful cultivation : a very

sensible improvement is witnessed in trees left standing in cul-

tivated fields.

As the leaves of both these species are thick, rough, and hair}

while young, they are improper for the nourishment of silk-

worms, which feed only on the smooth, thin, tender foliage of

the White Mulberry. On several deserted plantations, fifteen or

twenty miles from Savamuih, are seen large White Mulberries,

which were set out a century ago, when attempts were made to

introduce the raising of silk-worms. Experience quickly de-

tected the error of the calculation : this branch of industry is

adapted only to a pojjidous country, where there are hands not

required for the cultivation of the earth that may be enjployeil

in iiumufactures so as to afford their products at moderate prices.

In the United States this period is still remote; the extensive

and scarcely-inhabited regions of I'liper Tiouisiaiia, favored with
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SWEET LEAF. 45

a fertile soil and a genial climate, will offer resources to the

rodundiint population of the Atlantic and Western States.

Those regions will probably produce the finest silk, as their soil

and climate are peculiarly adapted to the White Mulberry.

The Bed Mulberry has been cultivated for many years in

France and England, whore it succeeds perfectly, and is esteemed

for its thick and shady foliage. The excellent properties of its

wood should induce the Europeans to propagate it in their

forests.

PLATE CXVL

A branch with leaves and fruit of the natural size. Fig. 1. A young shoot,

icith a barren ament. Fig. 2. A barren floiver detachedfrom the ament.

SWEET LEAF.

IIoPEA TINCTORIA. H. foUis lanceolato-ovatis, subserratis, nitidis ; floribus

lutcis ; fructibiis ca;ruleis.

Polyadclphia polyandria. Ltnn. Guaiaeaneae. Juss.

I FIRST observed the Sweet Leaf near Petersburg in Virginia.

It is common in West Tennessee and in the upper part of the

Caroliuiis and of Georgia; but it is still more abundant within

the limits which I have assigned to the pine-barrons, where the

soil is light and the wiuter less rigorous than at a greater distance

from the sea.

This tree is known only by the name of Sweet Leaf. It varies

in size according to the situation in which it grows : on the

bunks of the Savannah and on the borders of the large swamps,

whole the soil is deep, loose, and fertile, I have seen it twenty-

five or thirty feet high, and seven or eiglit iuclios in diameter

at the height of five feet, ('ommonly it does not exceed half

—a
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these dimensions, and in the pine-barrens, where it is profusely

multiplied, it is sometimes only three or four feet in height.

The sprouts from the trunks consumed in the annual conflagra-

tion of the forests never surpass this height, and, as they do not

fructify, the tree is multiplied by its running roots, which shoot

at the distance of a few feet.

The trunk of the Sweet Leaf is clad in a smooth bark, and,

if wounded in the spring, distils a milky fluid of an unpleasant

odor. The wood is not hard, and is totally useless. The leaves

are three or four inches long, smooth, thick, alternate, of an

elongated oval shape, slightly denticulated, and of a sugary

taste. In sheltered situations they persist during two or three

years, but in the pine-barrens they turn yellow with the first

frost, and fall toward the beginning of February. In the mean

time they arc eagerly devoured by horses and cows turned loose

into the forests after the herbage has perished.

The flowers spring from the base of the leaves, and appear

early in the season : they are yellowish, sweet-scented, and com-

posed of a great number of stamina shorter than the petals and

united in separate groups at the base. The fruit is cylindrical,

minute, and of a deep blue color at its maturity.

The foliage is the only part of this tree which promises to be

of any utility; when dry, it affords, by decoction, a beautiful

yellow color, which is rendered permanent by the addition of a

little alum, and is used to dye wool and cotton. But, if these

leaves had possessed any considerable value, they would doubt-

less have found their way into connnerce. The first obstacle to

their use is the expense, in a country whore labor is dear, of

collecting them in sufficient quantities. Of this I can judge

from the difficulty I experienced in gathering a few pounds.

I
''

PLATE CXVII.

A branch wilh kaccs andJhinurs of the iKitm-fil size. Fig. 1. A young shuot

VHth fruil of (he natural size.
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Except the Oak, no tree of Europe or of North America is so

generally useful as the Ash. The distinguishing properties of

its wood are strength and elasticity ; and it unites them in so

high a degree, that, for many valuable purposes, it could be but

imperfectly replaced by any other tree. This remark is particu-

larly applicable to the Conmion Ash of Europe and to the White

Ash of the United States, which are the largest species, the

most multiplied, and the most useful in the arts.

Eight species of Ash are mentioned by botanists as indigenous

to Europe; and a much greater number exist in America, as I

am convinced by my own observations, and by examples, con-

tained in my fiither's herbarium or cultivated in our gardens

and nurseries, of species which escaped my researches in

America. Probably more than thirty species will be found

cast of the Mississippi.

As a close analogy reigns throughout this genus, each species

should be raised from the seed, in order to study the develop-

ment of its vegetation as well as the characters of its flowers and

its iVuit. By observing them while young, we shall be able to

ascertain the comparative rapidity of their growth. My resi-

dence ill the United States was not long enough for the execu-

tion of this interesting task ; I have confined jnyself, therefore,

to the description of those species which are the most remark-

able for their utility or for the form of their seeds.

[See Nuttall's Supplement, vol. ii. 124, et se*/.]
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[^Soil, Propayation, dtc The Ash will grow in barren soils,

and in the bleakest and most exposed situations, but in such

will not attain a timber-like size. If planted by ditch-sides, or

in low boggy situations, according to Withering, the roots act as

under-drains, and render the ground about them firm and hard

;

but Sang observes more correctly that the Ash is found in the

highest perfection on dry, loamy soils, and that in moist but not

wet soils it grows fast, but soon sickens; retentive clay soils do

not agree with it. In rich soils its wood is short and brittle; in

sandy soils it is tough and reedy, qualities which for several

purposes much enhance its value. In loam mixed with decom-

posed rocks, at the bottom of a mountain where it is sheltered,

the Ash arrives at a great size. The largest trees will be found

where they have running water within reach of their roots.

Marshall recommends the Ash to be planted alternately witli

the Oak, because, as the Ash draws its nourishment from the

surface and the Oak from the subsoil, the ground would thus bo

fully and profitably occupied. It should undoubtedly be planted

either along with its own species, or with other trees, so as to

draw it up with a clear, straight stem, the value of the timber

depending on the closeness Jind clearness of the grain.

The species is always propagated from seed, and the varieties

by grafting or budding on the species. The seeds should bo

gathered and taken to the rotting-ground, mixed with light

sandy earth, and laid in a heap of a flat form, not more than

ten inches thick, in order to prevent them from heating. Hero

they should be turned over several times in the course of the

winter, and in February they may be removed, freed from the

sand by sifting, and sown in beds in any middling soil, well

broken by the rake. The seeds may be deposited at the dis-

tance of half an inch every way, and covered a quarter of an

inch with soil. The plants may be taken up at the end of the

year, and planted in nursery-lines; and at the end of the second

year they may be removed to where they are finally to remain.
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WHITE ASH. 4»

The W'^eping Ash, properly treated, is one of the most orna-

mental shrubbery trees I have seen abroad. The limbs of a

reguhir tree are pinned to the ground in a circle, and in a few

years form an arbor of great beauty : a seat is placed around

the stem.

The Golden-barked Ash and many other varieties are also an

ornament to the slirubbery not to be neglected by the tasteful

planter.]

WHITE ASH.

Fraxinus Americana.* F. foliis integerrimis, longk acuminaiis, petiolads,

whtus glnucis,

Polygamia dioecia. Linn. Jasminea;. Juas.

The White Ash is one of the most interesting among the

American species for the qualities of its wood, and the most

remarkable for the rapidity of its growth and for the beauty of

its foliage. It abounds in New Brunswick and Canada; in the

United States, it is most multiplied north of the river Hudson,

and is more common in Genesee than in the southern parts of

New York, in New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. A cold climate

seems most congenial to its nature. It is everywhere called

White Ash, probably from the color of the bark, by which it is

easily distinguished. I have observed, too, that on large stocks

the bark is deeply furrowed, and divided into small squares from

one to three inches in diameter.

The situations most favorable to the White Ash are the banks

of rivers and the edges and surrounding acclivities of swamps.

Vol. III.—

4

[Fraxinus acuminata. Lam.]
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It sometimes attains the height of eighty feet with a diameter

of three feet, and is one of the largest trees of the United States.

In the district of Maine and in the upper part of New Hamp-

shire, it is always accompanied by the White Elm, Yellow Birch,

White Maple, Hemlock Spruce, and lilack Spruce; and in New

Jersey it is mingled with the Ked Maple, Shellbark Hickory,

and Buttonwood, in places that are constantly wet and occasion-

ally inundated.

The White Ash is a fine tree, with a trunk perfectly straight

and often undivided to the height of more than forty feet. The

leaves are twelve or fourteen inches long, opposite, and com-

l)osed of three or four pair of leaflets surmounted by an odd one.

The leaflets, which are borne by short petioles, are three or four

inches long, al)out two inches broad, oval-aciuninate, I'arely den-

ticulated, of a delicate texture and an undulated surface. Early

in the spring they are covered with a light down, which gradu-

ally disappears, and at the approach of sunnner they are per-

fectly smooth, of a light green color al)ove and whitish beneath.

As the contrast of color between the surl'aces is remarkable, and

is peculiar to this species, Dr. Muhlenberg has denominated it

Fraxiti iiii discolor.

The seeds are one and eight-tenth inches long, cylindrical near

the base, and gradually flatleui'd into a wing, the extremity of

which is slightly notched. They are united in bunches four or

five inches long, and are ripe in the beginning of autnnni. The

shoots of the two preceding yt'ais are of a bluish-gray color and

perfectly smooth: the distance between their buds sulliciently

proves the vigor of their growth.

In large trees, tiie pci'lect woimI is reddish and the sap is

white. This wood is highly esteemed for its strength, suppk'-

ness, and elasticity, and is employed with advantage for a great

variety of uses, of whicli 1 shall mention only the most eonnnon.

It is always selected by eoach-ninkers for shafts, for the fellies

of wheels, and at New York and Philadelphia for the frame ol"
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carriage-bodies; by wheelwrights it is used for sledges and for

the hiindles of wheelbarrows; in the district of Maine, it replaces

the White Oak for the circular back of windsor chairs; scythe

and rake handles, the hoops of water-pails, the circular piece of

butter-boxes, sieves, and large spinning-wheels, which are manu-

factured principally at Ilingham, or near Boston, are of White

Ash; anil in Connecticut it is usually preferred for wooden

bowls. Ill the district of Maine it is extensively used for

staves, which are of a quality between those of White and

those of Red Oak, and are esteemed the best for containing

salted provisions. It is admitted also into the lower frame of

vessels, but is considered inferior to the Yelknv Birch and to

the heart of the Red Beech. In all the Atlantic States the

blocks used in ships and the pins lor attaching the cordage are

of Ash, for which purpose the White Ash is employed in the

Northern and the Red Ash in the Southern ports. On account

of its strength and elasticity, the White Ash is esteemed supe-

rior to every (jther wood for oars, and second only to the

Hickory for handspikes. In these Ibrms it is exported to

England and to the West Indies. It is also sent to England

in planks, and is acknowledged by Oddy, in his Treatise on

European Commerce, to be superior in many respects to the

Common Ash.

The White Ash has long ])een known in France, England,

and Germany, where it is propagated with success from the seed

and by grafting; I have even remarked that in moist grounds

its vegetation is more rnpid than that of any indigenous specie.";

its leaves are, at the same? time, less liable to iujury from the

Spanisli fly. Besides the beauty of its foliage, in which it sur-

passes the Common European Ash, it may bo recommended for

the excellence of its wood as a valuable acquisition to the North
of Europe.

11
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62 WHITE ASH.

PLATE CXVIII.

A branch with leaves of half the natural size. Fig. 1. iSeeds of the natural

size.

See Nuttall's Supplement, vol. ii. p. 129.]

[The leaves and branches of the White Ash are said to be

poisonous to serpents, and the leaf to cure their bite. No rattle-

snakes are found in White-Ash swamps. An Ash leaf rubbed

upon the swellings caused by mosquitos removes the itching

and soreness immediately. The same effect is produced on the

poison occasioned by the sting of the bee. According to

Emerson, it is found in every part of Massachusetts. It thrives

best near streams of water, but sometimes is seen nestling

among rocks, where it attains a height of one hundred feet and

more: one has been observed with a shaft of seventy feet

without a limb; it was four and a half feet in diameter.

The Ash has been called the painters' tree, being, while young,

remarkable for its gracefulness, and the softness and mellow

green of its foliage producing a fine effect in contrast with the

darker woods.]
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RED ASH.

Fraxinus tomentosa. F. folioUs subnovenis, de7itatis, petiolatis; ramulis

petiolisque pubescenii-tomeniosis.

Fraxinus pubescens. Linn.

Of all the Ashes, this species is the most multiplied in

Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia. It is commonly called

Red Ash, and frequently Ash. Like the White Ash, it prefers

swamps and places frequently inundated or liable to be covered

with water by copious rains, and in these situations it is accom-

panied by the Shellbark Hickory, Bitternut Hickory, Swamp

White Oak, Red Maple, Sweet Gum, and Tupelo.

The Red Ash is a beautiful tree, rising perpendicularly to the

height of sixty feet with a diameter of fifteen or eighteen inches.

It is inferior to the White Ash not only in size, but in the

rapidity of its growth : the length of the annual shoots and the

distance of the buds are but half as great as in the preceding

species.

The leaves are from twelve to fifteen inches long, and are

composed of three or four pair of very acuminate, denticulated

leaflets, with an odd oue. Their lower surface, as well as the

shoots of the same season to wdiicli they are attached, is covered

with a thick down : on insulated trees, this down is red at the

approach of autumn, whence, probably, is derived the name of

Red Ash. The seeds are shorter than those of the White Ash,

but similar in form and arrangement.

The bark upon the trunk is of a deep brown, and the perfect

wood is of a brighter red than that of the White Ash. The
wood of this species possesses all the properties for which the

other is esteemed, and in the ports of the Middle and Northern
68
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54 GREEN ASH.

States tlioy are indifTerently applied to the same diversified uses;

thr^t of the Red Ash, however, is somewhat harder, and con-

sequently less elastic. Notwithstanding its inferiority of size,

the Red Ash is perhaps more valuable for the regions to wliich

it has been assigned by nature; of this the Americans will bo

able to judge by experience: both species are of such general

utility that the utmost pains should be bestowed upon their

preservation and increase.

PLATE CXIX.

A branch with leaves of half the natural size. Fi(j. 1. Seeds of the natural

size,

[The siDccimen at Bartram's is fifty feet in height and five feet

two inches in circumference. It thrives best in a moist situa^

tion.

—

Meeiian.]

GREEN ASH.

Fraxinus viridis.* F. folds scptcnii^, dcnlatis, iKtiolalis, viridibus;

ramulis j)ctiolisque glahris.

Fraxiuus juglanditblia. LiNN.

The Green Ash is more common in the western districts of

Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia, than in any other part

of the United States; but even here it is less multiplied than

the White Ash and the Black Ash. Dr. Muhlenberg has par-

[Fraxinus JfOLANDiFOUA T.aiii, The Wiilnut-leavctl Ash.
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GREEN ASH. 55

ticularly observed it on the islands of the Susquelianna near

Cohimbia, and I have found it most abundant on the banks

of the Monongahela and the Ohio, between Brownsville and

Whcclino". Probably this species is of moderate dimensions; for

1 have seen it laden with seeds while only twenty-five or thirty-

five feet high and four or five inches in diameter.

The Green Ash is easily recognised by the brilliant color of

its young shoots and of its leaves, of which the two surfaces are

noai'ly alike. From this uniformity, which is rarely observed

in the foliage of trees. Dr. Muhlenberg has given the species the

name of Fraxinus concolor, and for the same reason, as it has

received uo popular specific name, I have called it Green Ash.

The leaves vary in length from six to fifteen inches, according

to the vigor of the tree and to the coolness of the soil, and are

composed of three, four, or five pair of petiolated, oval-acumi-

nate and distinctly-denticulated katlets surmounted by an odd

one. The seeds are only half a> large as those of the White

Ash, but are similar in form. The wood of the Green Ash is

distinguished by the same projierties with that of the preceding

species; but, as the others are common in the same regions, and

are so much superior in size, it is only accidentally employed.

This species has been multiplied in France from seeds sent

home by my father in 1785. It supports the inclemency of our

winter, and is esteemed by amateurs for the singular tint of its

foliage, which is strikingly contrasted with that of the surround-

nig trees.

PLATE CXX.

A branch with leaves of half the natural size. Fig. 1. Seeds of the natural

size.



COMMON EUROPEAN ASH.
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Fraxinus excelsior. F. fuUis subscssililms, lanceolaio-oblovf/is, atkim-

atls, scrralis ; Jhrihus nudis ; scm'mibus ojncc cmargbmtis.

The Ash is the most common and the most usefnl species of

its genus upt)u the Old Continent. Like the Common Ouk ami

the White Oak, it is found throughout Europe and the North of

Asia, and, as it is k'ss sensible to cold, would probaldy be more

multiplied than the Oaks, were it not restricted to certain soils,

It is found almost exclusively on the borders of rivers and

swamps, and in places constantly cool and shaded, without

being exposed to inundation; in a word, in situations analogous

to those which, in the United States, produce the White Ash

and the Red Ash.

The Common Ash is ranked among trees of the first order.

It is sometimes ninety feet high and nine or ten feet in circum-

ference; but when sixty or seventy feet in height, it is in per-

fection for all the uses to which it is applied. The trunk is

straight and well-})roportioned; the branches are opposite.

covered, while young, with a snujoth, greenish bark, mid

garnished with short, round buds, nearly black, like those nf

the Black Ash. The leaves, wliich consist of four or five ]»air

of leaflets with an odd one, are opposite like the branches, of ;i

dark green color, smooth, acuminate, and slightly toothed. TIic

flowers are not conspicuous, and are united in bunches; baricn,

iertile, aiid hermaphrodite flowers arc found upon the same trci',

The seeds are of a lanceolate-oval shape, and terminated Itv ;i

flat wing, Avhich is usually notched at the end: tlu'y are li]"'

toward the begiiuiing of autiumi.

In the properties and uses of its wood, the Europeiin Ash

50
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COMMON E U II V E A N A S II. 67

rcseiiiblos the Wliite Ash of America. In France, handsome

articles of furniture are made with the pieces immediately be-

low the first ramification, and with the knobs from the trunk

of old trees, which ('xhil)it more varied and more agreeable ac-

cidents in the direction of the fibres. The Common Ash is

subject to be worm-eaten, and is rarely employed in building

houses. It burns better than any other wood before it is sea-

soned, and ad'ords excellent coal.

In the department of the Cantal, and in some other parts of

France, the branches of the Ash are given both dry and green

to sheep and cows, without imparting a disagreeable taste to

the milk and butter.

Spanish flies are very fond of the leaves of this tree, upon

which they sometimes swarm in such numbers as to diffuse an

ollensive odor.

:^| The ancients, as we are informed by Pliny, believed that ser-

pents had an antipathy to the Ash, and that they never ap-

proached it
: this prejudice, which is still entertained, has given

rise to the belief that a decoction of its roots or leaves in milk

is an antidote for the poison of reptiles.

The generid utility of its wood causes great attention to be

Ix'stowed, in every part of Europe, upon the propagation of the

Ash. For this purpose, nurseries are formed from the seed, and
the young plants, at the age; of two or three years, are set out

wiierever the soil is cool and moist enough for their reception

:

they succeed well on uplands which arc not too dry and sandy,

or composed of too great a proportion of clay.

There ar' several varieties of the European Ash, the most
remarkable of which is the Drooping Ash; its branches decline

toward the earth, and the effect is peculiarly picturesque in

solitary trees which have been formed by grafting this variety
upon the Common Ash.

Many medicinal properties have been ascribed to the Ash,
and more accuriite observations lead me to Ix'lieve that if these
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58 COMMON EU ROTE AN A S II.

virtues exist they can reside only in the inner btirk, ^vhi(•ll is

bitter and astringent.

The White Ash and the Bh;e Ash of the United States luv

superior to the Connnon European Ash in the very properties

for which this species is most esteemed; tlierc is no motive,

therefore, for introducing it into the American woods : that it

would llourish there is evinced by a beautiful exam})le in the

garden of Mr. AY. Bartram, in the vicinity of Philadelphia.

PLATE CXXI.

A leaf of half the natural size. F'kj. 1. Seeds of the natural size.

[There arc many varieties of this tree, among which tho

P,'ii(1iih( should be planted and trained as an ornamental iuhor.

There is a very interesting specimen at Bartram's, forinin^'

the " Washington Arbor," under which the Father of his couutiy,

Benjamin Franklin, Wilson, and other eminent men, have ol'teu

sat; and wherein, surrounded by scenes lie loved, W^illinm liar-

tram breathed his last. Here sat Washington when he rephed

to the French ambassador's playful incpiiry what kind of a ///'/

that (bombshell) was :
—

•• It is a nut too hard for John Bull to

o.rack."

—

Meeiiax.]
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BLACK ASH.

Fkaxinus sambucifolia. F. foUolls scsmIIIjh.% acumhviUs, scrratln;

ramls ininclatis.

In the extensive country comprising the northern section of

the United States, ivnd tlio provinces of New IJrunswiclv und

Nova Scotia, the White Ash and the Blaclc Asli, sonietinies

called Water Ash, are the most ahundant in the forests, and the

most accurately known by the inhahitants.

The Black Ash is sixty or seventy feet in height and ab(jut

two feet in diameter. It requires a moister soil exposed to

longer inundations than the White Ash, and is usually accom-

panied Ijy the Ked-llowering Maple, the Yellow Birch, the Black

Spruce, and the Arbor- Vitai ; in the Middle States it prefers

the company of the Red-llowering Maple and Red Ash.

The buds of the Black Ash are of a deep blue, and the young

shoots of a bright green sprinkled with dots of the same color,

which disappear as the season advances. The leaves at their

unfolding are accompanied by stipula}, which fall after two or

three weeks : they are twelve or fifteen inches long when lidly

de\-elo[)ed, and composed of three or ft)ur pair of leaflets with

an odd one. The leaflets are sessile, oval-acuminate, denticu-

lated, of a deep green color, smot)th on the upper surface, and

coated with red down upon the main ribs beneath : Avhen

bruised, they emit an odor like that of Elder leaves. The

seeds, which are disposed in bunches four or five inches long,

are flat, and, like those of the Blue Ash, are nearly iis broad at

the base as at the sunnnit.

The Black Ash is easily distinguished from the White Ash
by its bark, which is of a duller hue, less deeidy furrowed, and

has the layers of the epidei'iuis ap[>li"d in broad sheets. The
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60 BLACK ASH.

perfect wood is of a brown complexion and fine textuiv; it is

touglier and more elastic! than that of the White Ash, but less

dnrable when exposed to the vicissitudes of dryness and Uiois-

tnre, and for this reason it is less extensively used. (,"o;r1i-

niakers do not employ it, and it is never wrought iiuo oars,

handspikes, and pulleys. In the district of Maine, it is pre-

ferred to the White Ash for hoops, which are made of saplinus

from six to ten feet in length, split in the middle. As this

wood may be separated into thin, narrow strips, it is selected in

the country for chair-bottoms and riddles.

The Black Ash is more liable than any other species to be

disfigured with knobs, which are sometimes of considerable sizo

and are detached from the body of the tree to make bowls.

The wood of these excrescences has the advantage of superior

solidity, and, when carefully polished, exhibits singular undulu-

tions of the fibre; divided into thin layers, it might be employed

to embellish mahogany.

In Vermont and New Hampshire, which furnish great

quantities of potash, I have been informed that the ashes of

this tree are singularlj^ rich in alkali.

Such ai'e the pi'incipal uses of the Black Ash, from which a

general idea may be formed of its projTcrties. It deserves a

place in the forests of the North of Eui'ope, and by employinu

its wood we shall learn to estimate its Value with greater

precision.

Observation. Another lofty species of Ash exists in Kentucky,

which is also called Black Ash; but I am too imperfectly

acquainted with it to attempt a description.

PLATE CXXII.

A branch with leaves of half the natural size. Fig. 1. Seeds of the natural

size.
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BLUE A S II. 61

[The Black Ash is not considered an ornamental tree, and is

avoided in plantations. For baskets it is much employed.

When it is to be divided, it is beaten with mallets until the

fibres are somewhat loosened, when it may be divided into

unilbrm ribbons of any required dimensions.]

BLUE ASH.

Fraxinus QUADRAXGtTLATA. F. vawiilis (ju>((imiifpd(((i.<^, foiiob's ad sum-

mum 'i-jiif/is, snhsessilibi(s, omU-lanccolfdls, argute scrratis, subius pubes-

cenfibits, capsuUs idrinqiie obtusis.

The Blue Ash is unknown in the Atlantic parts of the United

States, and is found only in Tennessee, Kentucky, and the

southern part of Ohio. The climate of these countries is mild,

and the soil in some places so fertile that it is difficult, without

having witnessed them, to form an idea of the luxuriance of

vegetation and the productiveness of agriculture. The richness

of the .soil proves a substitute for that degree of moisture which,

in the Atlantic States, seems indispensable to the Ash. In

Kentucky and West Tennessee, the forests upon dry and uneven

lan<ls, at a distance from the rivers, are coniposed of the

Walnuts, the lied Maple, the Moose Wood, the Hack Berry, the

American Nettle, and tiie Oaks; several s[)ecies of which, east

t)f the mountains, grow only in the most humid soils.

The Blue Ash frecpiently exceeds sixty or seventy feet in

height and eighteen or twenty inches in diameter. Its leaves

are from twelve to eighteen iuclu's long, and are comi»osed of

two, three, or ibur pair of leallets with an odd one. The
leaflets are large, smooth, oval-acuminate, distinctly toothed, and

supported by short petioles 'I'lm young shoots to which the

Im
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02 BLUE ASH.

leuvcs are attached are distinguished by four opposite iiicm-

branes, three or four lines broad and of a greenish color, extrml-

ing through their whole length: this character disappears the

third or fourth year, leaving only the traces of its existi'iicc.

The seeds are Hat from one extremity to the other and a little

narrowed towax'd the base.

The wood of the Blue Ash possesses the characteristic pro-

perties of the genus; and, of all the species of the Western Stiitcs,

it is the most extensively employed and the most higiilv

esteemed. Besides the habitual use thitt is made of it lor the

frames of carriages and for the fellies of wheels, it is generally

selected for the llooring of houses, fre(pu'ntly for the exteiior

covering, and sometimes for the shingles of the roof; but llir

the last pu\'})ose the Tulip Tree is preferred. I have been told

that a blue color is extracted from the inner l)ark of this ticc;

but I have never seen it em[)loyed, and do not know by what

process it is ol)talned. Milk in which the leaves have brcu

boiled is said to bi' an unfailing remed\' for the bite of the

rattlesnake: we may be allowed, however, to doubt its cHicarv

till it is attested l)y enlightened pliysicians.

My father first described the T)lue Ash in his Fhra IJunnli'

Amrvii'tnui, and from the see('.> which he sent home have s[)i'iiii'i

the beautiful slocks that ari' now growing in Europe ; l»ut tiny

are still too young to yield fruit, and they are propagated ly

grafting upon the Connnon Ash.

The various uses to which the wood <if the TMu'C Ash is ap|in>-

jiriated in America should induce the Kuropcans to multiply

it in their forests, till they are enabled to iippreeiate its com-

parative value.

PLATE CXXIIL

A hraiirh irifh lans nf hulf tJir iinlni'iif si:i\ Flij. 1. f^icih nf the vain-

r<il yl:r.
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CAROLINIAN ASH.

Fraxinus platicarpa. F. foftolis pdiulUls, ocidihu.'ij scrmtis ; c'lpi^iiUs

laio laiiccolads.

This species of Ash, wliicli is very distinclly characterized by

tlie form of its leaves and seeds, is confined to tlie Southern

States. It abounds particuhirly on the river Cape Fear, in

North Carolina, and upon the Ashley and the Cooper, in South

Carolina. As it has received no specific name from the inhabit-

ants, I have given it that of Carolinian Ash.

The marshy borders of creeks and rivers, and all places ex-

posed to long inundations, are congenial to this Ash, which

delights in more abundant moisture than the other species. Its

vegetation is beautiful, but its stature rarely exceeds thirty feet,

and it fructifies at half this height. In the spring the lower

side of the leaves and young shoots is covered with thick down,

which disappears at the approach of summer. The leaves com-

monly consist of two pair of leaflets with a terminal odd one.

The leaflets are large, nearly round, petiolated, and distinctly

toothed. The flowers, as in the other s[)(.'cies, are smidl and

not very conspicuous ; the seeds, unlike those of any Ash with

wliich we are acquainted, are flat, oval, and broader than they

are long.

From its inferior dimensions, the Carolinian Ash is totallv

neglected ; but accurate experiments on the nature of different

si^'cies of wood in America will perhaps evince that this ti'ee.

as well as others that are regarded as worthless, possesses pro-

perties of eminent utility.

PLATE CXXTV.

A branch of half (he naUmd sec. F-'/. 1. .SVrt/.s of (he natural size.
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BLACK WILLOW.

Isalix nigra. S. foliis lanceolatis, aeaminatis, sermtis, glabris; pelioUs

jnibescentibus.

Amentaceffi. Juss.

This species is the most common of the American Willows,

and the most analogous to that of Europe. It is less multiplied

in the Northern and Southern than in the Middle and espe-

cially in the Western States. It is found on the hanks of the

great rivers, such as the Susquehanna and the Ohio, and is

called Black Willow, or simply Willow.

The Black Willow is rarely more than thirty or thirty-five

feet high and twelve or fifteen inches in diameter. It divides

at a small height into several divergent hut not pendent limhs,

jind forms a spacious summit. The leaves are long, narrow,

finely denticulated, of a light green, and destitute of stipulac.

In the uniformity of its coloring, the foliage of this species dif-

fers from that of the European Willow, the lower surface of

which is glaucous.

Upon tlie trunk the bark is grayish and finely chapped ; upon

the roots it is of a dark brown, Avhence may have been derived

the specific name of the tree. The roots afford an intensely-

bitter decoction, which is considered in the country as a ])urifi.-

r

of the blood, and as a preventive and remedy for intermittent

fevers.

The wood is white and soft, and the branches are easily

broken from the tree. Neither the wood nor the twigs are

applied to any useful purpose.

PLATE CXXV.

Fig, 1. Leaves of /he natural size.
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C H A M P L A I N WILLOW. 65

[See Niittall's Supplement, vol. i., for a great number of Wil-

lows found in the countries bordering on our Pacific coast. See

also Emerson's " Trees and Shrubs of Massachusetts."

The Black Willow is known to basket-makers as the "Wicker

Willow."

The subject of Willow-planting, for the uses of the basket-

maker, has been much referred to of late. For the best mode

of cultivating it for profit, see "Transactions of the Norfolk

(Massachusetts) Agricultural Society, 1852," and the several

volumes of the " Horticulturist."]

Hi.

CIIAMPLAIN WILLOW.

Salix ligustkixa. (S^. fiiia.'i lani'ciiIatit-Vuacrtbus, acmnlnatis, scrratls

;

stipuUs incnijualilc)' cordalls; jhHuUs viUosis.

I HAVE found this Willow on the shores of Lake Champlain,

particularly near the village of Skeensborough. It is about

twenty-five feet high and seven or eight inches in diameter : its

first aspect resembles that of the Black Willow, but its leaves

are longer, narrower, and accompanied at the base by cordiform,

serrate stipulu;. Its wood and branches are approuriated to no

use.

PLATE CXXV.

Fi(j. 2. Leaves of the naluml size.
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SHINING WILLOW.

Salix lucida. *S'. fuliis ohlongis, cnspidato-acuminaUs, nitidis; argute

scrratis; saraiim's glandulosis.

I HAVE observed the Shining Willow—which is so called by

sonic persons on {iccount of the brilliancy of its foliage—only in

the Northern and Middle States. It is found in moist but open

grounds, and is more common on the edges of the salt meadows

than in the interior of the forests ; it is also seen on the islands

not covered with woods, in the rivers and near the shores of

the lakes.

This species is easily distinguished by the superior size of its

leaves, which are oval-acuminate, denticulated, and sometimes

four inches in length.

The Shining Willow attains the height of eighteen or twenty

feet ; but its ordinary elevation is nine or ten feet. Baskets

are made of its brandies when those of the European Willow,

which are jn'efi'rable, cannot be obtained ; but it possesses no

pi'operty that recommends it to attention.

Ohftcrvatlo)!. Many species of Willow are found in the United

States and in Canada, the greater part of which are susceptible

of no useful a])plication. The three species which I have de-

scribed ai'e distinguished only by their superior height ; but

even these are greatl}' inferior to the European Willow in size

and in the ^jroperties of their wood. In the Northern and Mid-

dle States, particularly in Pennsylvania and in some townships

in the lower part of New Jersey, great numbers of the Eurt)-

pean Willow have been plantecl, i»f ivhich light baskets are

iabricated for the market of lMiiladeli)hia. This tree furnishes

the charcoal for the manufacture of guni»()wder.

PLATE CXXV.

Fig. 3. A h<(J' (if ilic iiiitiiraf size.
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WHITE ELM.

Ulmus Amekicana. U. ramis hccibas, pendaUs ; foliis subunlfurmUer

scrratis ; jioribiis manifcstii pcdiccUatis ; frudibus dcnsissimo fimbriatis.

Poutandria digyuia. Linn. Amentaceaj. Juss,

This tree, which is known throughout the United States by

the name of White Ehn, is found over an extensive tract of the

North American Continent. Toward the north, my father

indicates its first appearance in the hititude of about 48" 20',

eighteen miles from the mouth of the river Mistassin, which

empties into Lake St. John, in Canada. I have myself observed

it from Nova Scotia to the extremity of Georgia,—a distance of

twelve hundred miles. It abounds in all the Western States;

and I have learned that it is connnon in the neighborhood of

the great rivers that water Upper Louisiana and empty into

the Mississippi. But it appeared to be the most multiplied and

of the loftiest height between the 42d and 4Gth degrees of lati-

tude, which comprise the provinces of Lower Canada, New
Ikunswick, and Nova Scotia, the northeastern section of the

United States, and Genesee, in the State of New York.

The leaves of the White Elm are four Oi Ive inches long,

borne by short petioles, alternate, unequal at the base, oval-

iicuminate, and doubly denticulated. They are generally smaller

than those of the Red Elm, of a thinner texture and a smoother

surface, with more regular and prominent ribs.

This species dilfers also essentially from the Red Elm and

the European Elm in its flowers and seeds; the flowers appear

before the leaves, and are very small, of a purple color, sup-

ported by short, slender footstalks, and unitiMl in bunches at the

extremity of the blanches. The seeds are cuntained in a flat,
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68 WHITE ELM.

oval, fringed capsule, notched at the base : the season of their

maturity is from the 15<^h of May to the 1st of June.

The White Elm delights in low, humid, substantial soils, such

as in the Northern States are called iniercal hiiuh. In the

Middle States it grows in similar situations, and on the borders

of swamps, where it is usually accompanied by the White Oak,

the Sweet Gum, the Tupelo, the Red Maple, and tlie Shagbark

Hickory. West of the mountains, it abounds in all the fertile

bottoms watered by the great rivers that feed the Ohio and the

Mississippi. I have constantly oljserved it on their banks with

the White Maple and the Buttonwood, where its base is inun-

dated at the rising of the waters in the spring. On the margins

of these rivers it is sometimes four feet in diameter. In the

Middle States it stretches to a great height, but does not ap-

proach the magnificence of vegetation which it displays in the

countries peculiarly adapted to its growth. In clearing the

primitive forests a few stocks are sometimes left standing; insu-

lated in this manner, it appears in all its majesty, towering to

the height of eighty or one hundred feet, with a trunk four or

live feet in diauieter, regularly shaped, naked, and insensibly

diminishing to the height of sixty or seventy feet, where it

divides into two or three primary lindjs. The lindjs, not widely

divergent near the base, approach and cross each other eight or

ten feet higher, and dilluse on all sides long, flexible, pendulous

branches, bending into regular arches and floating lightly in the

air. A singularity is observed in this tree which I have wit-

nessed in no other; two small limbs four or five feet long grow

in a reversed position near the first ramification, and descend

along the trunk.

The Luttonwood astonishes the eye by the size of its trunk

and the amplitude of its head; but the V/hite Elm has a more

majestic appearance, which is owing to its great elevation, to

the disposition of its principal limbs, and the cxtrenie elegance

of its summit. lu New llaiiipshire, between L'ortsmouth and



WHITE ELM. 69

Poi'tlaiul, a great number of young White Elms are seen de-

tached in the middle of the pastures ; they ramify at the height

of eight, ten, or twelve feet, and their limbs, springing at the

same point, cross each other and rise with a uniform inclination,

80 as to form of the summit a sheaf of regul.ar proportions and

admiral )le beaut}'.

The trunk of this Elm is cover-cd with a white, tender bark,

very deeply furrowed. The wood, like that of the Connnon

European Ehn, is of a dark brown, and, cut transversely or ob-

liquely to the longitudinal fibres, it exhibits the same numerous

and line undulations; but it splits more easily, and has less

compactness, hardness, and strength. This opinion was given

me by several English wheelwrights established in the United

States ; and I have .since proved its correctness by a comparison

of the two species. The White Elm is used, however, at New

York and farther north for the naves of coach-wheels, because it

is diflicult to pi'ocure the Black Gam, which at Philadelphia is

preferred for this purpose. It is not admitted into the construc-

tion of houses or of vessels, except occasion all}', in the district

of Maine, for keels, for which it is adapted only by its size. Its

bark is said to be very easily detached during eight months of

the year; soaked in water and suppled ])y pounding, it is used

in the Northern States for the jjottom of commcm chairs.

Such are the few and uniin[)ortaut uses of the White Ehn in

the United States; it is far inferior to the European Elm, which

is a tree of very extensive utility, and it deserves attention in

the Old World only as the most magnificent vegetable of the

temperate zone.

PLATE CXXVI.

A branch with leaves of the natural size. Fij. 1. Flowers. Fig. 2. Seeds

[See Nuttall's Supplement, vol. i. p. -"il.]
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70 WHITE ELM.

[_Soil, Propagation, (tr. The suckers produced by tlie Com-

mon Elm, both near and at a distance from the stem, afford a

ready mode of propagation adopted throughout Europe ; the

suckers are procured from the roots of grown-up trees, in hedge-

rows or plantations. Layers from stools, .and grafting on the

U. montana, may also be employed; the layers are made in

autunni or the winter, and are rooted, or fit to b.; taken off, in

a year. The seeds fall from the tree in May as soon as they

are ripe, and, being swept up, ai'e sown immediately in beds of

rich, light soil, the seeds being placed about one inch apart

every way, and covered to the depth of an eighth of an inch.

The plants come up the same season, and are fit for transplant-

iug into nursery-lines in the autumn.

The Elm is not a brittle tree, and not liable to be injured by

high winds. It is, however, subject to many diseases, and

attacked by many kinds of insects. As a noble ornamental

ti'ee, its value is widely appreciated, and its importance in this

respect does not requii'e to be enfoiced. In New England, par-

ticularly, fine avenues are to be met with. In France, the Elm

is subjected to being trimmed in artificial forms, flat surfiices,

and for hedges ; it is very patient of the knife : at the town of

Versailles, near Paris, and at other places on the continent, the

traveller is struck with the formal avenues of Elm Trees of very

considerable size which have been subjected to an annual shear-

ing ; they then present a flat surface on each side of the street.

The White Elm in many districts is particularly subject to

be preyed upon by insects, and has tlierefore been abandoned by

many.]
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WAIIOO.

Ulmus alata. U. ramis jwasbn ex utroque latere in alam subcrosam cor-

ticalcm (lilatatls ; foliis oUonfjo-omlibHs, scnsim acutis, basi subse(2ualibus

;

fructit puhcscentc et confcrtius cUioso.

Ulmus piunihi. AValfkr.

The Wiihoo is a stranger to the Nortliern and Middle States,

and to the mountainous regions of the Alleghanies ; it is found

only in the lower part of Virginia, in the maritime districts of

the Carolinas and Georgia, in West Tennessee, and in some

l)urts of Kentucky. Probably it grows also in the two Floridas

and in Lower Louisiana^ of whicli the soil and climate are

analogous to those of the maritime parts of the Southern States,

and of which the vegetable productions, with some exceptions,

are the yame.

The name of Wahoo, given to this species of P^lm in South

Carolimi and Georgia, is derived from the Indiiins ; but I am

ignorant of its meaning.

The Wahoo grows of preferenoo on the banks of rivers and

in the great swamps enclosed in the pine-barrens: it has always

appeared to me to be less multiplied than the trees by which it

is accompiinied. It is of a middling stature, connnonly not ex-

ceeding thirty feet, with a diameter of nine or ten inches: the

two largest stocks that I liave seen were at Wilmington, N.C.

;

liu'y were, p(>rhaps, forty or forty-five feet high, fifteen inches

in diameter, and seemingly very old.

The llowers, like those of oth(>r Elms, open before tlie leaves.

The seeds are fringed, and dill'er fiom Ihose of the White Elm

only by a little inferiority of size. The leaves are borne by

short petioles, and are oval, denticulated, and smaller than

those of the White and Ked Elms.
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The branches are furnished throughout their whole length,

on two opposite sides, with a fungous appendage two or three

lines wide, from which the name of alata, "winged," has been

given to the species.

The wood of the Wahoo is fine-grained, more comiiact,

heavier, and, I believe, stronger, than that of the White Elm.

The heart is of a dull red approaching to chocolate color, and

always bears a large proportion to the sap. At Charleston, S.C,

and in some other towns of the Southern States, it is emplo} ed

for the naves of coach-wheels, and is even pi'eferred, for this

object, to the Tupelo, as being harder and tougher; but it is

appropriated to no other use.

For economical purposes, this species is uninteresting to the

Europeans, as the Connnon Elm is greatly superior in size and

in the rpiality of its wood: these advantages should engage the

A.mericans to introduce the European species into their forests.

TLATE CXXVII.

A branch with leaves of the aatund size. Fig. 1. Seeds of the nnticral

size.
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RED ELM.

Ulmus rubra. U. fuliis plcrumque ovallbus ohlongis, rarius cordato-ova-

libus, utrinque rugosis; gcnunis yub cxjdicatione dema fulcdque land

tomentosis; Jioribus sessillbus.

Except the maritime districts of the Caroliuas and Georgia,

this species of Elm is found in all parts of the United States and

of Canada. It bears the names of Red Elm, Slippery Elm, and

Moose Elm, of which the first is the most common : the French

of Canada and Upper Louisiana call it Orme yras.

The Red Elm, though not rare, is less conunon than the Oaks,

the Maples, the Sweet Gum, and the Sassafras; it is also less

multiplied than the White Elm, and the two species are rarely

found together, as the Red Elm ret^uires a substantial soil free

from, moisture, and even delights in elevated and open situa-

tions, such as the steep banks of rivers, particularly a'i the

Hudson and the Susquehanna. In Ohio, Kentucky, and Ten-

nessee, it is more nuiltiplied than east of the mountains, and

with the Hickories, the Wild Cherry Tree, the Red Mulberry,

the Sweet liocust, the Coffee Tree, and some other species, con-

stitute the growth upon the richest lands of an uneven surface.

This tree is fifty or sixty feet high and fifteen or twenty

inches in diameter. In the winter it is distinguished from the

White Elm by its buds, which are larger and rounder, and

which, a fortnight before their development, are covered with a

russet down.

The flowers are aggregated at the extremity of the j'oung

shoots. The scales which surround the bunches of flowers are

downy like the buds. The flowers and seeds difler from those

of the preceding species : the calyx is downy and sessile, and

III. 78
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74 RED ELM.

the stamina are short and of a pale rose color; the seeds are

liiryor, destitute of fringe, round, and very sinular to those of

the European Elm; tliej are ripe toward the end of May. The

leaves are oval-acuminate, doubly denticulated, and larger,

thicker, and rougher than those of the White Elm.

The bark upon the trunk is brown; the heart is coarser-

grained, and less compact than that of the White Ehn, and of

a dull-red tinge. I have renuirked that the wood, even in

l)ranches of one or two inches in diameter, consists principally

of perfect wood. This species is stronger, more durable when

exposed to the weather, and of a better quality, than the White

Elm; hence in the Western States it is employed with greater

advantage in the construction of houses, and sometimes of

vessels on the banks of the Ohio. It is the best wood of the

United States for blocks, and its scarceness in the Atlantic

States is tlie only cause of its limited consum})tion in the ports.

It makes excellent rails, which are of long duration and are

formed with little labor, as the trunk splits easily and regularly

;

this is probably the reason that it is never employed for the

naves of wheels.

The Red Elm bears a strong likeness to a species or a variety

in Europe known by the name of Dutch Elm. The leaves and

the bark of the bx'anches, macerated in water, yield, like those

of the Dutch Elm, a thick and abundant mucilage, which is

used for a refreshing drink in colds, and for emollient plasters

in place of the marsh-mallow root, which does not grow in tlie

United States.

Though the Red Elm is superior to the White Elm, it is not

equal to our European species, and its culture cannot be gene-

rally recommended.

Ohson'(ifi'o)i,s. In the district of Maine and on the banks of

Lake C'hatuplain I have found another Elm which I judged to

be a distinct species. Its leaves were oval-acuminate, rough, and
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COMMON EUROPEA.N ELM. 75

deeply toothed; but I have not seen its flowers or its seeds.

The length of its young shoots announced a vigorous vegetation.

It is confounded in use with the White Elm, to which it is pei'-

haps superior; it is found in the nurseries of France, and pro-

bably it came originally from Canada.

PLATE CXXVIIL

A branch with leaves and seeds of the natural size.

COMMON EUROPEAN ELM.

(JiiMUS CAMPESTRis. U. folUs dupUmto-scrrotls, basi hmqualibus ; Jhri-

bus siibsessllihus, conglomeratis, jyaitioulris ; frucUhus rjlabris.

Upon the Old Continent one of the most useful trees in the

mechanical arts is the Elm, which is indigenous to the centre

of Europe and to the North of Asia. It was formerly most

abundant in Germany; and the town of Ulm, in Suabia, is said

to derive its name from the vast forests of Elm that existed in

its vicinity.

Tiiis tree was cultivated by the ancients, and highly esteemed

for the excellence of its wood: it is fre(|uently mentioned by

Virgil, Pliny, and Theophrastus.

No forests consisting wholly of Elm are found in England,

Cermany, France, or Italy; but the habitual use and superior

fitness of its wood lor certain valuable purposes ciuis(> it to be

propagated on private estates, by the sides of highways, and in

the large forests which in difii'rent countries are protected by

Ooverinucnt. Tlius cultivated and artificially multiplied, it has

produced numerous varieties, like the fruit trees, which are dis-

I ;H



(6 COMMON EUROPEAN ELM.

tinguishcd principally by their foliage: in some of them the

leaves are small, shining, and coriaceous; in others, large, downy,

and supple. To this difference must be added that of the bark:

upon a trunk six inches in diameter, in some varieties, the bark

is smooth; in others it is rough and scaly upon saplings less

than two inches thick. Distinctions are also founded upon the

rapidity of vegetation and the quality of the wood. Nursei'y-

inen assure us that new varieties are constantly appearing

among the young plants reared from the seed; hence it becomes

impossible to compose invariable definitions, or to harmonize

the confusion of botanical writers.

But all these varieties may be referred to two types, in which

remarkable differences are found and constantly reproduced.

One of these is the Common Elm, und r which are ranged all

the ordinary varieties; the other is the Large-leafed or Dutch

Elm.

The Common Elm is one of the tallest and finest trees of the

temperate zone of Europe; several stocks yet survive in France

which were planted in the reign of Ilemy IV., about the year

1580, by the orders of Sully, and which are twenty-five or

thirty feet in circumference and eighty or ninety feet high.

The leaves of the Common Elm are olilong, pointed, doubly

serrate, and unequal at the base. The flowers appear in the

beginning of March, about three weeks before the leaves: they

are small, rcMldish, not conspicuous, and are united in clusters

on the shoots of the preceding year; they are succeeded by

oval, bordered capsules, containing a single flat, roundish seed,

which varies in size in different varieties, and is ripe toward the

end of A];)ril.

The wood of the Elm has less strength than the Oak and

less elasticity than the Ash, but it is tougher and less liable to

split. In France, it is usually employed for mounting artillery,

and for this purpose is selected with the greatest care. The

trees are cut according to the use to which they are destined,
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and the pieces are stored under shelter to dry durinf, six or

seven years; the precaution is even observed of turning them

every six months, that the seasoning may proceed more uni-

formly. Thus perfected, the wood is used for the carriages of

cannon, and for the gunwale, the blocks, &c. of ships. It i.s

cverywhei-e preferred by wheelwrights for the naves and fellies

of wheels, and for other objects.

The quality of this wood depends in a singular degree on the

situation in which it grows : high ground and a strong soil are

necessary to its perfection ; and when planted in such a soil on

the side of roads, or on the ramparts of fortified towns, where

it is vexed by the winds and exposed to all the influences of the

seasons, it is firmer and more solid.

The knobs which grow upon old trunks are divided into thin

plates by cabinet-makers, and when polished they exhibit very

diversified accidents in the arrangements of the fibre, and form

beautiful articles of furniture.

Well-cords are made of the bark of the Elm ; the wood is an

excellent combustible, and in some countries the leaves are

given *')r food to sheep and larger cattle.

In fertile and humid soils the Elm is subject to a species of

ulceration, which appears on the body of the tree at the height

of three or four feet, and which discharges a great quantity of

sap. The disease penetrates gradually into the interior of the

tree and corrupts its substance. Many attempts have Ix'eu

made to cure it in the beginning or to arrest its progress, l)ut

hitherto without success: the best tx'eatment is to pierce the

tree to the depth t)f two or three inches witli an auger, in the

very heart of the nuilady, which is declared by the flowing of

the sap.'"

The English writers on forest trees—Evelyn, Miller, Marshall,

* [AiiotliiT imido (if tiviitiiiL'iit riHHiiiiincnclcd is to pioroo tlio ulcer, niiil tlicii

dress tbo wound with jiowdored I'luuroal, or a niixtuit' of cotv-dung and clay ]
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&c.—mention twenty varieties of the Elm, seven of which are

particularly remarkable, and may serve r^s types of the rest;

these arc the True English Elm, the Narrow-leaved Cornish

Elm, the Dutch Elm, the Black Worcestershire Elm, the Nar-

row-leaved Witch Elm, and the Upright Witch Elm. On the

continent we possess these principal varieties, and those that are

referred to them ; but we consider the Dutch Elm as a distinct

species, not derived, like the others, from the Common Elm.

In England, the true English Elm is recognised as the best

wood; and to avoid mistake, in forming plantations, grafted

stocks are procured from the nurseries; for neither the foliage

nor the wood offers any peculiar appearance by which it may be

certainly distinguished.

In the description of the Tupelo, particular mention has been

made of a precious variety of the Common Elm, the Twisted

Elm, omitted by the German and English writers, which is pro-

pagated in the departments about Paris, in that of the North,

and in Belgium.

It is an object of importance to multiply this invaluable

variety, which can be done only by grafting or by transplanting

suckers. It is reared with the greatest care at Meaux and

Mendes, a few leagues from Paris, and thence it is procured

with the greatest certainty.

The Curled Maples, till they are seven or eight inches in dia-

meter, exhibit no undulations of the fibre, and a similar fact is

observed in the Twisted Elm; the iibres do not assume the

spiral direction till the trunk is nine or ten inches thick. In

comparing attentively young Twisted Elms less than eight

inches in diameter with other varieties planted at the same time

in tlie same soil, the only difference I observed was, that the

vegetation of the Twisted Elm was more vigorous, its foliage of

a lighter green, and its bark perfectly smooth, while that of the

other stocks, even when only two inches in diameter, was thick

and chapped.
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In France, Belgium, and some parts of Germany, many of

the highways, as well as the public walks in the neighborhood

of large towns, are planted with the Elm, which, besides the

value of its wood, has a tufted foliage, and suffers the pruning-

hook without injury. The trees destined for this purpose are

reared in nurseries, and when about two inches in diameter are

set out in the autumn, at the distance of twenty-four feet.

During the first years, the ground is kept loose, that the rain

may penetrate more easily to their roots.

PLATE CXXIX.

Plate 1. Leaves of the natural size. Fig. 1. Flowers of tJie natu^'al size.

Fig. 2. Seeds of the natural size.

DUTCH ELM.

Ur.MiTS SUBEROSA. U. foliis (hiplicato-serratis, rugosis ; florihus suhscs-

silibus, conglomeratis, tetrandris; fructibus glahris ; cortice ramuhrum

suberoso-alato.

Tins species is easily distinguished from the Common Euro-

pean Elm by its leaves, which are larger, thicker, rugged on

both surfaces, and borne by short petioles. The flowers, also,

are of a lighter tint, and the seeds are larger. In the winter,

when stripped of its foliage, the Dutch Elm is recognised by its

round buds, and by the thickness of its shoots of the preceding

year.

The bark of the young branches, as in the Red Elm, is full of

mucilage, which, thirty years ago, was celebi'ated in cutaneous

affections. It was preserved and given in decoction, in doses of

i!
'i
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two ounces, steeped in a quart of river-water, reduced by boil-

ing to a pint. This pi'actice was long jirevalent; but, notwith-

standing some authentic attestations of its success, it has fallen

into disuse.

The Dutch Elm so nearly resembles the Red Elm of the

United States in its flowers, foliage, and fruit, that it is not

always easy to distinguish them : the most striking difierence is

in the buds; those of the Red Elm are covered in the spring

with a thick, reddish down; those of the Dutch Elm, on the

contrary, are smooth, or, at most, are lightly powdered on the

edges of the scales. This European species attains a very lofty

height and a considerable diameter. Its wood is softer than

that of the Common Elm; but the writers on forest trees speak

variously of its qualities, and I have consulted wheelwrights

without obtaining Siitisftxctory information; on the most favor-

able supposition, it is greatly inferior to the Twisted Elm.

PLATE CXXIX.

Plate 2. A branch with a leaf of the vatural size. Fig. 1. A seed of the

natural size.

PLANER TREE.

! !

Planera uiiMiFOLiA. P. foliis pctiolatis, ohlongo-ovalibus, scnsim angus-

tatis, acuds, hasi obtusis, xquaVdcr serratis; capsuld scabrd.

Kentucky, Tennessee, the banks of the Mississippi, and the

Southern States, are the only parts of the American Republic

where my Aither and myself have found the Planer Tree. Its

wood is not used, and probably for this reason the tree has

attracted no attention from the inhabitants, and has received
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AMERICAN LIME OR BASS WOOD. hi

no distinctive denomination; to supply the deficiency, I have

adopted the botanical name.

I have more particularly observed the Planer Tree in the

large swamps on the borders of tlu; river Savannah, in Georgia.

It is a tree of the second order, and is rarely more than thirty-

five or forty feet high and twelve or fifteen inches in diameter.

Its bloom is early and not consi)icuou>i. Its minute seeds are

contained in small, oval, inflated, uneven capsules. The leaves

are about an inch and a half long, oval-acuminate, denticulated,

of a lively green, and a little like those of the European Ehn,

to which this species liears the greatest analogy.

The wood of the Planer Tree is hard, strong, and seemingly

proper for various uses; it is prol)ably similar in its characters

to the analogous species in the North of Asia, the Slherian Elm;

but, as I have already remarked, the tree is rare and the wood

neglected.

PLATE CXXX.

A branch with leaves and sinl.s, Firj. 1. A small slim if trllh tiinlc Jimocrs.

AMERICAN LIME or BASS WOOD.

TiLiA Amkktcana. T. fiih'is siihorhirnlalo-ritrdatls, ahrnplc aranu'iinlis,

aryutc scrratis, (jlahris ; ju/nlls apirr (niiu'dlis; iinre ocatd

rulymiJi'ia iiKiiicigyuiii. Linn. Tiliiu-oiw, Jiiss.

Among the LiuK! Trees of North America, east of the Mis

sissippi, this species is the most multi[)lied. It exists in Canada,

but is more common in tlie northern parts of the Uniti'd States,

where it is usually called IJass Wood : it becomes less frecpjent
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82 AMERICAN LIME OR BASS WOOD.

toward the south; and in Virginia, the Carolinas, and Georgia,

it is found only on the Alleghany Mountains.

I found this species of Lime Tree most abundant in Genesee,

which borders on Lake Erie and Lake Ontario. In some dis-

tricts, particularly between Batavia and New Amsterdam, it

frequently constitutes two-thirds, and sometimes the whole, of

the forests. The Sugar Maple, the White Elm, and the White

Oak are the trees with which it most frequently associates.

In newlj-cleared lands, the remains of the Lime Trees are

distinguished by the numerous sprouts which cover the stumps

and the large roots, whose growth can be prevented only by

stripping ofl" the bark or by the operation of fire. The stumps

of other large trees, the Elm, the Sugar Maple, and the Ash,

left at the same height of three feet, do not produce shoots.

The presence of the Lime Tree indicates a loose, deep, anJ

fertile soil. It is sometimes more than eighty feet high ane

four feet in diameter; and its straight, uniform trunk, crowned

with an ample and t-.i.fted summit, forms a beautiful tree. The

leaves ai'e alternate, large, nearly round, finely denticulated

heart-shaped at the base, and abruptly terminated in a point ai

the summit. The flowers are borne by long peduncles, pendu-

lous, subdivided at the extremity, and garnished with a long,

narrow, floral leaf The seeds, which are ripe about the first

of October, are round and of a gray color. The flowers of the

American Tiime Tree are proba1)ly endowed with the same anti-

spasmodic and ce[)halic properties which are ascribed to those

of the European species.

The trunk is covered with a very thick bark: the cellular

tissue, separated from the epidermis and macerated in water,

is formed into ropes, which are used only in the country; in

Eiu'ope, they are sold for certain purposes in the cities, par-

ticularly for well-iords.

The wood is white and tender; in the Northern States, where

the Tuli[) Tree does not grow, it is used (br the pani'ls of car-
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riage-bodies and the scats of Windsor chairs; but, as it is softer

and spUts moi'e easily, it is less proper for these objects : in

IJoston and the more northern towns, I have observed the Lime

Tree beginning to be substituted for the Tulip Tree. On the

Ohio, the images affixed to the prow of vessels are made of this

wood instead of the White Pine.

The American Lime Tree has long been cultivated in Europe,

and it is distinguished from our native species by the superior

size of its 'eaves.

PLATE CXXXI.

A branch with leaves diminished one-half, and icith flowers of the natural

size.

\_Soil, Pi'opagation, dec. This tree may be propagated by

shoots or by seed. The seeds may be beaten down with a pole

and received on a sheet, spread in a dry place for a few da}s,

and planted in a rich garden-mould, covering them an inch deep.

When the plants make their appearance in the spring, they

should be constantly kept clean from weeds, and gently watered

in dry weather; in two years removed to a nursery, shortening

the roots and the young side-branches, digging between the

rows every winter and removing them when of sufficient size.

The French gardeners cut an old tree near the ground, which

soon sends up luimerous shoots. Among these a quantity of

soil is thrown, and after two years the shoots are found well

rooted and ready for removal. Layering is also practised.

The American Lime Tree grows vigorously in sandy and

exposed situations, and, being little affi^cted by the sea-breeze,

might be advantageously employed among the sands of the

searshore.

The wood of tlie European tree forms excellent charcoal : the

bark separated by maceration into filu'es is used for binding

packages, and by gardeners for confining plants or bundles.

<:!
:



84 WHITE LIME TREE.

Where a great mass of foliage and a deep shade are required,

the American Lime, which is not so liable to be infested with

insects as the European, is recommended. It transplants

readily, especially to a rich, rather moist, loam. It attains by

age to a great size, and often presents a weeping character. Its

flowers are great favorites with bees.]

WHITE LIME TREE.

I! ]

TiLiA ALBA. T. foUis viajoribiis, ovatls, argute serratis; basi oblique aid

ccqualikr tnmcatis ; subtiis incanis.

I HAVE not met with the White Lime Tree east of the river

Delaware; but it is abundant in Pennsylvania, Maryland, Dela-

ware, and the Western States. It does not grow, like the pre-

ceding species, in elevated places, nor amid other trees in the

forests, and is rarely seen except on the banks of rivers ; I have

particularly observed it on those of the Susquehanna, the Ohio,

and the streams which empty into them.

The height of the White Lime Tree rarely exceeds forty feet,

and its diameter twelve or eighteen inches. Its young branches

are covered witii a smooth, silver-gray bark, by which it is

recognised in the winter. The leaves are very large, denticu-

lated, obliquely heart-shaped, and pointed, of a dark-green on

the upper surface and white beneath, with small reddish tufts

on the angles of the principal nerves. This whitish tint is

most striking on solitary trees exposed to the sun.

The flowers come out in June, and, as well as the floral leaf,

are larger than those of any other Lime Tree with which I am
lutpuiinteu. The petals are larger and whiter, and are iiupreg-
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DOWNY LIME TREE. 85

nated with an agreeable odor. The seeds are round, or rather

oval, and downy.

The wood of this tree is white and tender, and I believe it is

never employed in the arts.

This and the following species have received no popular spe-

cific names, but are both called Lime Tree and Bass Wood; that

of White Lime, which I have given to the subject of the present

article on account of the color of its foliage, is peculiarly appro-

priate.

PLATE CXXXIL

A branch ivilh leaves and fioicers of the natural size. Fig. 1. Seeds.

i!

' li'

\ :.!

DOWNY LIME TREE.

TiLiA PUBESCENS. T. foliis hasi truncati.s, obliqiiis, denliculato-scrratis,

siibtus pubcscentibus ; petalis cmarginatis, nuce globosd.

Tee Downy Lime Tree belongs to the southern parts of the

United States and to the Floridas. It grows of preference on

the borders of rivers and large marshes, where the soil is cool

and fertile, but not exposed to inundation. It is little multi-

plied, and consequently is not taken notice of by the inhabit-

ants; for this reason, and because it is the only species of its

kind in the maritime parts of the Carolinas and of Georgia, it

has received no specific denomination, and is called simply

Lime Tree, to which I have added the epithet downy, derived

from a character of its foliage not observed in the preceding

species.

This tree is forty or fifty feet in height, with a proportional

diameter. In its general appearance it resembles the American

I
I :' :l
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86 DOWNY LIME TREE.

Lime Tree, which grows farther north, more than the White

Lime Tree, which belongs to the Middle and Western States.

Its leaves difler widely in size according to the exposure in

which they have grown; in dry and open places they are only

two inches in diameter, and are twice as large in cool and

shaded situations. They are rounded, pointed at the summit,

very obliquely truncated at the base, edged with fewer and

more remote teeth than those of the other Lime Trees, and very

downy beneath. The flowers, also, are more numerous, and

form larger bunches, and the seeds are round and downy.

The wood is very similar to that of the other species, and I

do not know that it is ever emploj^ed.

This tree was introduced long since into France; its vegeta-

tion is vigorous, and is uninjured by the severest winters of

Paris, which leads me to believe that it exists in Upper Louisi-

ana and in the Western States.

PLATE CXXXIII.

A branch with leaves andfruit of the natural size.



1' I N E S.

The Pines are evergreen trees, and are generally of elevated

stature. They form a most interesting genus, and are highly

valuable for the resinous matter which they afford, as well as

for the excellent properties of their wood. The most striking

difference between the Pine and the Spruce is in the arrange-

ment of their foliage: the leaves of the Pines, which resemble

pieces of coarse thread, vary in length in different species, and

are united to the number of two, three, or five in the same

sheath; those of the Spruces, on the contrary, are only a few

lines long, and are attached singly round the circumference of

the branch or upon its opposite sides.

To facilitate the distinction of these trees, of which the

species are more numerous in the United States than in Europe,

I have grouped the Pines according to the roughness of their

cones and to the number of leaves united in the same sheath,

and the Spruces according to the disposition of their foliage.

[See Nuttall's Supplement, vol. ii. p. IGG, et seq., for a variety

of new and valuable Pines.]

\_Soil, Propcifjation, &c. The debris of granitic rocks may bo

considered as the universal soil suited to the Pine and Fir tribe,

and a dry subsoil an essential condition for their entire pros-

perity; but they will grow on all soils whatever that are not

surcharged with water; the roots are near the surface, and

hence do not require a deep one ; and, as their needle-like leaves

do not carry off much moisture by evaporation, their earths

87
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may be drier than tliat required for any other kind of tree.

Nevertheless, a soil some^vhat loamy, and a cool subsoil, are

necessary to bring the timber of the Pine to its greatest perfec-

tion. Wherever the Abietinoo ai'e to be exposed to high winds,

they require to be planted in masses, so as to shelter one

another; but none of the species become ornamental when so

planted, because they necessarily lose their side-branches.

The only mode of propagating the Pine and Fir tribe on a

large scale is by seeds; but all the species will succeed by

layers, by in-arching on closely-allied kinds, and by herbaceous

grafting; and many, if not all, may be propagated by cuttings.

The seeds are sown at the end of March, or in April. The

ground ought to be in good condition, light and sandy, rather

til an loamy, and prepared as finely as possible. The seeds may

be sown in beds, and, after being gently beaten down with the

back of a spade, they should be covered with light soil or leaf-

mould, to the depth of a sixteenth, an eighth, or at most a

quarter of an inch, according to the size of the seeds, and

covered with branches of trees or shrubs, &c. to shade the soil

from the sun and protect the seeds from birds. The plants of

the greater part of the species come up in from thirty to fifty

days, though some do not appear till the second year. Great

care must be taken, when the plants are coming through the

ground, to raise sufficiently above them the material employed

in shading the beds, and also to remove it by degrees. The

young i)lants, in most of the species, grow shnvly the first two

or three years, and all grow most rapidly between their fifth

and tenth years. For a further account of the mode of culture

of this interesting family, the reader may C(msult Loudon's

"Arboretum." It is a curious fact, and not without its moral,

that the young plants of many American species are now

imjjorted to our princi[)al sea-ports from England, where they

are grown in great numbers and sold at a rate ])y the thousand

with wiiich the American gardener cannot compete.]



METHODICAL DISPOSITION

PINES AND SPRUCES
or

NORTH AMERICA,

INCI.UniNO

THREE EUROPEAN SPECIES.

Monoecia monathlpMa. Linn. Conl/crcr. Juss.

TW0-M;AVED I'INES.

Cones smootfu

1. Red (Norway) Pino Puins rubra,

2. Stone Pine Plii>it< plnea.

3. Gray Pine Pintix ni/x'stn's.

4. Yellow Pine Piiuis mii'iK.

5. Wild Pine, or Scotch Fir Pinu^ sylvestrw.

Cones thorny.

G. Jersey Pino Plnus iiiops.

7. Table Mountain Pine P'lim piDiijeuf.
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90 METHODICAL DISPOSITION, ETC.

THREK-LEAVED PINES.

Cones smooth or with small thorns.

8. Lonj^-leaved Pine Plnus australis.

9. Pond Pine Pimw fcrotina.

Cones very (homy.

10. Pitch Pine Pimis rigida.

11. Loblolly Pine Pinus tcecla.

PIVE-LEAVED PINES.

12. White Pine Pinus strobus.

SPRUCES.

Leaves short and disposed singly round the branches.

13. Norway Spruce Fir Abies picea.

14. Bltuik or Double Spruce .... Abies niyra.

15. White or Single Spruce Ahi*is aU*^

Leaves lateral,

16. Hemlock Spruce Abies Canadensis.

17. American Silver Fir Abies balsami/era.
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jstralis.

rotina.
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igidCL

ceda.

itrohus.

dies.

ncea.

nhjra.

Canadensis,

balsa mi/era.
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RED PINE OR NORWAY PINE.

PiNUS RUBRA. P. arbor maxima; cortice ruhente; foliis binis 4-5 un

cialibus; vaginis ferk uncialibus; strobilis ovalo-conicis, basi rotundatis.

folio dimidio-hrci'ioribus, sqtuains medio dilataUs, inermibiis.

Piiiua rcsinosa. Ait. Hort. Kew.

This tree is called, by the French inhabitants of Canada, P'ui

rouge, Red Pine, and the name has been preserved by the Eng-

lish colonists. In the northern parts of the United States it is

called Norway Pine, though differing totally from that tree,

which is a species of Spruce. The first of these denominations

should be adopted by the Americans, especially as it is founded

on a distinguishing character of the species, which will be taken

notice of in its place.

In a journey made by my father in 1792 to Hudson's Bay for

the purpose of remarking, as he returned, the points at which

the vegetables of this northern x'ogion appear and disappear, he

first observed the Red Pine nesir Lake St. John, in Canada, in

the 48th degree of latitude. Toward the south I have not seen

it beyond Wilkesbarre, in Pennsylvania, in latitude 41° 30';

and it is rare in all the country south of the river Hudson. It

is found in Nova Scotia, where it bears the same name as in

Canada, and also that of Yellow Pine. Mackenzie, in the nar-

rative of his journey to the Pacific Ocean, mentions it as exist-

ing beyond Lake Superior.

But the Red Pine does not, like the Black Spruce, the Hem-

lock Spruce, and the White Pine, constitute a large proportion

of the extensive forests which cover these regions, but occupies

small tracts of a few hundred acres, alone or mingled only with

the White Pine. Like most species of this genus, it grows in

dry and sandy soils, by which the luxurijince of its vegetation
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92 RED PINE OR NORWAY PINE.

is not checked, for it is seventy or eighty feet in height and two

feet in diameter. It is chiefly remarkable for the uniform size

of its trunk for two-thirds of its length.

The bark upon the body of the tree is of a clearer red than

upon that of any other species in the United States : hence is

derived its popular name, and hence I have substituted the spe-

cific epithet rulra for that of resinosa, employed by Aiton, and

adopted by Sir A. B. Lambert. Another motive for the change

was to prevent a mistake to which many persons would be

liable, of supposing that this species affords the resinous matter

. so extensively used in ship-building

The leaves are of a dark green, five or six inches long, united

in pairs, and collected in bunches at the extremity of the

branches, like those of the Long-leaved Pine and Maritime

Pine, Plmis maritima, instead of being dispersed, like those of

the Jersey and Wild Pines. The female flowers are bluish

during the first months after their appearance, and the cones,

which are destitute of thox'ns and which shed their seeds the

first year, are about two inches long, rounded at the base, and

abruptly pointed.

The concentric circles are crowded in the Red Pine, and the

wood when wrought exhibits a fine compact grain. It is ren-

dered heavy by the resinous matter with which it is impreg-

nated, and in Canada, Nova Scotia, and the district of Maine,

it is highly esteemed for strength and durability, and is fre-

quently employed in naval architecture, especially for the deck

of vessels, for which it furnishes planks forty feet long without

knots. Stripjied of the sap, it makes very lasting pumps. The

mainmast of the St. Lawrence, a ship of fifty guns, built by the

French at Quebec, was of this Pine, which confirms my obser-

vation concerning its stature.

The Red Pine is exported to England in planks from the dis-

trict of Maine and the shores of Lake Champlain. I have

lately learned that this commerce is diminished, because the
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STONE PINE. 98

timber is said to consist in too great a proportion of sap ; but

the objection appears to me unfounded : several trunks a foot in

diameter, that I have examined, contained only one inch of sap.

While young, the Red Pine has a beautiful aspect, and its

vegetation is always vigorous; it would doubtless succeed in

France and throughout the North of Europe, and the useful

properties of its wood and the resinous matter that might be

extracted from it are suiTicient inducements to its cultivation.

I by no means agree with Sir A. B. Lambert that its wood is

always of an inferior quality.

PLATE CXXXIV.

A branch with a cone of the natural size. Fig. 1. A leaf. Fig. 2. A seed.

[The Norway Pine grows as rapidly as the Pitch Pine, whose

wood it resembles; but it is more free from resin, and softer.]

STONE PINE.

1 M

|! .!

lii'

IH I

PiNUS PiNKA. P. folds gcrainis ; strabilis oralis, obtusis, subinermibus

;

foliis longioribus ; nucibus duris.

The isles of the Mediterranean Sea, the shores of European

Turkey, and the South of Europe in general, produce this

species of Pine. It grows with difficulty in more northern cli-

mates, and requires to be protected from the cold while young;

in this manner have been reared the stocks that exist in the

botanical garden of Paris, which support a winter as rigorous as

that of Richmond in Virginia.

The Stone Pine attains the height of fifty-five or sixty feet,
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94 STONE PINE.
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with a diameter of fifteen or twenty inches, and is easily distin-

guished by its wide and depressed summit. The leaves are

about five inches in length, united in pairs, and of a bright

green. The cones are five inches long, four inches broad, and

very obtuse. On the inner side of each scale, at the base, are

two pits containing a hard seed of a deep blue color, surmounted

by a short wing. The seeds enclose a white kernel, of an agree-

able taste when fresh, which is served upon the table; but then;

is a Pine known in Portugal by the name of Phihitn molar, and

in Naples l)y that of Pinlolo mnlesc, of which the kernel is

tender and in every respect preferal)le.

The Stone Pine is a concpiest of civilized man from savage

nature; and a long course of uninterrupted cultivation has been

necessary to perfect its fruit. To assign the period at which

this process was begun is perhaps inipossiljle; it nuist, however,

be remote, for these cones are found, as an architectural orna-

ment, in the Greek and Roman antiquities.

Though this tree can be of little value to the United States,

it deser\ed to be mentioned, as it grows in the poorest st)ils, has

a picturesrpie appearance, and is asstxuated with recollections

that are cherished by every lover of the arts and sciences.

PLATE CXXXV.

A br(i»ch irlth a cuiir of llir natural size. F'kj. 1. A leaf. Fitj. 2. A seed.

[A very handsome tree : it will grow in any soil, and in the

bleakest situations.]
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GRAY PINE.

PiNUS RUPESTRis. P. cirbo)' hinniUs; fnliis />//)/>, rigidis, vnciallbus

;

strohilis cinereis, recurvis, insicin'der incurmto-torlis ; sqnamis incrriiibiisi,

ramido adpressis.

Pinus Banksiana. Lambert.

This species is found farther nortliward than any other Ame-

rican Pine, In Nova Scotia and the district of Maine, where it

is rare, it is called Send) Pine, and in Canada, Gray Pine. I

cannot impart a juster idea of its nature than by an extract

from my father's notes upon Canada:—"In the environs of

Hudson's Bay, and of the great Mistassni Lakes, the trees which

compose the forest a few degi'ces farther south disappear almost

entirely, in consequence of the severity of the winter and the

sterility of the soil. The face of the country is almost every-

where broken by innumerable lakes, and covered with large

rocks piled upon each other and usually overgrown with largo

black lichens, which deci)on the gloomy aspect of these <lesolate

and almost uninluibited regions. Hero anc, there, in the in-

tervals of the rocks, are seen a few individuals of this species

of Pine, which fructify, and even exhibit the appearance of

decrepitude, at the height of three feet. One hundred and fift}'

miles farther south its vegetation is more vigorous, but it is still

not more than eight or ten feet high ; and in Nova Scotia, where

it is confined to the summit of the rocks, it rarely exceeds this

stature."

The leaves of the Gray Pine are united in pairs in the same

sheath; but they are disseminated over the branches inst(Mi(l of

being collected at the extremity, and are about an inch long. Hat

on the interior, and rounded on the exterior face. Tiie cones

are commoidy in pairs, and are of a gray or ashy color, which

has probably lent its luime to th(^ tree: they are about two

Mr
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inches long, and have the peculiarity of always pointing in the

same diroction with the branches; thoy are, besides, remarkable

for naturally assuming an arching shape, which gives them the

appearance of small horns. They are extremely hard, and do

not open to release the seeds before the second or third year.

The Canadians find a speedy cure for obstinate colds in a diet-

drink made by boiling those cones in water. If this property,

Avhich is said to belong also to the fruit of the Black Spruce,

is proved to exist, it forms the only merit of a tree too diminu-

tive to be of any other utility; in my opinion, Sir A. B. Lambert

mistakes in supposing it capable of furnishing turpentine or tar

as an article of commerce.

PLATE CXXXVI.

A branch with a cone of the natural size. Fig. 1. A leaf. Fig. 2. A seed.

YELLOW PINE.

I I

PiNUS MiTis. P. arbor maxima ; foliis prcdongis, teniioribiis, caniculads

,

strobilis, parvis, scepe solitariis, conoideo-ovatis ; tessularum mucronc

minutissimo.

Pinus mitis. Micii. Flor. Bor. Am.

Tnis tree is widely diffused in North America, and is known

in different places by different names: in the Middle States,

where it is abundant and in common use, it is called Yellow

Pine; in the Carollnas and Georgia, Spruce Pine, and more fre-

quently Short-leaved Pine.

Toward the north, this species is not found beyond certain

districts of Connecticut and Massachusetts; it is multiplied in
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YELLOW PINE. 97

the lower part of New Jersey, and still more on the Eastern

Shore of Marjland and in the lower parts of Virginia, where it

is seen only upon arid soils. I have also met with it on the

right bank of the river Hudson, at a little distance from Albany,

at Chambersburg in Pennsylvania, near Mudlick in Kentucky,

on the Cumberland Mountains, and in the vicinity of Knox-

ville hi East Tennessee, at Edgefield Court-house in the up[K'r

j)art of South Carolina, and on the river Oconee in the upper

part of Georgia. In all these places it is united with other

trees, and enters in a greater or less proportion into the com-

position of the forests, according to the nature of the soil. It

al)0unds on the poorest lands; on those of a certain degree of

fertility which is indicated by the ilourishing appearance of the

Oaks and Walnuts, it is more rare, though it still surpasses the

snri'ounding trees in bulk and elevation. The Yellow Pine is

also occasionally seen in the lower part of the Carolinas, in the

Floridas, and probably in Louisiana; l)ut in these regions it

grows only in spots consisting of beds of red clay mingled with

gi'avel, -which here and there pierce the light covering cf sand

Avhich forms the surface of the counti'y to the distance of 120

miles from the sea.

The Yellow Pino is a beautiful tree; and this advantage it

owes to the disposition of its limbs, which are less divergent the

higher they are placed upon the stock, and which are bent

toward the body so as to form a summit regularly pyramidal,

l)nt not spacious in proportion to the dimensions of the trunk.

Its regularity has perhaps given rise to the name of Spruce Pine.

In New Jersey and in Maryland, this tree is fifty or sixty

feet high, and is commonly of a uniform diameter of fifteen or

eighteen inches for two-thirds of this distance; in Virginia and

the upper part of the Carolinas, there are stocks of nearly the

same height and of twice this diameter; I have measured several

that were between five and six feet in circumference.

The leaves are four or five inches long, fine, Hexible, hollowed
Vol. III.—
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on the inner face, of ii dark green, and nnited in pairs; some-

times, from tlie luxurianoy of vegetation, tliey are I'ound together

on the shoots of the season, hut never upon the ohler hranches;

there is, therefore, an inaccuracy in the description of this spe-

cies as a Pine with two or ihrce leaves, and in the specific epithet

varhdt'dh.

The cones are oval, armed with fine spines, and smaller than

tliose of any other American Pine, since they scarcely exceed

an inch and a half in length upon old trees. The seeds are cast

the first year.

Tln^ concentric circles of the wood are six times as numerous

in a given space as those of the Pitch and Loljlolly Pines. In

trunks fifteen or eighteen inches in diameter there are only two

inches, or two and a half, of sap, and still less in such as exceed

this si/e. The heart is fine-grained and moderately resinous,

which renders it more compact Avithout great weight. Long

experience has proved its excellence and durability. In the

Northern and Middle States, and in Virginia, to the distance of

150 miles from the sea, nine-tenths of the houses are built

entirely of wood, and the floors, the casings of the doors and

wainscots, the sashes of the windows, &c. are made of this spe-

cies, as more solid and lasting than any other indigenous wood.

In the upper part of the Carolinas, where the Cypress and

White Cedar do not grow, the houses are constructed wholly of

Yellow Pine, and are even covered with it. But, for whatever

purpose it is employed, it should be completely freed from the

sap, which speedily decays. This precaution is sometimes

neglected in order to procure wider boards, especially near the

ports, where, from the constant consumption, the tree is becom-

ing rare. Immense quantities are used in the dock-yards of

New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, &c. for the docks, masts,

yards, Ijeams, and cabins of vessels, and it is considered as next

in durability with the Long-leaved Pine. The wood from New

Jersey and Maryland is finer-grained, more compact, and
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WILD riNE OR SCOTCH FIR. 99

stronger, than that from the river Delaware, which grows upon

richer lands.

The Yellow Pine, in boards from one inch to two and a half

inches thick, forms a considerable article of exportation to the

West Indies and Great Britain: in the advertisements of Liver-

pool it is designated by the name of New Yorh Pine, and in

those of Jamaica by that of Ycllcno Pine; in both places it is

sold at a lower price than the Long-leaved Pine of the Southern

States, but much higher than the White Pine.

Though this species yields turpentine and tar, their extraction

demands too much labor, as it is always mingled in the forests

with other trees. The value of its wood alone renders it, for

the middle and North of Europe, the most interesting, except

the Red Pine, of the American species. Sir A. B. Lambert

begins his Latin description of it thus :

—

Arhor mcdiocris, &c.; and

adds that "it does not exceed twenty-five or thirty feet in height,

is of a spongy consistence, and unfit for building."

m

! I li

PLATE CXXXVIL

A branch with a cone of the natural size. Fi(f, 1. A leaf. Firj. 2. A seed.

WILD PINE OR SCOTCH FIR.

PiNUS SYLVESTRis. P. foliis gcmiiiis ri(fi(iis, strohilis orato-conicis, h»gi-

tndine foliiiram ; sqmmis cchinatis.

The Pines of the Old Continent are less numerous than those

already observed in North America. Among them, the Wild

Pine is the most valuable for the properties of its wood; it is, h'^

sides, exten.sively dillu.sed, and grows in the most dissimilar soils.
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100 WILD riNE OR SCOTCH FIR.

1 I

In tliat part of Europe which lies above the 5ot\i degree of

hititude are roiuid imnionse forests of resinous trees, in general

composed entirely of this species; below this parallel the leafy

trees begin to mingle with them, and soon exclude them from

the forests. In the centre of Europe the Wild Pine abounds

only in the coldest and most elevated situations, such as the

Pyrenees, the Tyrolean, Swiss, and Vosgian Mountains. In

Scotland, it is so connnon as to leave no doubt of its being

indigenous to that kingdom, though some authors believe it to

have come originally from the continent.

This tree arrives at perfection onl}' in the North of Europe,

•where it is more than eighty feti high and four or five feet in

diameter. The full-grown trunk is covered with a thick and

deeply-furrowed bark; the leaves are in pairs, of a pale green,

stiff', twisted, and about three inches long; the tlowers are of a

yellowish tint, and the cones are grayish, of a middling thick-

ness, and a little shorter than the leaves. Each scale is sur-

mounted by a retorted spiue: the seeds are small, black, and

garnished with a reddish wing; they ripen the second year.

The great elevation of the Willi Pine, its unilbrm diameter,

and the excellent (piality of its wood, resulting from a just pro-

portion of resinous fluid, render it peculiarly proper for the

masts of large ships, and for an infinite variety of secondary

uses. A considerable expt)rtation takes place from the North of

Europe, especially from Kiga, Memel, and Dantzic, to the

nuiritime states, particularly to England, where, acct)rding to Sir

A. B. Lambert, it is known by the name of Ji<(/ Deal, and in

London by that of Ydloii' Ihal. In Poland and Kussia, the

houses in the country are generally constructed of it. This

wpecies furnishes four-fifths of the tar consumed in the dock-

yards of Em'oiH.', which is imported from Archangel, Kiga, and

other ports of Russia and Norway.

In the North of Europe, great ravages are committed in the

fori'sts compttsed ul" tlir Wild I'iiic and Norway Spruce Fir by

I \



WILD riNE OR SCOTCH FIR. 101

BC'vcral insects, of which the most destrufti\o is the Bostnchus

piniperada. This little animal introduces itself into the cellular

tissues of the bark, and succeeds in dividing it from the trunk.

The .separation of the bark prevents the circulation of the sap,

and hence results the inevitable death of the tree. It is impos-

sible to oppose aneflectual resistance to this winged enemy; but

I have been informed by a Polish gentleman that its progress is

sometimes arrested by felling all the trees, for the space of fifty

yards in breadth, between the part of the forest which it already

occupies and that which it threatens to assail.

The faculty which I have ascribed to the Wild Pine of grow-

ing in climates, soils, and exp'^sures extremely different, is of

inestimable value, and its cidtivation has been successfully

attempted on lands abandoned during ages of hopeless sterility.

Plantations may be formed from the seed, or with young stocks

from the nurseiy : of all the Pines, this species bears transplant-

ing with the least injury. It is seen nourishing on sandy

wastes ex[)osed to the saline vai)ors of the sea, and, which is

more remarkable, on calcareous lands, a large tract of whieli. in

tiie Dei)artment of the Marne, CiiUed h Chnmixiipx' /toHlUcuse, has

begun within forty years to be covered with it, after l}ing desert

from time iinmi'morinl. The proprietors who first conceivcJ

this fortunate plan have already seen their barren grounds

lu'cpiire a tenfold value. The oldest plantatitins yield seeds,

which are disseminated by the winds and spring up sponta-

neously. Alter the lirst growth of evergreen trees, the soil

becomes ciipaltle of sustaining the I5irch, the IIornl)eam, the

Oaks, &c., which in time renders it proi)er for the production of

cereal plants. In Belgium, hirge heaths have in this way been

transformed into rich, arable land.

The culture of the Wild Pine has been found so profitable

that seeds or young plants mny everywhere bo obtained at a

modernte price. A[)ril is the most favorable season for sowing

the seeds or removing the young stocks: six or eight pounils of
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102 WILD riNE OR SCOTCH FIR.

seed should be scattered upon an acre of ground previously sown

with half the usual quantity of oats; the roller suffices to cover

them. The oats preserve a degree of coolness in the soil, and

shelter the joung Pines from the ardor of the sun; but great

care must be taken not to injure them in the harvest.

The Wild Pine is so diftcrcnt from the White Pine in its

foliage, the form of its cones, and the quality of its wood, that

no comparison can be instituted Ijctween tliem: it is more

analogous to the Yellow Pine, to which, however, it is superior.

It might be most profitably cultivated on waste lands in the

northern section of the United States.

PLATE CXXXVIII.

A branch icith a cone of the natural size. Fig. 1. A leaf. Fig. 2. A seed.

Fig. 3. Bosirichus inniperada, or Dermestes typograi^hus, of the natural

size. Fig. 4. The same i .sect enlarged.

[This tree prefers a dry, deep loam, and a somewhat elevated

situation. Though not handsome, it is w^ell adapted to cold-

looking, rugged scenery.]
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NEW JERSEY PINE.

PiNUS INOPS. P. arbor mcdlocris, ramosa; foliis bints, brcvibus; slruhilis

ovato-acuminaiis, solilariis, fusees; mucronibus kssularum rigidls

;

ileorsum sub-incUnatis.

Ous. Truncus et raniuli obscure et squalide fusci.

The Jersey Pine has probaljly been so named from its

abounding in the lower part of New Jersey, where the soil is

meagre and sandy, and where it is often aeconipanied by the

Yellow Pine. It is not, however, confnied to this State; for I

have seen it in Maryland, Virginia, and Kentucky, in Penn-

sylvania beyond Chambersburg, near the Juniata, and on the

scrubby ridges beyond Bedford, at the distance of aljout two

hundred miles from Philadelphia. In this part of Pennsylvania

it is called Scrub Pine, and is seen wherever the soil is composed

of argillaceous schist and is consequently poor. The leanness

of the land on which it grows is attested by the decrepit

appearance of the Scarlet, Ked, Black, White, and Hock Chest-

nut Oaks, with Avhich it is mingled. 1 have never met with

it northward of the river Hudson, nor in the Carolinas and

Georgia.

This tree is sometimes thirty or forty feet high and twelve or

fifteen inches in diameter, but it rarely attains these dimensions.

The trunk, which is clad in a blackish bark, tapers sensibly

from the base to the sunnnit, and half its length is occupied by

limbs remote from each other. The leaves are united in pairs

and are of a dark green, one or two inches long, flat on the

inner face, stiff, and scattered over the young branches, which

are vei-y flexible and smooth, wdule those of the other species

are scaly. The wood of the annual shoots is observed to be uf
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a violet tint, which is a character peculiar to this species aiul to

the Yellow Pine.

The cones arc a little larger than those of the preceding

species, or a])ont two inches long and an inch in diameter at the

base: they are attached by short, thick peduncles, and are

armed with long, firm spines, pointed and bent backwards;

they are usually single and directed toward the earth. The

seeds are shed the first year of their maturity.

The size of this species of Pine forbids the useful employment

of its wood, not to mention the disadvantage under which it

la])ors of coniiiining a large proportion of sap. Near Mudlick,

in Kentucky, a small quantity of tar is obtained from the heart

and consumed in the vicinity. I must again dissent from the

opinion of Sir A. B. Lambert, who thinks that the llexible

branches of the Jersey Pine might serve for hoops; they are

too knotty, and would decay in less than six months. Next to

the Gray Pine, this is the most uninteresting species of the

United States.

PLATE CXXXIX.

A branch with a cone of the natural sue. Fiy. 1. A leaf. Fig. 2. A seed.
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TABLE MOUNTAIj^ PIXE.

Pixus PUNGKNS. F. arbor 45-aO pcdnlis; folii.s hum, hrcdbas et crasfls

;

slrohiUs (iirbinads, j^rwmaijiiis, Jiavin, sijuamis eohinails, sjnnis lukis,

durissimis et hasi latioribus.

The Tii1}le Mountain, in North Carolina, one of the highest

points of the AUeghanies, at the distanee of nearly oOO miles

from the sea, has given its name to this speeies of Pine, which

covers it almost exclusively, though it is rare on the neighbor-

ing summits. Nor is it found in any other part of the United

States, as my father and myself have become assured by exten-

sive researches. Of all the forest trees of America this species

'lone is restricted to such narrow limits, and it will proI)ably be

among the first to becomcextinct, as the mountains which produce

it are easy of access, are favored with a salubrious air and a

tri'tile soil, aud are rapidly jK-opling; besides which, their forests

nil' l'ni|uently riivaged l»y fire.

Tlic Table Mountain Pine is forty or fifty feet in height,

witli a [)r()portioiiiil diameter. TJie buds are resinous, and the

leaves, which grow in i)airs, are tliick. stilf, and about two and

a half inches in length. The coni's are about three inches long

and two inches in diameter at the ba.se, of a regular form and a

light yellow color: they are sessile, and often united to tin;

number of four. Each scale is armed with a strong. li"n'' .us

spine, two lines in length, widened at the base, and bent toward

the summit of the cone.

This tree ilivides itself in numerous ramifications. It is

appropriated to no particular use, but in the moimtains of North

Carolina its turpentine is preferred to every other as a dressing

for wounds. I canr.ot discover the sligjitest diflerence between

this resin and that of the Pitch Pine; and it is a remarkable
1II-7* lor)
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106 LONG-LEAVED PINE.

fact that all the Pines, though differing M'idely from each other,

yield a resin so analogous as often to be indistinguishable by

the taste and smell.

The Taljle Mountain Pine has no valuable properties to

recommend it to notice in Europe; it will serve only to com-

plete botanical collections and to diversify pleasure-grounds.

PLATE CXL.

A branch vWi a cone, of the natural size.

LONG-LEAVED PINE.

PiNUS PALUSTius. P. (irhor nui.r'nnn ; foliis term's lonf/issmn's ; omcntU

masciilis lonijo-cijUndraccis, fusco-f/ltiiiris, dicerf/cntibas ; slrobilis lon-

(/issime conoklds, Icssularum tubercido tumido, miicrone minutissimo tcr-

minaio.

Tins invalual)le tree is known both in the countries which

produce it, and in those to which it is exported, by different

names; in the first it is called Long-leaved Pine, Yellow Pine,

Pitch Pine, and IJroom Pine; in the Northern States, Southern

Pine and Ked Pine; and in England and the West Indies,

deorgia Pitch Pine. I have i)reierred the first denomination,

because this si)ecies has longer leaves than any other eastward

of the Mississippi, and bi'eause tlie name oC Yellow Pine and

Pitch Pine, which are more commonly employed, serve in tlie

Middle States to designate two sjH'cies entirely distinct and

extensively diffused. The s])eci(lc epitliet (iii-sfntJls is more

appropriiite than that of pahiftfri'i^, wlii<'h liiis hitlicrto been ap-
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LONG- LEAVED PINE. 107

plied to it by botanists, but which suggests an erroneous idea oi'

the situations in which it gi'ows.

Toward the north, the Long-leaved Pine first nudces its

appearance near Norfolk, in Virginia, wliere the pine-barrens

begin. It seems to be especially assigned to dry, sandy soils,

and it is found almost without interruption in the lower parts

of the Cftiolinas, Georgia, and the Floridas, over ;• tract more

than six hundred miles long from northeast to southwest, and

more than one hundred miles broad from the sea toward the

mountains of the Carolinas and Georgia. I have ascertained

three points, about one hundred miles apart, where it does not

grow :—the first, eight miles fiom the river Neuse, in North

{Carolina, on the road from Louisburg to Ealeigh; the second,

between Chester and Winesborougli, in South Carolina; the

third, twelve miles north of Augusta, in Georgia. Where it

begins to show itself toward the river Neuse, it is united with

the Loblolly Pine, the Yellow Pine, the Pond Pine, the Black

Jack Oak, and the Scrub Oak ; but immediately beyond Raleigh

it holds almost exclusive possession of the soil, and is seen, in

•company with the Pines just mentioned, only on the edges of

the swamps enclosed in the barrens ; even there not more than

one stock in a hundred is of another species. With this excep-

tion, the Long-leaved Pine forms the unbroken nuiss of woods

which covers this extensive country. But between Fayette-

ville and Wilmington, in North Carolina, the Scrub Oak is

found in some districts disseminated in the barrens, and, except

this species of Pine, it is the only tree ca})able of subsisting in

so dry and sterile a soil.

The mean stature of the Long-leaved Pine is sixty or seventy

feet, with a uniform diameter of fifteen or eighteen inches for

two-thirds of this height. Some stocks, favored by local cir-

cumstances, attain much larger dimensions, particularly in East

Florida. The bark is somewhat furrowed, and the epidermis

detaches itself in thin transparent sheets. The leaves are
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about ii loot long, of a boautiful, brilliant green, united to the

nunilx'r of three in the .same sheath, and collected in bunches

at tlie extremity of the Ijranches : Ihey are longer and more

luniierous on the young stocks, which are sometimes cut by the

negroes for brooms. The buds are very large, white, fringed,

and not resinous.

The bloom takes place in April ; the nudt' flowers form nmsses

of divergent violet-colored aments about two inches long; in

drying they shed great quantities of yellowish pollen, which is

diffused by the wind and Ibrms a momentary covering on the

surface of the land and water. The cones are very large, being

seven or eight inches long, and four inches thick when open,

and are armed with snudl retorted s[)Iik's. In the fruitful year

they are ripe about the loth of October, and shed their seed the

same nu)nth. The kernel is of an agreeable taste, and is con-

tained in a thin, white sliell, surmounted by a membrane; in

ever\- other species of Anu'rican Pine the shell is black. Some-

times the seeds are very a1)undant. and very voraciously eaten

])y wild turkeys, squirrels, and the swiiu' that live almost wholly

in the woods. But in tlu^ uidVuitful year, a fon st of a hundred

miles in extent may be ransacked witho\it finding a single cone:

this, probaljly. occasloiu'd the mistake of the French who, in

loCiT, attemjjti'd a .settlement in Florida, tha*. "the woods were

fdled with su[)erl> Pines that never yielded sred.

The Long-leaved Pine contains but little sap; several trunks

fifteen inches in diameter at the height of tliree feet, which I

have myself measured, had ten inclies of perfect wood. Many

stocks of this size are felled for commerce, and none are received

for exportation of which the heart is not tea inches in diameter

when .squared. The concentric ch'cles in a trunk fully develojied

are close and at equal distances, and the resinous matter, which

is al)undant, is more uniforndv distrilnited than in the other

species; hence, the wood is stronger, more compact, and more

(hiial.)le: it is. besidi's. fine-graiiieth and susceptible of a bright
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polish. These advuntages give it a preference oxer every otlier

Pine: but its quality is modified l)y the nature of the soil in

wliich it grows; in the neighborhood of the sea, wlu're only a

thin layer of mould ri'poses on the sand, it is more resinous

than where the mould is five or six inches thick ; the stocks

that grow u[)on the first-mentioned soil are called Pitch Pine,

and the otlii-rs Yellow Pine, as if they w<'re distinct sjiecies.

This wood subserves a grciit variet\' of uses; in the Carolinas,

Georgia, and the Floridas, four-fifths of the houses are built of

it. I'xcept the roof, which is covered with shingles of Cypress;

but in the country the roof is also of Pine, and is renewed after

fifteen or eiii'li teen xears,—a considerable interval in a climate so

warm and humid. A vast consumption takes [)lace for the c n-

closure of cultivated fields. In naval architecture this is the

most esteemed of the Pines : in the Southern States, the keel, the

beams, the side-planks, and the pins by which they ai'e attached

to the ril)s, are of this tree. P\)r the deck it is preferred to the

true Yellow Pine, and is exported Ibr that pur[)ose to Philadel-

phia. New York, &c., where it is in request also lb)' the tlooring

)f 1ot Houses.

In certain soils it.s wood contracts a reddish 1 uie ind it is for

that reas( )n 1vuown in the (l()ck-\ ards of the Northern States bv

the name of IvmI Pine. Wood of this tint is considered the

DCS t, and. in the oninion of some shinwrin'hts, it is more durable

on tl le sides o

pwi

)f vessels, and less liable to injury from worms

than the Oak.

The Long-leaved Pine is the only species exported from the

Southern States to the West Indies. A numerous fleet of small

vessels is employed in this traffic, particularly from Wilming-

ton, in North Carolina, and Savaiuiah, m Georjiia. The stuff

destinetl for the colonial market is cut into everv form i v(iun'e(

in the construction of houses and of vesseh w hat IS S( nt tl

England is in |)laiiks from liftet'U to thirty feet long and ten o

t welve inclies broiu1; thlev are calleu niiK/iiKi ninlicrt^ti III III Tl le ves
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^'t'ls iiTiglited with this tinilxT repair cl.'i'lij' lo Livcrjxu)!, wliei'o

it is wii'l to be eTni)h)ye(l in the Iniikliiig of shi; s and of wet-

docks : it is called Georgia Titch Pine, and is sold twenty-five

or thirty per cent, higher than any otiier Pine imported from

the United States.

From the diversified uses of this wood an idea may bo formed

of the consumption ; to which must be added a waste of a more

disastrous kind, which it seems impossible to arrest. Since the

year 1804, extensive tracts of tlie finest Pines are seen covered

only with dead trees. In LS02, I remarked a similar pheno-

menon among the YeUow Pines, in East Tennessee. This

ciitustrophe is felt among the Scotch Firs Avliich people the

forests of the North of FiUrope. and is wrought l)y swarms of

small insects, which k)dge in dillerent parts of the stock, in-

sinuate themstdves under the bark, penetrate into the body of

the tree, and cause it to perish in the course of the year.

The value of the Long-leaved Pine does not reside exclusively

in its wood: it supjilies nearly all the resinous matter used in

the United Stiites in ship-building, and a large residue for

ex))ortatiou to the West Indies and Great Britain. In this

view, its place can be supplied by no other species, those which

allbrd the same product being disper.sed through the woods or

collected in inaccessible places. In the Noi'thern States, the

lands which, at the commencement of their settlement, were

covered with the Pitch Pine, were exhausted in twenty-five or

thirty }-ears, and for more than half a century have ceased to

furnish tar.

The pine-barrens are of vast extent, and are covered with

trees of the finest growth; but they cannot all be rendered

]>rofitable, from the difficulty of communication with the sea.

Formerly, tar was made in all the lower parts of the Carolinas

and Georgia, and throughout the Floridas vestiges are every-

where seen of kilns that have served in the combustion of resin-

ous wood. At present, this branch of industry is confined to
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the lower districts of North Carohna, Avliich furnish ahnost ail

the tar and turpentine exported from AVihnington and other

ports.

The resinous product of tlie Pine is of six sorts.—viz.: turpen-

tine, ficr(i]>'ui<ix, s[)irit of turpentine, rosin, tar, and pitch. Tlie

two hist are deHvered in their natural stiite; the others are

niodilied hy the agency of lire in certain modes of preparation.

More particularly, turpentine is the sap of tlie tree obtained by

making incisions in its trunlv. It begins to distil about the

middle of March, when the circulation commences, and flows

with increasing aljundance as the weather becomes warmer, so

that July and August are the most productive months. When
the circulation is slackened by the chills of autumn, the opera-

tion is discontinued, and the remainder of tlie year is occupied

in preparatory labors for the following seasons, which consist

—

lirst, in making the Jxxrcs. This is done in January and Fel)-

ruary : in the base of each tree, about three or four inches from

the ground, and of preference on the south side, a cavity is

formed, commonly of the capacity of thri'e pints, l)ut proportioned

to the si/.e of the trunk, of which it should occupy a quarter of

the diameter; on stocks more than six feet in circumference,

two, and sometimes four, Ao.iv.v are made on opposite sides. Next

comes tlu' rKhhuj, or the clearing of the ground at the foot of

the trees from leaves and herl)au'e, bv which means they are

secured against the fires that ai'e often kindled in the woods by

the carelessness of travellers and wagoners. If the tlanies gain

the hnxcs already impregnated with turpentine, they are riMidered

useless, and others must be made. Ndfchiti/j is merely making

at the sides of the box two obliipic gutters, about three inches

long, to conduct into it the sap that exudes from the edges of

the wound. In the interval of a fortnight, which is employed in

this operation, the first boxes become fiUec'' ',\ith sap. A wooden

shovel is used to transfer it to pails, which in turn are emptieJ

into casks placed at convenient distances. To increase the pro-
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duct, the ui)pei' edge of tlic ))ox is rhipjicfl onoo a week, tho bark

ami a pcjvtion of the alburnum being removed to the deptli of

four concentric circles. The boxes fdl every three wee vs. The

turpentine thus procured is tlie best, and is called pure dipinnn.

The cliippintjN extend the Hrst year a foot above the box, and,

as the distance increases, the opi'riition is more lVe([uentIy

repeated, to remove the sup coaguhited on the surface of the

wound. The closing of the pores, occasioned ])y continued

rains, recpiires the same remedy; and it is remarki'd that the

produce is less abundant in moist and cool seasons. After five

or six \ears, the tree is abandoned; the upper edge of the wound

becomes cicatrized, but the bark is never restored sullicientlv for

the renewal of the process.

It is reckoned that 2o0 l)oxes yield a ])arrel containing )>20

pounds. Some persons charge a single negro witli the ciire of

4000 or 4-jOO trees of one box ; others, of only .'5000, which is

an ensy task. Tn general, oOOO trees yield, in ordinary jciirs,

seventy-five l»arri'ls of turpentine and twenty-five of scrii/)!ii</,

which supposes the ])oxes to be emptied fi\e or six limes in the

wason. The .scrapimj is a coaling of sap which becomes solid

before it reaches the boxes, and whidi is taken o(f in tlie fall

and added to the last runnings. In Novend)er, 1807, the jtui-f

(Jippii/i/ was sold at Wilmington at three dollars a barrel, and

the sfi'iiplii;/ a quarter less.

In ISO I, the exi)ortation to the Northern Slates and to the

English jJossesslonH amounted to 77,S"J7 barrels. During peace

it c(mies even to Paris, where it is caHed Boston turpentine.

Throughout the United States it is used to make yellow soap of

u good quality. Tlie consumption in England is great, and, in

the official statements, the value imported in 1S07 is -lO'i.SliS

dollars; '.n 1 SOo, Liverpool alone receivetl lO.'JOl barrels, and in

]S07. IS.O'JI barrels. It sold tliere in August. 1S(I7. at three

dollars a lunnlred [)ounds, and, after the Amei-ican embargo, in

ISOS, at eight or nine dollars. Oddy omits, iji his list of articles
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exported from Arehangol and Stockliohn to Great Britain, tho

resinous pi'oduct of the Pino, wliich has amounted to 100,000

barrels of tar in a year.

A great deal of s[)irits of turpentine is made in North Caro-

lina; it is o])tained by distilling tlu( tiu'pentino in largo copper

rett)rts, which arc of an ini[)erfect shape, being so narrow at the

mouth as to retard the oi)oration. Six barrels of tur[)entine are

said to alford one cask, or \-'2 (piarts. of (be spirit. It is sent to

all parts of the United Slates, even to the Western country by

the way of I'liiladelpiiia, to Kngland, and to France, where it is

preferred, as less odorous, to that made near Bordeaux. In 1804,

19,i')2G gallons were exported from North Carolina. The resi-

duum of the distillation is rosin, which is sold at one-third of

the price of turi)entine. Tho exportation of this substance, iii

1804, was 4075 barrels.

All the tar of the Southern States is made from dead wood f)f

the Long-leaved Pino, consisting of trees jirostratod by time or

by tho hre kindled amnially in the forests, of the sunnnits of

those that are lelled for timber, and oi' limbs broken off by the

ice which sometimes overloads the leaves.'''

It is worthy of ivmark Ihiif the ])ranches of resinous trei-s

consist almost wholly oi' irand. oi' which the organization is even

more perfect tii.m in the IkmIv oi' the tree; the reverse is ob-

served ill trees with deciduous leaves: the explaiiiition oi" iho

])henomenon 1 leave to persons skilled in vegetid)le physiology.

As soon as vegetation ceases in any jtiirt of the tree, its con-

sistence speedily changes; the sap decays, and (he heart, already

imp/regnated with resinovis j\iice. becomes surcharged to such a

degree as to donlde its weight in a year; the acctnindation is

said to bo nnu'h greatt'r after four or five years: the general I'act

may bo ])roved by compiii'ing the wood of trees recently felied,

and of others long since dead.

* iSoc "Triivol.s Wist of till' .Mli'Kluiiiii'S" hy F. A. .Miclmux. i'uris, 1803,
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To procure the tar, a l-ibt is formed in a part of the forest

abounding in dead wood : this is first collected, stripped of the

saj), and cut into billets two or three feet long and about three

inches thick; a task which is rendered long and difficult by the

knots. The next step is to prepare a place for piling it: for

this purpose a circular mound is raised, slightly declining from

the circumference to the centre, and surrounded with a shallow

ditch. The diameter of the pile is proportioned to the quantity

of wood which it is to receive; to obtain one hundred barrels of

tar, it should be eighteen or twenty feet wide. In the middle

is a hole with a conduit leading to the ditch, in which is formed

a receptable for the resin as it floAvs out. Upon the surface of

the mound, l)eate)i hard and coated with clay, the wood is laid

round in a circle like rays.

The pile, when iinished, may be compared to a cone truncated

at two-thirds of its height, and reversed, being twenty feet in

diameter lu'low, twenty-five or thirty feet above, and ten or

twelve feet high. It is tlii'n strewed with pine leaves, covered

with earth, and contained at the sides with a slight cincture of

wood. This covering is necessary in (M'dcr that the fire kindled

at the top nniy penetrate to the bottom with a slow and gradual

combustion; if the whole mass was rapidly inllamed. the opera-

tion would fail and the labor in ])art be lost; in fine, nearly the

same pn (••.uitions ai'e exacted in this process as are observed in

Euro|)e in making charcoal. A kiln whicli is to ail'ord one

hundred or one hundred and thirty barrels of tar is eight or

nini' days in liurniiig.

As the tar Hows oil" into tlic (litrh. it is emptied into casks of

thirty gallons, which are made of the snme spe( cs of wood.

Pl/c/i is tar reduced by evaporation : it slioidd not 1k' dimi-

iiished beyond half its bulk to be of a good •|iiality.

In 1S(I7. tar and pitch were e.vported to England from the

['nited States to the ainount of .$2(;.'),()()(); the tar was sold at

Liverpool, in August of the same year, at 81.(17 a barrel, and.
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when the embai'go became known, at $5.oG : from whidi infer-

ences may be drawn to the advantage of the United States.

At Wilmington, the ordinary price is from §1.75 to §2.20 a

barrel.

Oddy informs us that the tar brought to England between

178G and '9'i came in equal proportions from Russia, Sweden,

and the United States; only a very small (piantitj- was drawn

from Denmark. The Swedish tar is the most higlily esteemed

in commerce, and next that of Archangel; that of the United

States is considered inferior to both, which is owing to its being

made from dead wood, while that of Em-ope is extracted from

trees recently felled: I shall speak more particularly of the

dilference arising from this cause in the description of the Pitch

Pine. The tar of Carolina, is said also to contain earth; this

can be attributable only to want of care in preparing the recep-

tacles: if the same pains were taken in its preparation, it would

probably e(jual that of Europe, tliough it must 1)0 considered

that the tar of Russia and Sweden is produced by a difl'erent

tree, a, native of the North of Europe. It has already lu'en

remarked that in the United States this manufacture is condned

to the maritime part of North Carolina, and to a small tract of

Virginia: but, according to the rate of consunq)tion in .\merica.

and (ireat Britain, the product would not long sullice il' all the

extensive regions covered with the Long-leaved Pine were made

to contribute to this object; for the dead wood is said not to be

renewed ui)on a tract that has been cleared, in less than leu or

twelve years. It might be advantageous to make ust> of green

wood, or pur[)o.sely to stiip the trees of their bark; and perha])s

in this way sn})i)ru's might be obtained equivalent to the de-

man<ls of commerce.

(jlri'at benelil would ri'sult from slrip[)ing the Pines ol' a cer-

tain diair 'ti'r. of their bark: they would i)ass completely into

the res'nous state in fift.'en iiioutiis. aud would be proper i'or

posts and many other uses which i'e(piire strong aud la>tiiig
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116 LONG-LEAVED PINE.

wood This oxpcrimcnt, which I should have triod when 1

was last in South Carolina if the season had not been too far

advanced, should be made in April or the beginning of May.

while the sap is in active circulation, and the liber or inner bark

should be exactly removed.

I cannot conclude this protracted article without expressing a

wish that the Long-leaved Pine should Ijc introduced upon the

wastes near Bordeaux; the soil and climate are pei'fectly con-

genial to it, and it would succeed better than in the more

northern departments. It would be a valua])le addition to our

domestic resources, for its wood is superior to that of any Pine

of North America, and, as I have proved hy comparison, to that

of the Bordeaux and Riga Pines. The Bed and Yellow Pines,

also, are shown to be superior to these European species, by

samples which I brought from America.

The figure of the Long-leaved Pine, in Sir A. B. Lambert's

work, is correct in the leaves and fruit, but defective in the

male flowers. His description is wholly inconsistent with my
own observations. The Latin phrase begins thus:

—

"Phii(.s

2)1(1 (!'</ 1 if>', tirhor iiH'ifiocris, iu puhuhmfi, &c. The wood is t)f a

iX'ddisli-white color, soft, light, and very sparingly impregnated

with resin. It soon decays, burns badly, and is so little

esteemed that it is not used while any other species of wood

can be procured."

PLATE CXLI.

Flij. 1. A hif. F;<j. 2. A h)n1. F!,j. )}. A seed.
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POND PINE.

PiNus SEROTINA. P. arbor 4:0-45 pcdctlis ; foliis iernis prcelorv/is ; amnilis

masruUs crecto-incumhcnlibiis ; sirobills ovatis, kssularum mucrom minn-

tissbno.

The Pond Pine frequently recurs in the maritime parts of the

Southern States, but is lost as it were among the Long-leaved

Pines which cover these regions, and, as it is appropriated to no

use, and bears a strong fimily-likeness to the rest of the genus,

it has received no popular specific name; that which I have

given it seems sufficiently appropriate, since it grows principally

on the borders of ponds covered with the Pond Bush, Lanrm

(TstivaUs, and in the small swamps, whose black and miry soil is

shaded by the Loblolly Bay, Red Bay, Tupelo, and Small Mag-

nolia or White Bay.

The leaves, united to the number of three, are five or six

inches in length, and a little more upon young stocks. The

aments are straight, and six or eight lines long; the cones are

commonly opposite and in pairs, two and a half inches in length,

five and a half inches in circumference, and in form like an

egg; their scales are rounded at the extremity, and armed with

fine short spines which are easily broken off, so that in some

instances no vestige is left of their existence. The cones arrive

at maturity tlie second year, but do not release their seeds before

the third or fourth.

The ordinary size of the tree, which it rarely exceeds, is

thirty-five or forty feet in height and fifteen or eighteen inches

in diameter. It is remarkable for the remoteness of its

branches, which begin to s})ring upon the lower half of the

stock; and more than half of the largest trunks consist of sap:
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118 PITCH PINE.

for these reasons the species is useless at home and deservedly

neglected abroad.

Ohservation. The Pond Pino so^ietimes grows with the

Long-leaved Pine in abandoned fields near the swamps. The

dryness of the soil occasions no diflerence in its ibrm. This

observation is important, as the species under consideration is

Irequently confounded with the Pitch Pine, whicli it strikingly

resembles.

PLATE CXLII.

A branch with a cone of the natural size. Fig. 1. A leaf. Fit/. 2. A seed.

(i 'I

PITCH PINE.

PiNus RKUDA. P. arbor ramosa; corfice seabro-rimosa; gcmmis resino-

sis; foliis tcrnis; amcntis mascalis erecto-inrumbcntibus ; strobilis SjMrsis

vel a,(j(jrcgatis ; squamis cchinatis ; spinis rir/idis.

This species is known in all the United States by the name

of Pitch Pine, and sometimes in Virginia by that of Black li^ic,

but nowhere by that of Thrce-lcaved Virginian Pine, which is

used by Sir A. B. Lambert.

Except the maritime parts of the Atlantic States, and the

fertile regions west of the Alleghany Mountains, it is found

throughout the United States, but most abundantly upon the

Atlantic coast, whei'e the soil is diversified but generally meagre.

The \icinity of Brunswick, in the district of Maine, and of Bur-

lington on Lake Champlaiu, in tiie State of Vermont, are the

most northern points at which I have observed it; in these

places it cDnnnonly grt)w,'' in light, even, friable, sandy soils,
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PITCH PINE. 119

which it occupies almost exclusively. It does not exceed twelve

or fifteen feet in height, and its slender branches, laden with

puny cones, evince t)ie feebleness of its vegetation.

In Pennsylvania and Virginia, the ridges of the Alleghanies

are sometimes covered with it, as I have remai'ked in travelling

from Philadelphia to Pittsburg, and particularly in traversing

the South Mountains, on the ridge called Saddle Hill, thirty

miles from Bedford. Here the soil is a little more generous,

consisting of clay thickly sown with stones, and the Pitch Pine

is thirty-five or forty feet high and twelve or fifteen inches in

diameter.

In the lower part of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Mary-

land, it is frequently seen in the large swamps filled with the

Red Cedai', which are constantly miry or covered with water

;

in such situations it is seventy or eighty feet high and from

twenty to twenty-eight inches in diameter, and exceeds the

surrounding trees both in bulk and elevation. It supi)orts a

long time the presence of sea-water, which in spring-tides over-

fiows the salt meadows, where it is sometimes found alone of its

genus.

The buds of the Pitch Pine are always resinous, and its triple

leaves vary in length from an inch and a half to seven inches,

according to the degree of moisture in the soil. The aments

are an inch long, straight, and winged like those of the Pond

Pine. The size of the cones depends upon the nature of the

soil, and varies from less than an inch to more than three inches

•1 length ; they are of a pyramidal shape, and each scale is

pointed with an acute spine alwut two lines long. Wiierevi'r

these trees grow in masses the cones are dispersed singly over

the branches ; and, as I have learned by constant oljservation,

they release the seeds the first autumn after their maturity

;

but on solitary stocks, exposed to the buffeting of the winds,

the cones are collected in groups of four, five, or even a larger

number, and remain dosed for several \('nrs. This clusterinat

i!
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of the cones serves, also, to distinguish the Jersey and Table

Mountain Pines.

The Pitch Pine has a thick, blackish, deeply-furrowed bark.

It is remarkable for the number of its branches, which occujjy

two-thirds of its trunk and render the wood extremely knotty.

The concentric circles are widely distant, and three-fourths of

the larger stocks consist of sap. On mountains and gravelly

lands the wood is compact, heavy, and surcharged with resin,

whence is derived the name of P'drh Pine: in swamps, on the

contrary, it is light, solt, and composed almost wholly of sap

;

it is then called *Sr(/) Pine. These essential delects place it be-

low the Yellow Pine; but, as that species is daily dwindling by

the vast consumption in civil and naval architecture, it is })ar-

tially replaced by the Pitch Pine, the poorer variety of whitih is

used for the l)oxes employed in packing certain sorta of mer-

chandise, such as soap, cancMes, &c.

On some parts of the Alleghunies, where this tree abounds,

nouses are built of it, and the wood, if it is not covered witb

paint, is recognised by its numerous knots. It is thought better

than the Yellow Pine for iloors that are frequently washed, as

the resin with which it is impregnated renders it firmer and

more durable. It serves perfectly well for ship-pumps, for wliioli

purpose trees with very little heart are i)referred. The balcers

of New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, and the brick-nndvers

in the vicinity of these cities, consume it in prodigious (juau-

tities. From the most resinous stocks is procured the lamp-

))lack of commerce.

The Pitch Pine seems to have formerly abounded in Con-

necticut, Mnssachusetts, and New Hampshire; for, since the

beginning of the seventeenth century till 177(J, they have fur-

nished a certain quantity of tar. About the year 1705, upon

a misunderstanding with Sweden, whence she had drawn her

supplies. Great Britain encouraged this bianch of industry in

the northern part of America by a premium of one pound ster-
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ling for eight barrels of tar made from dead wood, and of two

pounds for the same (quantity extracted from green trees. The

method of depriving the trees of their bark and felling them

the following year, the excellence of which has since been

proved by Buffou's experiments on the conversion of alburnum

into perfect wood, and which might be profitably applied in the

United States, was published and disseminated. In consequence

of this encouragement, or from other causes, the destruction has

been so rapid that the Northern States no longer furnish tur-

pentine or tar for their own consumption. The little tar that

is nuide on the shores of Lake Champlain is used on the small

vessels that ply upon its surface, or is sent to Quebec. A few

of the poorer inhabitants in the maritime part of New Jersey

live by this resource, and the product of their industry is sent

to Philadelphia, where it is less esteemed than the tar of the

Southern States. What is required for the few vessels that are

annually launched on the Ohio, is obtained at an exorbitant

price from the Alleghany Mountains, and from the borders of

Tar Creek, which empties into the Ohio twenty miles below

Pittsburg. The essence of turpentine used in the Western

country in painting is brought. from Philadelphia and Balti-

more.

Such is the sum of my information concerning Pitch Pine. 1

have already remarked that on dry gravelly soils its wood is

knotty, and, on moist lands, of so poor a quality as to be unfit

for works that require strength and dural)ilit3'. Several other

species are prefera])]e to this, such as the Yellow and Red Pines,

which grow in the same soils, and are sometimes associated with

it in the forests.

uu

PLATE CXLIII.

A branch with a cone of the natural size. Fit/. 1. A leaf. Fit/. 2. A seed.
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100 PITCH PINE.

[This treo is of extreme value, and may bo cultivated with

fiicility, and transplanted without any difliculty. Emerson

recommends that sandy soils be sown with the seeds of the

Pitch Pine along with the sweet fern [Comj)tonla) or the broom,

[Genista scopar'ia,) to protect the young trees, and cover the

surface sown Avith branches from the nearest Pine forest : not

being injured by salt water, there are enormous tracts near the

sea-shores of America that may be rendered profitable by this

process, fui'nishing fine fuel for steam-engines, and tar and lamp-

black; perhaps also ship-timber may be grown on land now

utterly valueless.

It is free from the stiffness of other Pino?, and sometimes

attains the height of one hundred feet and four or five feet in

diameter. The trunk in dense woods is erect; in more open

situations, it is often tortuous or angled. When self-planted,

on the poorest land it increases at the rate of an inch in dia-

meter in three or four years for the first twenty-five years, and

after that at the rate of one in five or six. It differs from other

trees of this family, its stump throwing up sprouts the spring

after the stem has been felled; but these do not attain any

considerable height. The fallen trunk throws out sprouts in

the succeeding summer; and the bundles of leaves of both are

remarkable for issuing from the axil of a single loaf, in the

same manner as in the young plant. The tree is found from

the Penobscot River in Maine to the mountains of Carolina.]
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LOBLOLLY PINE.

PiNUS T^DA. P. arliof maxima, supcrni /xihihi ; fuliis (cntis, prftlougis

;

cuncntis mascuU-i dkcrgcntlhus ; tilrobilis i-nnniallbus ; (cssuUs muerom

sursum rigidc iincinato ; fructifcris sub-rlioinhoidcis,

TiiROUGUOUT the lower part of the Southern States this spe-

cies is called LohhUy Pine, and sometimes White Pine about

Petersburg and Richmond, in Virginia. I observed it for the

first time near Fredericksburg, 230 miles south of Philadelphia,

and I believe it does not exist much liirther north ; it certainly

is not found in Pennsylvania, as Sir A. B. Lambert erroneously

asserts after Vanghenheim.

In the lower part of Virginia, and in the districts of North

Carolina situated northeast of the river Cape Fear, over an

extent of nearly 200 miles, it grows wherever the soil is dry and

sandy; on spots consisting of red clay mingled with gravel, it is

supplanted by the Yellow Pine and by different species of Oak;

the two Pines are regularly alternated according to the vari-

ations in the soil, and frequently vanish and reappear at inter-

vals of four or five miles.

In the same parts of Virginia, this species exclusively occupies

lands tliat have been exhausted by cultivation, and, amid forests

of Oak, tracts of 100 or 200 acres are not unfrequently seen

covered with thriving young Pines. In the moi'e southern

States it is the most common species after the Long-leaved Pine,

but grows only in the branch-swamps, or long narrow marshes

that intersect the pine-barrens, and near the creeks and rivers,

where the soil is of middling fertility and susceptible of improve-

ment : such is the vicinity of Charleston, S.C, which is covered

to the distance of five or six miles with Loblolly Pines.

The leaves are fine, of a light green, six inches long, and
123
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124 LOBLOLLY PINE.

united to the number of three and sometimes of four on young

and vigorous stocks. The bloom takes place in the beginning

of April; the aments are nearly an inch long, and are bent and

intermingled like those of the Long-leaved Pine. The cones

are about four inches in length, and armed with strong spines

;

while closed, they have the form of an elongated pyramid, and

when open, of a rhombus more or less perfect: the seeds arc

cast the first vear.

The tree exceeds eighty feet in height, with a diameter of

two or three feet and a wide-spreading summit. The tallest

stocks in proportion to their diameter, I observed near Rich-

mond, on a light, arid soil: from several of them, cylinders

might have been fonned, twelve or fifteen inches, in diameter

and fifty feet in length, perfectly regular and free from knots.

This wood has a still greater proportion of sap than that of

the Pond ajid Pitch Pines: in trunks three feet in diameter I

have constantly found thirty inches of alburnum; and in those

of a foot in diameter and thirty or thirty-five feet in height, not

more than an inch of heart. The concentric circles are widely

distant, as might be su])posed frt)m the rapidity of its growth in

the more southern States ; in Virginia, where it vegetates more

slowly, its texture is closer, and the proportion of sap less con-

siderable, as I have particularly observed at the saw-mills of

Peterslnu'g

Three-fourths of the houses in this part of Virginia are built

of the Loblolly Pine, which is even used in the absence of the

Yellow Pine for the ground-lloors; but the boards, though only

four inches Avide, and strongly nailed, shrink, and become un-

even. Tins inconvenience is attributal)le to its spongy consist-

ence, and is not experienced in the Long-leaved Pine, whoso

concentric circles are twelve times as numerous in the same

space.

In the ports of the Southern States this species is used, like

the Pitch Piue in those of the North, for the pumps of ships;
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1*^. Charleston, the wharves are built with logs of the Loblolly

Pine, consolidated with earth; bakers consume it in their ovens,

and it is sold a third cheaper than the more resinous wood of

the Long-leaved Pine.

This species is applied only to secondary uses: it decays

rapidly when exposed to the air, and is regarded as one of the

least valuable of the Pines. It speedily possesses itself of

deserted lands, and renders a long labor necessary to clear them

anew for cultivation. Though little esteemed in America, it

would be an important acrpiisition to the South of Europe,

where a tree of fine appearance and rapid vegetation is an in-

valuable treasure. It might be employed in joinery for objects

concealed from sight, for packing-cases, &o. It remains to be

proved whether it would not grow more rapidly than the

Maritime Pine on the plains of Bordeaux. It support.'^ a more

northern climate, and even fructifies at Paris, but proliably does

not attain its ptM'fect development.

It affords turpentine in abundance, but in a loss fluid state

than that of the Long-leaved Pine : as it contains more albur-

num, from which the turpentine distils, perhaps l)y making

deeper incisions it would yield a greater product.

The figure of this species in 81 r A. B. Lambert's work is

correct; but he mistakes it in descri])ing it as of little stature:

—

arlmr JiKmills, dr.; it is, on the contrary, next to the Whit<;

Pine, the tallest tree of its genus in the United States.
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PLATE CXLIV.

A uratich icith a cone of the natural size. Fig, 1. A leaf. Fitj. 2. A seed.
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WHITE PINE.

PiNUS STROBUS. P. arbo)' cxcdsa ; corticc Irvii, eincrco (date ; foliis quini%

gracilibus, var/inis miUis ; amcntis inaseulis panis, rrijis; strobilis Iccvi-

gatis 2K)ululis lovgo-cylindracds.

This species, one of the most interesting of the American

Pines, is known in Canada and the United States by the name

of White Pine, from the perfect whiteness of its wood when

freshly exposed, and in New Hampshire and Maine, by the

oecondai'y denominations of Pumpldn Pi)ie, Apple Pine, and

SapHmj Pine, which are derived from certain accidental pecu-

liarities.

The leaves of the White Pine are five-fold, four inches long,

numerous, slender, and of a bluish green : to the lightness and

delicacy of the foliage is owing the elegant appearance of the

young trees. The male ainents are four or five lines long,

united to the number of five or six, and arranged like those ot

the Loblolly and Long-leaved Pines: they turn reddish before

they are cast. The cones are four ov five inches long, ten lines

in diameter in the middle, pedunculated, pendulous, somewhat

arched, and composed of thin, smooth scales, rounded at the

base. Tbey open about the first of October to release the

seeds, of which a part are left adhering to the turpentine that

exudes from the sciiles

This trcvi is diHused, tiiough not uniformly, over a vast extent

of country: it is incapable of supporting intense cold, and still

less extreme heat. My father, in returning from Hudson's Bay,

after traversing tiireo hundred miles without perceiving a vestige

of it, first observed it about forty leagues from tiie moutii of tiie

Mistassin, which discharges itself into Lake 8t. John in Canada,

in the latitude of 48° 50'. Two degrees farther south he found
12t)
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WHITE riNE. 127

it common, which w.as doubtless owing rather to a difference of

soil than of climate. From his observations and my own, it

appears to be most abundant between the 43d and 47th degrees

of latitude; ftirther south it is found in the valleys and on the

declivities of the Alleghanies to their termination, but at a

distance from the mountains on either side its growth is for-

bidden by the warmth of the climate. It is said, with great

probability, to be multiplied near the source of the Mississippi,

which is in the same latitude with the district of Maine, the

upper part of New Hampshire, the State of Vermont, and the

commencement of the St. Lawrence, where it attains its greatest

dimensions. In these countries I have seen it in very different

situations, and it seems to accommodate itself to all varieties of

soil, except such as consist wholly of sand and such as are almost

constantly submerged. But I have seen the largest stocks in

the bottom of soft, friable, and fertile valleys, on the banks of

rivers composed of deep, cool, black sand, and in swamps filled

with the White Cedar and covered with a thick and constantly

humid carpet of sphKjinnn. Near Norridgewock, on the river

Kennebeck, in one of these swamps, which is accessible only in

midsummer, I measured two trunks felled for canoes, of which

one was 154 feet long and fifty-four inches in diameter, and the

other 142 feet long and forty-four inches in diameter, at three

feet from the ground. Mention is made, in Belknap's "History

of New Hampshire," of a White Pine felled near the river Merri-

m.ack, seven feet eight inches in diameter; and near Hallowell I

saw a stump exceeding six feet; these enormous stocks had

probably reached the greatest height attained by the species,

which is about 180 feet: I have been assured, by persons worthy

of belief, that in a few instances they had felled individual trees

of nearly this stature. Hence we must conclude that the

authors who have stated its height at 2G0 feet have been misled

by incorrect reports.

But this ancient and majestic inhabitant of the North American

i!



128 W II I T E PINE.

forests is still the loftiest and most valuable of their productions,

and its summit is seen at an inmiense distance aspiring toward

heaven, far above the heads of the surrounding trees. The

trunk is simple for two-thirds or three-fourths of its height, and

the limbs are short and verticillate, or disposed in stages one

above another to the top of the tree, which is formed by three

or four upright branches, seemingly detached and unsupported.

In forests composed of the Sugar Maple, the Beeches, or the

Oaks, where the soil is strong and proper for the culture of corn,

as, for exami)le, on the shores of Lake Champlain, it is arrested

at a lower height, and diffused into a spacious sunnnit; but it is

still taller and more vigorous than the neighboring trees.

In the district of Maine and the province of Nova Scotia, I

have constantly remarked that the White Pine is the foremost

tree in taking possession of barren, deserted lands, and the most

hardy in resisting the impetuous gales from the ocean.

On young stocks not exceeding forty feet in height, the bark

of the trunk and branches is smooth and even polished; as the

tree advances in age it splits and becomes rugged and gray, but

does not fall off in scales like that of the other Pines. The

White Pine is also distinguished by the sensible diminution of

its trunk from the base to the summit, in consequence of which

it is more difficult to procure sticks of great length and uniform

diameter; this disadvantage, however, is compensated by i';s

bulk and by the small proportion of its alburnum; a trunk of

one foot in diameter contains eleven inches of perfect wood.

The wood of this species is employed in greater quantities

and far more diversified uses than that of any other American

Pine: yet it is not without essential defects; it has little

strength, gives a feeble hold to nails, and sometimes swells by the

liumidity of the atmosphere. These properties are compensated,

however, by others which give it a decided superiority; it is

soft, light, free from knots, and easily wrought ; is more durable,

and less liable to split when exposed to the sun ; furnishes boards
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of a great widtli, and timber of large dimensions: in fui'', it is

still abnndant and cheap.

I have constantly observed the influence of soil to be greater

U])(m resinous than upon leafy trees. The (qualities of the

White Pine, in particular, are strikingly affected by it. In

loose, deep, humid soils, it unites in the highest degree all the

valuable properties by which it is characterized, especially

lightness and fineness of texture, so that it may be smoothly

cut in every direction; and hence, perhaps, is derived the name

of Piunpl'ln Pi)ie. On dry, elevated lands, its wood is firmer

and nu)re resinous, with a coarser grain and more distant con-

centric circles ; and it is then called SapluKj Pine.

Throughout the Northern States, except in the larger capitals,

seven-tenths of the houses are of wood, of which three-quarters,

estinuited at .about 500,000, ai'e almost wholly of White Pine:

even the suburbs of the cities are built of wood. The principal

beams of churches and the other large edifices are of White Pine,

The ornamental work of outer doors, the cornices and frie7.es

of apartments, and the mouldings of fireplaces, which in Ame-

rica are elegantly wrought, are of this wood. It receives gild-

ing well, and is therefore selected for looking-glass and picture-

frames. Sculptors employ it exclusively for the images that

adorn the bows of vessels, for which they prefer the variety

called Pumplkln Pine.

At Boston, and in other towns of the Northern States, the

inside of mahogany furniture and of trunks, the bottom of

Windsor chairs of an inferior quality, water-pails, a great part

of the boxes used for packing goods, the shelves of shops, and

an endless variety t)f other olyects, are made of White Pine.

In the district of Maine, it is employed for barrels to contain

salted fish, especially the variety called Suplimj Pine, which is

of a stronger consistence. For the magnificent wooden l)ridges

over the Schuylkill at Philadelphia, and the Delaware at Tren-

ton, and for those which unite Cambridge and Charlestown with
Vol,. 1II.-9
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130 WHITE riNE.

Boston, of which the first is 1500 and the second 3000 feet in

length, the White Pine has been chosen for its durability. It

serves exchisively for the masts of the numerous vessels con-

structed in the Northern and Middle States, and for this purpose

it would be dillicult to replace it in North America. Before the

war of Independence, England is said to have furnished herself

with masts from the United States; and she still completes from

America the demand which cannot be fully supplied from the

North of Europe. The finest timber of this species is brought

from Maine, and particularly from the river Kennebeck.

Soon after the establishment of the colonies, England became

sensible of the value of this resource, and solicitous for its pre-

servation. In 1711 and 1721, severe ordinances were enacted,

prohiljiting the cutting of any trees proper for masts on the

possessions of the crown. The order comprised the vast

countries bounded on the south by New Jersey and on the

north by the upper limit of Nova Scotia. I am unable to say

with what degree of rigor it was enforced before the Ainei'ican

Kevohition; but for a space of six hundred miles, from Phila-

delphia to a distance beyond Boston, I did not observe a single

stock of the White Pine large enough for the mast of a vessel of

six hundred tons.

The principal superiority of the White Pine masts over those

brought from Riga is their lightness; but they have less

strength, and are said to decay more rapidly between-decks and

at the point of intersection of the yards; this renders the Long-

leaved Pine superior to the White Pine in the opinion of the

greater part of American ship-builders. But some of them are

of opinion that the White Pine would be equally durable if the

end was carefully protected from the weather. With this view,

an experiment has been imagined of a hole several feet deep

made in the top of the mast, filled with oil, and hermetically

sealed: tlie oil is said to be absorbed in a few months. The

bowsprits and yards of ships of war are of this species.
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The wood is not resinous enough to furnish turpentine for

conunerce, nor would the labor of extracting it Ix; easy, since

the White Pine occupies exclusively tracts of only a few hun-

dred acres, and is usually mingled in diil'ereut proportions with

the leafy trees.

The vast consumption of this tree for domestic use, and for

exportation to the West Indies and to Europe, renders it neces-

sary every year to penetrate farther into the country; and in-

roads are already made, in cpiest of this species only, upon

forests which probably will not be cleared for cultivation in

twenty-five or thirty }"ears.

The persons engaged in this branch of industry are in general

emigrants from Ncav llam})shire, led by inconstancy of character

or by the desire of amassing rapidly the means of purchasing a

hundred acres of land''' for the establishment of their families.

In the summer they unite in small companies, and traverse

these vast solitudes in every direction to ascertain the places in

which the Pines abound. After cutting the grass and convert-

ing it into hay for the nourishment of the cattle to be employed

in their labor, they return home. In the beginning of winter

they enter the forests again, establish themselves in huts

covered with the bark of the Canoe Birch or the Arbor-Vitas;

and, though the cold is so intense that the mercury sometimes

renuiins for several weeks from forty to forty-live degrees of

Fahrenheit below the point of congelation, they persevere with

unabated courage in their work. When the trees are felled,

they cut them into logs from fourteen to eighteen feet long, and

by means of their cattle, which they employ with great dex-

terity, drag them to the river, and, after stamping on them a

mark of property, roll them upon its fro/x'U bosom. iVt the

breaking up of the ice in the spring, they float down with the

* The price of laud iu the county of Kcuuebcck, iu 1807, wtis five or six dollars

UQ acre.
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132 WHITE PINE.

current. All the logs that come down the Konnebcck are stopped

at Winslow, about one hundred and twenty miles from the sen,

where each person .selects his own, and ibrnis them iulo rafts

with the intention of selling them to the proprietors ol the

numerous saw-mills between that place and the sea, or of having

them sawn for his own benefit at the price of a half or even of

three-(piarters of the product in .abundant years.

When I was at Winslow, in August, 180G, the river was still

covered with thousands of logs, of which the diameter t)f the

greater part was fifteen or sixteen inches, and that of the re-

mainder (perhaps one-fiftieth of the whole) twenty inches. The

IJliie Ash and the Red Pine were the only sjjecies mingled with

them, and these not in the pro])ortion of one to a hundred.

The logs which are not sawn the first year are attacked by large

worms, which fcvm in every direction holes about two lines in

diameter; but if stripped of the bark they remain uninjured for

thirty years: the same remark is applicable to the stumps,

which resist the inlluences of heat and moisture during a great

length of time; and it has passed into a proverb, that the man

who cuts down a Pine never lives to see it decay. In Ilallowell,

near the Kenneljcck, I saw several stum})s unchanged after an

exposure of forty years. Next to the district of Maine, which

furnishes three-quarters of the White Pine exported from the

United States, including what comes from New Hampshire Ijy

the Merrimack and is brought to Boston, the shores of Lake

Champlain appeared to be the most abundantly peopled with

this species, and to be not unfavorably situated for its trans-

portation. All that is cut bejond Ticonderoga, comprising

about three-fourths of the length of the lake, which is one

hundred and sixty miles from north to south, is carried to

Quebec, two hundred and seventy miles distant, by the Sorel

and the St. Lawrence. What is furnished by the southern part

of the lake is sawn at Skeens])orough, transported seventy miles

in the winter on sledges to Albany, and, with all the lumber of
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the North River, brought clown in the spring to New York in

.sloops of eighty or one hundred tons, to be afterwards exported

in great part to Europe, the West Indies, and the Southern

States.

By an extract from the custom-house register of Fort St.

John, the ({uantity of this wood tluit passed down the Sorel for

Quebec, between the 1st of Maj-, 1807, and the 30th of Jidy

following, was 132,720 cubic feet of square tindjer, 100,000

feet of common boards, 07,000 feet of planks two inches thick,

twenty masts, and 4545 logs of the same dimensions as are

brought from the district of Maine.

The upper part of Pennsylvania, near the source of the Dela-

Avare and Susf{uelianna, which is mountainous and cold, pos-

sesses large forests of this Pine, and in the spring the timber

floats down these streams for the iiiternal consumption of the

State. It enters into the construction of houses both in the

country and in the towns, and is sawn into planks for expor-

tation from Philadelphia to the West Indies. The masts of

vessels built at Philadelphia are also obtained from the Dela-

ware.

Beyond the mountains, near the springs of the river Alle-

ghany, from 150 to 180 miles from its junction with the Ohio,

is cut all the White Pine destined for the market of New Or-

leans, which is 2900 miles distant. In the spring, immense

quantities descend the river for the consumption of the country.

Three-quarters of the houses of Wheeling, Marietta, and Pitts-

burg, and of Washington, in Kentucky, are built with White

Pine boards.

Boston is the principal emporium of this commerce in the

Northern States. The White Pine is found there in the follow-

ing forms :—In square pieces from twelve to twenty-five feet

long, and of different diameters ; in ficanflhig, or square pieces

six inches in diameter, for the lighter part of frames; and in

boards, which are divided into nifrchantahle or common, and into

i^
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dear or piclccJ;'' boards. The merchantable boards are three-

fourths of an inch thick, from ten to fifteen inches wide, from

ten to lil'teen feet long, and frequently defomned with knots

:

at New York, they are called Albany boards, and are sold at

the same price as at Boston. The clear boards, formed from

the largest stocks of the Pumpkin Pines, are of the same length

and thickness as the first, and twenty, twenty-four, and thirty

inches wide. They should be perfectly char; but they are ad-

mitted if the}' have only two knots small enough to be covered

with the thumb : they are employed for all light and delicate

Avorks of joinery, particularly for tlie panels of doors and the

mouldings of apartments : at Phihulelphia, they are called W7iite

Pine iHtuds.

This wood is also formed into claphodnh and filiuir/h's. The

clapboards are of an indeterminate length, six inches wide,

three linos thick at one edge, and thinner at the other: they

form the exterior covering of houses, and are placed horizon-

tally, lapping one upon another, so that the thinner edge is

covered. The shingles are commonly eighteen inches long,

from three tt) six inches wide, three lines thick at one end, and

one line at the other: they should be free from knots, and

made only of the perfect wood. They are packed in s(piare

bundles, and sustained by two cross-pieces of wood confined by

withes. The bundles sometimes consist of five hundred, but

oftener of two hundred and fifty shingles: the price at Ilal-

lowell, in 1S()7. was three dollars a thousand : two men can

make sixteen or eighteen hiuuhvd in a day.

Kast of the river Hudson, the houses are almost invariably

covered with these shingles, which last only twelve or fifteen

years. They are exported in great (plant ities to the West In-

dies, and in the French islands they are called cs^tcntes hlanchco.

From these details an estimate may be fonned of the con-

* CullcJ aUo Jilt)!'/ boiirds.
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L«d of the con-

sumption of tlie Wliito Pine in the United States: that of

Europe and the West Indies is also considerable. In a table

of importation from the United States, presented to tlie Par-

liament of Great Britain, the timber introduced in 1807 is

reckoned at $1,302,1)80, of which 1 suppose the White Pine

to have formed a fifth. In 1808, it was sold at Iiiver|H)()l at

about sixty cents the cubic foot. Planks two inches thick and

twelve Avide were worth four cents a foot, and connnon planks

six cents.

In this statement the wood imported from New Brunswick is

not included, nor the vast quantities sent from the United

States to the West India Islands not dependent u])on Great

Britain.

The precious qualities and varied uses of this tree are sufii-

cient motives for propagating it in Europe. It flourishes in the

ceutre of France; but it would succeed l)etter on the borders of

.the Rhine, in the valleys of the Al[)s and Pyrenees, and in the

cold and humid climates of Germany, Poland, and Russia. Its

vegetati(m appeared to me more vigorous in Belgium than in

the neighborhood of Paris. When the forests of W^ild Pino

and of Norway Spruce Kir are renewed in those countries, the

White Pine should be introduced: it will be easy to decide

whether it can be successfully naturalized.

PLATE CXLV.

A branch xnth a canr of llir vdhind size. F'kj. 1. A leaf Fkj. 2. A ncnl.

[In England this tr(>e is called the Weymouth Pine.—a name

whicli is gradually becoming comuion in America. Dr. Dwiglit

says that formerly they were seen in the forest two hundreil

and fifty feet in height; and {x^iy or sixty years since, one was

('ill down in Lancaster, New Hampshire, wiiich measured (wo

hundrecj and twentv-tliree fi'et. Where it has heen cultivated
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in England and Franco, it has been found to increase in height

at the rate of from fifteen inches to three feet each year, for

fifty or sixty years. Emerson says that, in 184C, the exporta-

tion from the growth of Massachusetts had almost ceased, and

from New Ilamiishire and the southei-n parts of Maine it had

much diminished, and the lumber had become of an inferior

quality. From the Penobscot, and other great rivers of the

northern parts of the latter State, the exportation is still large;

but the lumberers have to go every year to a greater distance

from the great watercoui'ses, and to ascend smaller streams and

more remote lakes. The same is occurring in New York ; and

the day is evidently not far distant when New England even

will have to depend on Canada for this wood, unless measures

are taken to restore the Pine forests on the great tracts fitted for

no other use.

It is not uncommon to see old Pines standing, deformed by

the loss of tlie leading shoot,—a loss which old trees never

recover, thougli nature makes an effort to throw up an erect

stem from one of the horizontal limbs, distant from the centre.

It is liable to lose its limbs and be injured in npi)earance by

the weight of snow lodged on its branches. For ornamental

planting the Bhotan Pine, Piiins cxcelm, is a more beautiful

tree than the White Pine, from its thicker habit of growth

and more numerous and compact tufts of leaves.]

[See Nuttall's Supi)len ent, vol. ii. p. 170.]
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NORWAY SPRUCE FIR.

Abies picea. A. arbor cxcrJ.m; fulii.^ fiolilariis, suhti/raf/onis, .^iiihKlatis,

strobilis cjil'mtlraccis, pendulis; sqiiamis rhoinbcis, iilanis; marcjlne rc-

jmndls, crosls.

TiiK Norway Spruce Fir, like the Wild Pine, is indigenous to

the northern clinuites of Eurojje and Asia, and becomes rare in

descending toward the south. In France, Italy, and Spain, it

aljounds only among the mountains, in deep valleys, and on

declivities exposed to the north.

This is one of the tallest trees of the Old Continent: it is

straight-bodied, from one hundred and twenty to one hundred

and fifty feet in height, and from three to live feet in diameter,

and is a hundred years in acquiring its growth. Its dark foliage

gives it a funereal aspect, which is rendered more gloomy by the

declining of its branches toward the earth. The limits, as in

the American Spruces, are verticillate, and spring from a com-

mon centre. The leaves are longer but less numerous than

those of the American species, and are slightly arched, firm,

and acute. The llowers form red aments at the extremity of

the U2)per branches, and are succeeded by reddish, cylindrical

cones, five or six inches long and fifteen or eiuhteen lines in

diameter, containing small winged seeds, which are ripe toward

the end of November.

The wood is essentially diflerent from that of the Wild Pine,

being whiter, far less impregnated with resin and consequently

lighter, to which is added greater elasticity. The union of

the se qualities renders it peculiarly proper for the }ai'ds of largo

ships. Besides this important use, it is much employed in

England in joinery, and is called, among workmen, W/ilfe Deal.

It is brought principally from Norway, and forms a large pro-
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iir

portion of tlic commerce of that country in wood, which exceeds

.1 million and a half of dollars annually. In the North of

Europe its bark is frequently substituted for that of the Oak

in tanning. A resinous substance, less fluid than that of the

Pines, distils between the bark and the trunk, which is mixed

with lampblack and used by shoemakers.

The Norway Spruce Fir is attiicked, like the "Wild Pine, by

the insect Ihsfrivhus innipenla, which makes such havoc of the

resinous trees.

The extensive use of this wood in Germany has caused great

attention to be paid to the forming and preserving of forests.

The plantation is begun b}^ thoroughly loosening the ground in

the month of March, and the seed is mixed, in the proportion

of one-sixth, with oats.

The wood of the Norway Spruce is not superior to that of the

Black Spruce; but in my opinion the European species would be

preferable for the northern parts of America.

Ohservafion. A variety of this species is said to exist, called

Long Cornish Fir, of which the cones are much larger.

PLATE CXLVI.

A branch with a cone of the natural size. Fig. 1. A seed.

[As an ornamental evergreen, this tree is unsurpassed. See

Nuttall's Supplement, vol. ii., for a number of new species.

No tree is lietter adapted than the Norway Fir for planting

in n.irrow strips for shelter or seclusion. The tree bears the

shears; and, as it is of rapid growth, it makes excellent hedges

for shelter in nursery-gardens. Such are not nnfrequent in

Switzerland, and in Bavaria and Baden. In 1814, then; w(>re

fir-hedges in the neighjjorhood of Moscow between thirty and

forty feet high. The whole hedge may be cut down to five feet,

and afterward trimmed into ornamental shapes: every portion
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BLACK OR DOUBLE SPRUCE. 13!)

will thus become beautiful and green; the annual growths arc

then very short, giving the surface of the hedge a fine, healthy

appearance. In the great prairie-country of America this

beautiful tree should be employed for shelter; without some

protection from trees, the prairies will never develop their full

resources.]

BLACK OR DOUBLE SPRUCE.

Abies nigra. A, arbor maxima; foVl-^ solKariis undiquc circa ramns

creeds, brcviorihiis, subtctra(joms ; strobilis ov<(tis, pcndulis ; squamis

subundalatis, opice crenidatis aid divisis.

This tret which appertains to the coldest regions of North

America, i- called Einnctte noire and EpiiicUe a h hiere in

Canada, Double Spruce in the district of Maine, and Bhwh

Spruce in Nova Scotia, though the two last denominations are

known throughout all these countries. I have preferred that

of Black Spruce, Avliich expresses a striking character of the

tree and is contrasted with that of the following species, the

White Spruce. From the influence of the soil u})on the wood, it

is sometimes called Red Sj^ruce; and this variety has been

considei'ed, erroneously, as I prove in the sequel, as a distinct

species.

The Black Spruce is most abundant in the countries lying

between the 44th and 5od degrees of latitude, and between the

55th and 75th degrees of longitude,—viz. : Lower Canada, New-

foundland, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, the district of Maine,

Vermont, and the upper part of New Hampshire; and it is so

multiplied as often to constitute a third pait. of the forests by

which they are uninterruptedly covered. Farther south it is

iiii
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140 BLACK OR DOUBLE SPRUCE.

rarely scon except in cold and luinud situations on the top of

the AlU'ghanies. It is particularly remarked in a large swamp

not far from Wilkesl)arre, in Pennsylvania, and on the Black

Mountain, in South Carolina, which is (me of the loftiest sum-

mits of the Southern States, and is probably thus named from

the melancholy aspect occasioned by the dusky foliage of this

tree. Tt is sometimes met with also in the White Cedar swamps

near Philadelphia and New York; but in these places, which

are always miry aud sometimes sulnnerged, its vegetation is

feel)le. The leaves are of a dark, gloomy green, about four lines

hmg, firm, numerous, and attached singly over the surface of

the branches. The ilowers appear at the extremity of the

highest twigs, and are succeeded by small, reddish, oval cones,

pointing toward the earth, and varying in length from eight

lines to two inches. They are composed of thin scales, slightly

notched at the base, and sometimes split for lialf their length

on the most vigorous trees, on which the cones are also the

largest: they are not rii)e till the end of autumn, when they are

open for the escape of the seeds, which are small, light, and

surmounted by a wing, by means of which they are wafted

ul)roa(l by the Avind

The regions in which the IMack S[)ruce is the most abundant

are often diversified with hills, and the finest forests are found

in valkys where the soil is black, humid, deep, and covered with

a, thick bed of moss: though crowded so as to leave an intcival

of only tlirei'. lour, or five feet, these stocks attain their fullest

development, which is seventy or eighty feet in height and from

fifteen to twenty inches in diameter. The suunuit is a regular

pyramid, and has a lieautil'ul a|>])earance on insulated trees.

This agreeable form is owing to the s|>n'ading of the branches

in a horizontal instead of a declining direction like those of the

true N(n"way Pine, which is a more gloomy tree.

The truid<, nii'Ike tliat of the I'iues. is smooth, aud is remark-

able for its pei|)endicuhir ascensiiai and lor its regular diminu-
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its regular diminu-

tion from the base to the summit, which is terminated by an

annual shoot twelve or fifteen inches lon^'. It is found in the

same countries on the declivities of mountains, where the soil is

stony, dry, and covered only with a thin bed of moss; but, as

this soil is less favorable, its growth is less luxuriant and its

stature less commanding. The same observation is applicable

to other tracts, designated by the name o{ iKior hldrk landx, which

are meagre spots covered with the Black Spruce. In these

situations it has shorter, thicker leaves, of a still darker color,

with cones only half as large, but similar in form, and ripe at

the same period.

I shall fretpiently have occasion to observe that the inhabit-

ants of i\\i country, and mechanics who work in wood, take

notice only of certain striking appearances in forest trees, such

as the quality of the wood, its color, and that of the bark; and

that, from ignorance of botanical characters, they give dillerent

names to the same tree, according to certain variations in these

respects arising from local circnmstances. To" this cause nuist

be attributed the popnlar distinction of Black and Ked Si)ruce.

Sir A. B. Lambert, misled by the remarkable size of the cones

of the last variety which have been sent to Knghind. and by

incorrect information, deterniined, with some hesitation, to

descrfhe and figure it under the name of Ahirs riil>ru : \w repre-

sents it as inferior in every ri's[)ect to the Black Spruce, though,

according to my own observations in the country where it grows,

it unites in the highest degree all the good ([ualities which cha-

racteri/A' the species. Sam[)les of the heart W(»uld probably

iuive confnined his opinion that they are di>linct s[)ecies ; for

that of the Black Sjjruce is white, and that of the other variety

reddish. Jiut I repeat, that this dillerence in the wood of trees

of the same species is produced oidy by the inlhience of soil.

The distinguishing properties ol" thi' Black Spruce are

strength, lightness, and elasticity. .losselyn. in his •History

of New England." [aihlished in lionilon in IdTli. inli»rnis us that

iUi!

I!'
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it was considered at that period as furnishing the best yards

and topmasts in the world. Besides possessing these qualities,

as we have already observed, in a higher degree, the Red Spruce

is superior iu size to the other variety, which grows in a poorer

soil, and is less supple and more liable to be crooked.

In the dock-yards of the United States, the spars are usually

of Black Spruce from the district of Maine, and for the same

purpose it is exported in great quantities from Maine, New

Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, to the West Indies and to Liver-

pool.

Oddy says that in England it is preftirred to the Norway

Pine, Ahics picca, but that it does not afford pieces of sufficient

dimensions for the yards of men-of-war, which are made of the

Norway Pine or of the White Pine.

The knees of vessels are frequently of Black Spruce, in the

district of Maine, and sometimes at Boston, where the Oak is

becoming rare. When these pieces are of Oak, they are f©rmed

of two limbs united at the base ; but when of Spruce, they are

made from the base of the trunk and one of the principal roots.

From its strength and diu'ability, this si)eoies is the most proper

substitute for the Oak and the Larch, which is also rare in the

northern parts of the United States. In Maine and at Boston

it is often employed for the rafters of iiouses, and is more es-

teemed than the Hemlock Spruce, which was formerly i)referred.

Some persons sehfct it for floors; it is tougher than the White

Pine, but more I'.ible to crack.

In all these regions, and particularly in Maine and New
Bnniswick, the Black Spruce is sawi'd into boards of consider-

able width, which are sold a fourth clieaper than those of White

Pine. They arc exported to the West Indies and to England

;

and I have been informed that a large part of them are con-

sumed at Manchester and Birmingham in packing goods. The

supply, I doubt not, will long be al)uudaut, for the s|Kcie8 is a

hundred times mo;e multiplied iIkui the While Pine. In Nova
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Scotia, the Red Spruce, which is straight-grained and more easily

wrought, is employed for barrels to contain salted fish. This

species is not resinous enough to afford turpentine as an article

of commerce. The wood is filled with air, and snaps, in burn-

ing, like Chestnut.

With the young branches, especially those of the Black

Spruce, is made the salutary drink known by the name of

spruce beer, which in long voyages is found an edicacious pre-

ventive of the scurvy. The twigs are boiled in water, a certain

quantity of molasses or ma[)le sugar is added, and the mixture

is left to ferment. The essence of spruce is obtained by eva-

porating, to the consistence of an extract, water in which the

summits of the young branches have been boiled. As I have

never seen the operation performed, I cannot describe its de-

tails; but I have often witnessed the process of making the

beer in the country aI)out Halifax and in Maine, and can anirin

with confidence that it is not, as Sir A. B. Lambert asserts, the

White Spruce which is used for this purpose.

If the wood of this species has in fact been proved in Eng-

land to be superior to thiit of the Norway Pine, it would be

useful to j ropagate it on the Old Continent; but in my opinion

it would flourish only in the coldest and most humid countries

of the North of Europe, and on some parts of the Alps, the

Pyrenees, and the Highlands of Scotland.

PLATE CXLVn.

A branch unlh a cone of the naluml sue. Flj. 1. A leaf. Fij. 2. A leaf.
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WHITE OR SINGLE SPRUCE.

Abies alba. A. arbor 45-50 pcJah's ; foliis mihr/Ianeis und/'r/Hc circa

ramos erci-tis, (clrnf/oiiis ; strohiUs ohhwfjo-ctiUndraccis, ivmhdis, laxh

;

squamis marj'mc hilcfjcrriinis.

Tins species is indijienous to the same countries as the pre-

ceding. In Canada it is called Eplncttc hhnxJic, in Nova Scotia,

WJiife Spntcr, and in New Brunswit-k and the district of Maine,

SiiKjlc Spnicc. As the two last denominations are generally

known, I have adopted that which a[)peared to me the hest.

The White Spruce commences a few degrees farther south

than the species just described. In my father's notes it is first

mentioned near Lake St. John, between the 48th and 49th degrees

of latitude. In the district of Maine, at least in the parts which

I have visited, it is much less common than the Black Spruce;

and the comparison is easily made, as they are readily distin-

guished, especially young and insulated stocks. Though the

leaves of both encompass the branches, they are marked I)y

several characteristic diilerences: those of the White Spruce are

less numerous, longer, more pointed, at n more open angle with

the brandies, and of a pale, bluish green; whence is derived

the specific name of alha. The cones are also peculiar, being

of a lengthened oval fi)rm, about two inches in one direction

and six or eight lines in the other: tiie dimensions vary accord-

ing to the vigor of the tree, but the form is unchangea])le. The

scales are loose and thin, with entire edges, unlike those of the

Black S[)ruce. The seeds, also, arc rather smaller, and are ripe

a month earlier.

This species grows in nearly the same situations as the pre-

ceding, but it has a more ta])ering trunk, and is inferior in sta-

ture, rarely exceeding fifty feet in lieiglit, and twelve or si.vteen
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WHITE OR SINGLE SPRUCE. 14".

inclios in diamctor at tlivee feet from the ground. Its summit,

like that of the Bhick Spruce, is a reguhvr pj-ramid, but loss

l)ranc'hing and tuftod. The bark is lighter-colored, and tlie

dineifnce is more striking upon the young shoots.

The wood is employed for the same uses as the other: it

is, however, inferior in quality, and snaps more frequently in

burning. The fibres of the roots, macerated in water, are very

ilcxible and tough; being deprived in the operation of their

])ellielc, they are used in Canada to stitch together the canoes

of Birch bark, the seams of which are afterwai'd smeared with

a resin, improperly called fjum, that distils from the tree.

Sir A. B. Lambert asserts that the bark is employed in tan-

ning: this may possibly be true in Lower Canada and Newfound-

land, which I have not visited, but it is never done in Maine,

New Brunswi(;k, and Nova Scotia. The Ijranches are not used

for beer, because the leaves when bruised diffuse an unpleasant

odor, which they are said to communicate to the liquid.

This species is much more common in France than the Black

Spruce. It is an elegant tree while young, and, as it forms an

agreeable contrast with tlie darker foliage of the other Spruces,

it is esteemed a valuable ornament for parks and gardens.

Nurserymen in France and Germany distinguish two varie-

ties, the White or Silver Spruce and the Blue Spruce.

PLATE CXLVIII.

A branch with a cone of the natural size. Fij. 1. A haf. Fig. 2, A seed.

Vol. III.—10



HEMLOCK SPRUCE.

1

AniES Caxadexsis. A. arhor via.riin" ; ntini-^ (irncilihuf* : ranuilisvovdJi!^

vUlosissimis ; foliis solilaril.'^, planis. .^ulHllslirhi.'^ ; slrohllis kvrninaUhiia,

mmlmis, oralis, dcfpickntihus.

The Iloinlock Spruce is known only bj' this name tln'oiighout

tlie United States, and by that of Pcritssc among tlie French

inhabitants of Canada. It is natural to the coldest regiims of

the New World, and begins to appear about Hudson's Bay, in

latitude 51°; near Lake St. John, and in the neighborhood of

Quebec, it fills the forests, and in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,

the district of Maine, the State of Vermont, and the upper part

of New Hampshire, whei'e I have observed it, it forms three-

quarters of the evergreen woods, v? which the remainder con-

sists of the Black Spruce. Farther south it is less common,

and in the Middle and Southern States is seen only on the Alle-

ghanies; even there it is often confined to the sides of torrents

and to the most humid and gloomy exposures.

In the country east and north of Massachusetts, which, with-

out endjracing Canada, is more than 750 miles long, and about

250 miles broad, the resinous trees are constantly found at the

foot of the hills, and constitute nearly half of the unbroken

forests which cover these regions. Hence we may conceive liow

extensively this species is multiplied.

Moist grounds appear not to be, in general, the most favorable

to its growth: when mingled with the Black Spruce, it pre-

dominates less as the soil is more humid; and I have often seen

large stocks among the Beeches and Sugar Maples on soils

proper for corn.

The Ilendock Spruce is always larger and taller than the

Black Spruce; it attains the height of seventy or eighty feet,

ltd
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with ii circumference of from (<ix to nine feet and uniform for two

thirds of its length, lint if the number and distance of the

concentric circles afford a certain criterion of the longevity of

trees and the ra[)i(lity of their vegetation, it must be nearly

two centuries in acc^uiring such dimensions.

The leaves are six or eight lines long, Hat, numerous, irre-

gularly disposed in two ranks, and .owny at their unfolding.

The cones are a little longer than the leaves, oval, pendulous,

and situated at the extreinity of the branches. In a favorable

soil, this tree has an elegant appearance while k'ss than thirty

feet high, owing to the symmetrical arrangement of its branches

and to its tul'tcd foliagi'; and at this age it is employed in land-

scape-gardening. When arrived at its full growth, the largo

limbs are usually broken olf four or five leet from the trunk,

and the dried extremities are seen staring out through the little

twigs which spring around them. In this nuitilated state, by

which it is easily recognised, it hiis a disagreeable aspect, iuid

presents, while in full vigor, an inutge of decrepitude. This

accident, which is attributed to the snow lodging U[)on the close,

horizontal, tufted branches, never hap[tens to the young trees,

whose fibres are m'M'e flexible. The woods are also tilled with

dead stocks; but 1 am unabk' to say whether their destruction is

occasioned by an insect which attaches itself of preferenci' to

the I'ines, or to some other cause. The deatl. moss-grown trees,

which stand mouldi-ring foi- twenty or thirty years, deform the

forests of this part of the United States, and give them a gloomy

and desolate ap|)earance.

The Hemlock S])ruce is distinguisheil by the peculiarity of

sometim(>s ceasing to grow at the lieiglit of twcnty-fonr or thirty

inches, in this slate it has a pyi'aniidical shape, and its com-

pact, tufted branches adhere to tiu' ground. It uiiglit be em-

plo\('(l to form hedges and to decorate gardens in pliu'c of the

Yew. to wiiirli it is pt'eferabie for the -uiMTior rapidily of it:i

growth and tlie sprightiier tint of its ft)liage. while it bejirs the

4
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m;

priming-hook \vith equal piiticnce: tlii.s rciuark I niado while

observing the Spruces upon an open, dv}', stony spot between

Portland and York.

Uuhappilj', the properties of its wood are such as to giv£ this

species oidy a secondary importance, notwithstanding its abun-

dant diflusion: it is the least valuable in this respect of all the

large resinous trees of North America. But the regret which

we should experience to see it occupying so extensively the

place of more useful species is forbidden l)^- a property of its

bark inestimable to the country where it grows,—that of being

applicable in tanning.

It is esteemed an excellence in wood to split in a straiglit line,

Avhich it diK's when the fibi-e is vertical: that of the Ileudock

Spruc(> is so oblique that it makes the circuit of stocks fifteen or

twenty inches in diameter in aMi, ling five or six feet. Resides

this defect, which is essential. hich renders it unfit for

rural fence, the old trees freque :\, iiave the concentric circles

separated at intervals, or, in the language of the country, are

>^Ji(il\>/, which greatly inq)airs their strength. Tliis effect is pro-

duced by the winds, which have a powerful hold upon a largo,

compact sumnut exposed above the heads of the siu'roundiug

trees. It is found to decay rapidly when open to the atmo-

sphere, and is therefore inq)roper for the external covering of

hou.ses, wbich is another imj)ortant di'fect in a country where

nearly all tlie houses aic ol' wood. Ihit. as the White I'ine

lx'C(mies rarer, this species is substituted for it as extensively as

possible: it is firmer, though coarser-grained, all'ords a tighter

hold to nails, and olTers more resistance to the impiession of

other bodies; for this reason it is enq)h»ye<l in tlii' district of

Maine, in the form of twD-indi phiuks, for threshing-Moors.

But the most common use in which great (juantitii's of it are

consumed in the Northern States is foi- tlie fn-st sheathing of

wooden iiouses. which are afleiuard coveicd witii c/tijhlMKUt/s of

White Pine. For ecouom\. the iuti'rior frame it sometimes
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made of Hemlock Spruce; and it is found when guarded from

humidit}', to be as durable as any other sperii's. It is always

chosen fjr tlie laths of the interior walls, and is exported in

this form to England. In the district of Maine, it is usually

taken for the posts of rural fences, which last about fd'teen

yeai's, and are preferable to those of ('.ray and Red Oak. It

contains little resin; and I liave found the trunk but slightly

coated with turijcntine where lanze pieces of bark had beeP Ml

removedlonii" be I ore.

I have tilready observed that this bark is a substitute for that

of the Oaks in the prei)aration <jf leather. It is tid<en from the

tree in the month of June, and half the epidermis is shaved ofl"

with a plane before it is thrown into the mill. From the

disti'ict of Maine it is exported to I'oston, Providence, &c., and

is almost exclusively employed in the fiin-jpinl'^. It is brought

to New York from the upper purts of the Hudson, and is some-

times Ciirried to Baltimore. Its dee[) red eolor is im[)artt'd to

the leather, and I iuive been inl'orme(l by tanners that it is

inferior to Oak bark, but that the two sju'cies iniited are better

than either of them aloni'. Ilendock S[)ruee biirk was once

exjjorted to Kngland, but tiu' eommeree has ('eased witli the

denuuid. Tlie Indians are said to use it in dyeing their light

baskets made of lied Miii>le.

This s[)ecies yields seed in nuuiy gardens of France, Kngland,

md ( eruui»y but in France its vegetation is not luxuriant,

because it is usually i)lantt'il in situations too opi-n and dry.

It olfi'rs no iiulucenient to propagate it in Europe.

The liginc in Sir A. I>. Lamberts work is correct, but he

repeatedly errs in the brief descripti«»n annexed, and takes n(»

notice of the peculiar pioperty of the bark.

I'bATK t'XblX.

A hraiK'h O'illi ii roiii iif till iiiiliir'il <i'i. h'<il. 1. .1 '•'(//.
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[This is one of the most beautiful trees of the family; its

tufted foliage, tapering branchlets, and the smoothness of its

lim))s, and its small, delieate terminal coiii's, and the majestic

gracefulness of fuU-gnnvn specimens, should strongly recom-

mend it to those who are unselfish enough to plant for pos-

terity. The cones are mature in the autunui, and shed their

seeds then and during tlie winter. Tlie TIendock is patient of

the knife, and conserpiently makes a highly-ornamental hedge.

It forms in a few years an impenetrable evergreen wall, which

would be invalual)le for shelter from northwest winds. I have

seen hedgi-s of tliis kind in America superior to any other in

ornamental appearance. In the l)eginning of summer the deli-

cate-green bi'anches, surmounted with a tuft of yellowish-green

recent leaves, have an efTect of peculiar beauty. A hedge of

Hemlock should be trimmed twice a year, in June and August,

without which it will not attain its full beauty.]

AMEUICAN SILVER FIR.

Ai!ii:s iiALSAMii'iM! A. ^1. (irlmr 40-4.') ji(iliili.< ; fii/ii.t .viili/iirii.f, suhln.'i

(ii'l/i nil )''', iijii'ix ciii'ii'i/iiKilis liili(/risrc, f<n.hriritrrii-^uili nlissinils ; .^Iriilii/is

ci/lliiilriird.-i, rli)!'iix!s, sKrsinti sjuftiinHhits.

TnK coldest regions of North America are the native country

of this species of .S[)ruce. In the United States, Canada, and

Nova Scotia,, it is calbMl ,Sl/rir Fir, Fir linlsniii, and liiilin of

Gilviuh

Fi'om tlie observations of Messrs. Titus Smith, estimable

'iMitanists who have explored Xova Scotia and with whom I

iK'came accpiainUd at Halifax, by those of my father who

visited Canada, and by my own. llif Silver Kir appears not to
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AMERICAN SILVER FIR. i:.l

constitute masses of woods, but to be disseniiuatod, in greiitri- or

less iibundiuu'e, among the Hemlock and Black Spruces. Far-

ther south it is ibuud only on the summit of th'. AlleglKuiies,

and particularly on the loftii'st mountains of North Carolina.

Its height I'arely exceeds forty feet, with a diameter of twelve

or fifteen inches. This statement is confirmed by the persons

whom I have just cited ; and Vanghenheim, wdio never travelled

in these countries, and after him Sir A. I>. Lambert, nustakenly

asst'i't that it is a tree of elevated stature. The body tapers

from a, foot in diameter at the surface of the ground to seven or

eight inches at the height of six feet. When standing alone

and developing itself naturally, its branches, which are nume-

rous and thickl}' garnished with leaves, diminish in length in

proportion to their height, and form a })yi'amid of perfect regu-

larity. The leaves are six or eight lines long, and are inserted

singly on the sides and on the top of the branches; they are

narrow, rigid, and flat, of a bright green above and a silvery

white beneath; whence probably is derived the name of the

tree.

The cones are near'y cylindrical, four or five inches long, an

inch in diameter, and always directed upward ; this last charac-

teristic, which belongs also to the Silver Fir of Europe, distin-

guishes those species from the EpleiU'^, whoso cones are turned

toward the earth.

The wood of the Silver Fir is light and rilightl^- resinous,

and the heart is yellowish. In Maine, where it chielly abounds,

it is not employed, on account of its deficiency of size or ol

strength. I was informed by Messrs. Snuth, that in Nova

Scotia it sometimes serves lor the staves of casks used in pack-

ing fish; but for this purpose the White Pine and Yellow

Spruce are connnonly preferred.

The resin of the Pines is extracted by means of incisions in

the body of the tree at which it exudes from the pores of the

bark and from the sap-vessels of the albunuun: in the American

II
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and Europoau Silver Firs, this substance is naturally dopositod

in vesicles on the trunk and limbs, and is collected by bursting

these tumors and receiving their C(mtents in a bottle; only a

few l)ottles are {innually ol)tained in Canada, the district of

Maine, and the adjacent countries. It is sold in England and

the United States under the name of huhn of Glkad, though

everybody knows that the true balm of Gilead is pi'oduced by

the Amijris Gilcadoi.sh, a very different ^egetable and a native

of Asia: perhaps the name has been borrowed in consequence

of some resendjlance between the substances in taste and smell.

The fresh turpentine is a greenish transparent fluid, of an acrid,

penetrating taste; given inconsiderately it produces heat in the

bladder, and ap[)lied to wounds it causes imilammation and acute

pain. It has been highly celebrated in England, and is recom-

mended in certain stages of the pulmonary consumption; in

these cases it is preferred to the resin of the European Silver

Fix', which is collected in a similar manner in Switzerland and

in some parts of Germany.

This tree has been long cultivated in Europe; but it must be

reserved for the endjellishment of pleasure-gi'oinids, wdiere its

regular form and agreeable foliage give it a distinguished place

among evergreen trees.

The Silver Fir of Europe is so analogous to that of America,

that it is unnecessary to describe it: the only difference is that

it has longer leaves and biggin' cones, and attains a much greater

elevation : according to jM. Burgsdorf, Grand-forester of Prussia,

it is sometimes one hundred and fifty feet high and six feet in

diameter. The wood of the two species is similar in its general

character, and, though the advantage is on the side of the Silver

Fir of Europe, it is still inferior to the Norway Spi'uce Fir,

which is the more to be regretted on account of its size.

PLATE CL.

A branch irilli a cone of the natand .'<cc. Fitj. 1. A seed.
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[As an ornamental tree, the Balmof Giload retains its beauty

for only the first fifteen or twenty years of its existence, during

which period, when in health and vigor, it is extreniel/ beauti-

ful both in color and form. After this per od it loses its lower

branches, has a sickly hue, and should then be dismissed from

the pleasure-grounds.]

m.— 1(1*
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CYPRESSES.

The resoavches of botanists have made us acquaintcc) with

only seven species of Cypress, of wliich two belong to the New
Continent and are indigenous to the United States. Among the

exotic species the Pyrainidical Cypress, Ciiprcsims fa.'ifltjlofa,

deserves attention in the Southern States. This tree has been

celebrated from antiquity for the excellence of its wood and the

singularity of its form. From the gloomy appearance of its

tufted branches, compressed about the trunk and charged with

dark, impenotral)le foliage, it was consecrated to funeral solemni-

ties and })lanted about teniples and tombs.

"The Pyramidical Cypress, originally from Crete, is thirty or

forty feet in height, smooth, and free from the defect observed

in the Virginian Cedar, of cracking at the insertion of the limbs.

The wood is hard, odoriferous, of a uniform texture and a bril-

liant red complexion. Pliny affirms that it is very durable, and

that its color is unchangeable:

—

Cariem vetmtatemque non sentit

Ciiprcssus . . . Materia} nitor maxhne valet oitcrnus. Plix : lib. xvi.

cap. 40. Formerly the rarest and most precious objects were

preserved in boxes of Cypress; and we are informed that the

doors of St. Peter's at Kome, which had lasted 1200 j-ears, from

Constantine to Eugene IV., were of this wood. It is also em-

ployed for tables, musical instruments, and the tubes of organs.

The fruit, which is known by the name of Cypress nut, is em-

ployed in medicine as an astringent; and Pliny assures us that

the leaves pounded and mingled with seeds preserve them from

worms.

" The Cypress is multiplied from the seed, which is the best

154
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iiu'thod ; by liiycra and by slips. In the beginning of spring

tlie seeds are sown and liglitly covered in vessels filled with

mould and sand. The young plants must be kept in the shadi;

and protected from the frost. To obtain good seed, Duhanud

says that in March and April we should select the cones which

begin to open, and store them in a diy place : the seeds which

fall out are the best; those which are obtained by opening the

cones very rarely germinate."

—

Dcf^fontaines, Hist, dcs Arh. ct

Arhrift-s., torn. ii. p. 0(57.

l! U

CYPRESS.

i

.^I(lnn•(•i;l iiiiiii;i(lL'lphi;i. lilNN. (\piiif'cr;i'. Ju^iS.

Cl'PRESSI'S DrSTICIIA. C J'lilils jikuu's, qna.'il Jit'lllKltini <lii<llcli!.'^, (thcidnis,)

JlariliVK iii(ts('iil/i< i(jih>/ll()-i'(ii'(iit(isi!< ; s/i'<ihilis .^ii/it/lnlio.^d-drnidds.

Taxoiliuiii diMtiiihum. Uicii.

This species is the most interesting ol'its genus for the varied

a[)plications ol' its wood and for its extraordinary dimensions in

a favoral)le soil au<l climate. In Louisiana it is called ^
'///'/"' or

Ct/firdx, and iu the Atlantic Southern States Cypress, and some-

times llaid ('ypress. 'i'iie names ol' Black and White Cypress,

in the Carolinas and (leorgia, are founded only on the (juality

and color of the wood.

Till' banks of Indian liiver. a sn»all stream that waters a part

of Delaware, in latitude iJS" oO', may be assunu'd as its mirtliern

boundary, llenee, in proeei'ding southward, it becomes con-

stantly more abinidant in the swamps; but in Miiryland and

Virginia it is eouliiied to die \iciuity of the sea. where the

winter is milder and llie sniinin i more inlensi-. He\ond Nor

,
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folk its limits coincide exactly with those of the pine-barrens,

and in the Carolinas and Georgia it occnpies a great part of the

swamps which border the rivers after they have found their way

from among the mountains and have entered the lowlands.

East Florida, which I have visited, is similar in its aspect to

the maritime parts of the Southern States, except that the soil

is in general more uniform ; hence, the Long-leaved Pine and

the Cypress are accompanied by a smaller variety of trees, and

are consequently more abundant, the one on the low grounds

and the other on the uplands.

The Mississippi, from its mouth to the river Arkansas, a

distance, in following its windings, of more than six hundred

miles, is bordered with marshes, which, at the annual ovorilow-

ing of this mighty stream, form a vast expanse of waters. In

Louisiana, those parts of the marshes where the Cypress grows

almost alone are called Ci/pri^res, Cypress swamps, and they

sometimes occupy thousands of acres. As in the Floridas, the

swamps are contiguous to immeasurable plains covered with

Pines, or oftener with tall grass mingled with other plants. In

the midst of these Pine forests and savannas is seen here and

there a bog or a })lash t)f water filled with Cypresses, whose

sfiualid a[)pearance, when they exceed eighteen or twenty feet

in lieigiit. proves how much tliey are affected by the barrenness

of a soil which difl'ers from tbe surrounding waste only by a

layer of vegetable mould a little thicker upon the quart/y sand.

From these particulars, a suHiciently just idea nuiy be formed

of the geographical situations and of the soil in which the Cy-

l)ress is found, over an extent of more than 1;")0() miles, from its

first appearance? toward the north to the Mississip|)i. Toward

the southwest my inforiruition does not reach beyond Louisiana,

though I have some reason to believe that it is seen as far as

the mouth of the River Del Norte, latitude 20", which, if we

nieasuri' the circuit of the (lidf of Mexico, makes a distance of

more than ."]()()() miles.
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M. de Ilmnboldt, in bis interesting account of New Spain,

mentions several trees of this species in the ancient gardens t>f

the Emperor of Mexico, which were pLanted before tlie arrival

of the Spaniards, and are now of considerable size

In the swamps of the Southern States and the Floridas, on

Avhose deep, miry soil a new layer of vegetable mould is every

year deposited by the floods, the Cypress attains its utmost

development. The largest stocks are one hundred and twenty

feet in height, and from twenty-live to forty feet in circum-

ference above the conical base, which, at the surface of the

earth, is always three or four times as large as the continued

diameter of the trunk : in fellinii' them, the neuroes are obliged

to raise themselves upon scafl'olds live oi- six feet from the

ground. The base is usually hollow for three-cjuarters of its

bulk, and is less regularly shaped than that of the Large Tupelo.

Its surface is longitudinally furrowed with deep channels, whose

ridges serve as cramps to fix it more fu'inly in the loose soil.

The roots of the largest stocks, particularly of such as are most

exposed to inundation, are covered with conical protuberances,

commonly from eighteen to twenty-four inches and sometimes

four or Ave feet in thickness ; they are always hollow, smooth

on the surface, and covered with a reddish bnrk like the roots,

which they resemble, also, in the softness of their wood; they

exhibit no sign of vegetation, and I have never succeeded in

obtaiuiug shoots by wounding their siirfa(!c and covering them

with earth. No cause can be assignt'd for their existence; they

are peculiar to the Cypress, and begin to appear when it is

twenty or twenty-live leet in height; tlu'V are not made use of,

except by the negroes for beehives. The suuunit of the Cy

press is not i)yramidal like that of the Spruces, but is widely

spread and even depressed ui)on old trees. The folingc is open,

light, and of a fresh, agreeal']'.> tint ; each leaf is four or live

inches long, ami consists of two puialli'l niws of Icallels u|)on a

conunon stem. The U-allets are small, line, and somewhat arch-
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ing, with the convex side outward. In tlie autumn they

change IVoni a light green to a (hill red, and are shed soon

after. Boiled during three hours in water, they atlord a line,

durable cinnamon color : such, at least, has been the result of

several experiments made in Europe.

The Cypress blooms in Carolina about the first of February.

The male and female llowers are separately borne by the same

tree, the iirst in llexible pendulous aments, and the second in

bunches scarcely apparent. The cones are about as large as

the thumb, hard, round, of an uneven surface, and stored with

small, irrigular, ligneous seeds, containing a cylindrical kernel:

the_\ are rt])e in October, and retain tlieir productive virtue Ibr

two years.

The wood is fine-grained, and, after being for some tinu^

exposed to the light, of a reddish coh.>r: it ])ossesses great

strength and elasticity, and is lighter and less resinous than

that of the Pines. To these pr()[)erties is added the faculty of

long resisting the heat and moisture of the southern climate.

The color of the )}ark and the properties of the wood vary with

the nature of the soil; the stocks which grow near the natural

bed of the rivers, and are half the year surroundi'd with water

to the height of thri'e or four feet, have a lighter-colored bark

than those which stand retired in places wliich the waters do not

reach, or whci'i' tlicy sojourn but a moment. The woo(l. idso. is

whiter, less resinous, and less heavy. These are called W'/u'lr

Ci/prcsscN. The otlK'rs, ol" which the bark is bi'owiier and the

wood heavier, more resinous, and of a duskier hue, wvv. called

/ild'/,- Ci/prcxsos. When di'stined to bi- employed in the arts,

both varieties should be lelled in the winter, and kept, till by

a long [jrocess, the wood has become ])ei'fectly dry. A resin of

•in agreeable odor and a red color e.xudes from the C^ypress; it

IS not abundant enough to be collected for commerce, though

more cojiious than that of the While Ceihir. which is probably

the I'eiisDii of tiie wood beiiiii deu.-er and .-tronger: the negroes
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prefer it to that of the Pin<'s as a dressing for suppurating

wounds.

This Avood is more generally employed in Louisiana than in

any other part of the United States: it is profitably substituted

for the White Oak and the Pini', which are rare; and it is

proved to be twice as durable as the Pine. Nearly all he

houses in New Orleans were of w^ood, and the frame, the interior

work, and the outer covering, of Cjpress. It was almost as

generally emplojed in Georgia and the Carolinas soon after

their settlement; but it is now replaced ]jy other species, as all

the large stocks have been consumed in the populous districts:

near the swamps, where it abounds, the houses arc still built, or

at least covered, with it. Of whatever materials the building is

constructed in these States, the roof is universally covered with

(Jypress shingles, which, if nuide from trees felled in the wintei',

last forty years. They are split olf in a direction parallel to the

ccjucentric circles. At Norfolk in Virginia, near the Dismal

Swamp, where immense (piantities are made both of this species

and of White Cedar, those of Cypress are preierred; at Phila-

del[)hia and Baltimore, where they are also procured at equal

prices, the preference is given to those of White Cedar. This

fact seems to support the conclusion that each unites the prin-

ciples which insure durability only in the soil and cliuuite in

which they respectively al)ound.

\\\ the towns of the Sou,',iern States where the White Pine is

cheap, it has in a great measure taken the place of the Cy [iress

for the interior work of houses; but Cypress boards are still

preferred for the inside of brick houses, ami for window-sashes,

and the panels of doors exposed to the weather: cabinet-makers

also choose it for the inside of midiogany furniture.

I have been assured that in Louisiana it is found highly

proper for the nuists and sides of vessels, and it has the sauu'

re[)utation in Charleston and Savannah, tiiough at present it is

little employed. Wlu'revi'r it grows it is chosen Ibr canoes,

ill

si;
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which ai'o fashioned from a single trunk and are thirty feet long

and five feet wide, Hght, solid, and more durable than those of

any other tree.

On the banks of the Mississippi it is used to enclose planta-

tions, and posts made of the perfect wood last a long time in

the ground. For this last it is preferred to every other tree in

those districts of Georgia in which it al)Ounds or is easily 2)ro-

cui'ed. It niidces the best pipes to convey water under ground

;

especially the Black Cypress, which is more resinous and solid.

The inexhaustible Cypres.s-swamps on the Mississippi not

only supply materials for every species of building in Lower

Louisiana, 1)ut furnish for exportation to the West Lidies. This

branch of commerce, which consisted principally of Ijoards and

shingles, has declined within a few j'cai's, in consequence of the

great exportation from the Northern States of different species

of Pine, particularly the White Pine, which ai'e sold at half the

price and devoted to nearly the same uses.

At Havana, the White Pine has generally superseded the

Cypress for sugar-cases, for which it was once extensively u.sed;

for the covering of houses, Cypress shingles are still preferred,

and the consumption in the French. I']nglish, and Danish colo-

nies is estimated at one hundred millions of shingles annually,

of which the greater part come from Norfolk, Wilmington, and

Savannah: more than fifteen millions have been brought in

a single year from Norfolk, and more than thirty millions

from Wilmington. They are twenty-two or forty-four inches

long and from three to six inches wide: in Februar\% 1808, the

price of the longest was from four to five dollars a thousand in

Philadelphia, and they usually bear a double price in the West

Lidies.

In Europe, the patrono of useful culture and ornamental

gardening have labored zealously for more than fifty years to

multiply the Cypress. Many of them are of opinion that, as it

supports the winter of Paris and even of Belgium and Enghmd,
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it iiiiglit be profitably planted in many vacant niiU'slics and

watery ground. The wannest praise is due to tbe intentions

with which this phin is rccoiuinended, but I cannot fully adopt

tlie sanguine hopes that are entertained of its result: piol)ably

it will always be more advantageous to occupy these s[)(»ts with

the Ashes, the Willows, the Alders, the Poplars, and the Maples,

which are incoinparaljly more rapid in their growth, which

s[)rout afresh when I'elled, and whose wood is as useful in Europe,

where the houses are built of stone and covered with tiles or

slate. 1 am convinced the Cypress can never be l)rofitably

cultivated above the 44th degree of latitude; it requires heat as

well as humidity, and the moderate teiuperature of our scanty

suininers is insuHicient to ripen the seeds of the Bald Cypresses

which were i)lanted about Paris more than forty years since, and

which bloom every year. To the same cause must be attributed

the slowness of their gi'owth; the greater part of them are not

more than twent\ or tweuty-flve feet in height. The largest

stocks in France are on the ancient estates of Duhamel, about

sixty miles from Paris. Planted more than forty years ago, in

a congenial situation, they have reached the height of forty feet.

with a diameter of eleven or twelve inches; but the seeds are

rarely matured. An agriculturist of excellent practical views,

Avhose property lies partly in the plains of Bordeaux, where he

lias fornuMl an establishment for the naturalization of exotic

trees, has attempted the cultivation of the Cypress with the

most satisfactory success.

It would be unavailing to recommend the pri'servatiou mid

multiplication of the Cypress in the maritime districts of the

Carolinas and Georgia; though for an extent of more than IMIO

miles they have neither stcme nor slate for building, it lu'comes

daily inor(> profitable for the increasing population to convert the

marshes into rice-grounds, which afl'ord a sure subsistence to the

inhabitants and swell the mass of exported produce. Instead of

wood, the houses will be constructed of bricks, which is already

Vol. HI -11
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beginning to be ditnt', iind covered uith jslate imported IVoni the

Nortbern States or Ironi Europe. It is bigbl\' prol)able that in

less than two centuries the Cypress will disappear from the

Southern States.

PLATE CXLI.

A branch iridi Irares of the natural size. F'aj. 1. A cone. FUj. 2. A seed.

Fly. 3. A hirncl. Fig. 4. The half of a seed. Fie/, ij, A eonieal exeres-

cencefro)!) the roots.

[_S(hI, Projy<i(/iitio)), (t'c. A rich, moist soil is retpiired to pro-

duce the deciduous ( Vpress of any great size, and it Avill not

thrive in high situations. The species is increased by seeds

which come up the lirst year. The tree may also be propagated

by cuttings, put, in autumn, into sand or heath-soil, in the shade,

and kept moist. Cuttings of the winter wood, or of the sum-

mer shoots with the leaves on, will root in a vessel of water in

a very few we^ks; and if an inch of soil be placed at the bottom

of the vessjl, the flln-es will root in it, and the plants may be

used as if they had been struck in the usual manner. Layers

put down in moist soil root the first year.]

WHITE CEDAR.

CuPBKSSus THYOiDES. C. fofiis sqiiamidatim mhricatis ; ramulis com-

jvessis; strobilis minntls, globulosis.

Among the resinous trees of the United States, the White

Cedar is one of the most interesting for the varied utility of its

wood. North of the river Connecticut, it is rare and little

employed in the arts; in the Soutlu-ni States, I have not seen
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it hey 011(1 till' I'i ver Siinteo, but I biive !)('( 11 MSSIUVI 1 111 It it is

fouiitl, thuiigh not ii bunilantl}', near Augusi a on the S11

V

iinnali

:

it is iimlti )lio( 1 only within these limits, ;uul to tlie d st nice of

iil'tv mik'.s from the shore of tlie oce 111.

In New York, Nv, iinu ill ^>e\v Jersey ii lid P^eniisvlvaiiia, it is

known liy the name of W/n'fc Cidor, and in Maryland, Virginia,

and North ('arolina. by that of Jiuiii>< r. I have adopted the

first flenomination, wiiieh is not nnlcnowii wliere tlie second is

liabituallv used. Ijecausc the tree lu'loiiLiS to a diifereiit licuus

from tlie Jiini[)ers. At Uostoii. and in Vermont, Ni'w Hampshire,

and tlie more northern ])arts of America, the ArborA'itiv is

called White Ceijar; but 1 have tliought pro[ier to retain (he

name for the species we are considering.

The AVhite Cedar grows only in wet grounds. In the mari-

time districts of New .Tersiy. Maryhiud. and ^"irgini;l. it nearly

tills th.e extensive miirshes which lie adjacent to tli(~ salt-mea-

dows and are exposed in high tides to be overllowed by the sea.

In New Jersey it covers almost alone the whole sui'face of the

swam|)s. ol' which the Tuik'Io and lieil .Maple occupy the skirts.

Farther .south, it is mingled with the Cypre.'^s. by whicii it is at

length entirely sup|ilanted. in Lower Jers(y ami Marylaiul,

the swamps are acces'^ible only during the dryest part of th(>

summer and when they are iVo/en in winter. The trees stand

^<o thick in them that th<' liuht can liarill\ penetrate the foba'ie.

and in tl loomv duuK
I
in II'. at e\er\- step lid'ts (if the

Dwarl' IJose j5ay. Honeysuckle, ant! .Yndrouieda. whose luxuriant

vegetation proves that they di'light in dark and humid exiio-

.siires.

The White Cedar is seventy or eighty feet high, and I'arciy

more than three feet in diiiiiieter. unless, pcrha.ps. in the great

Hwain|)s which ha\e not been thoroughly explored, such a^ tin

Dismal Swamp near Norfolk in \'irgiiiia. which is covered with

this species and the Cv pie^s. When the White Cedars are

close and compressed, the timik is stiaigiit. pi-rpeiidiciilar. and
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dcstituti' of hnmclics to tlu; hrijilit of (il'ty oi- sixty ilct: tlii-y

ai'i' oIisci'vimI (o cliooso the cc'iitiv oi' (ho swiiinps, and tho

Cy[))'c'.-;st'S the eircunirereiice.

The e[)i(lennis is very tliin on the yoimu stocks; hut as tliey

jii'ow ohler it heeoines thick, ol' a soft lihiceous texture, ol" a,

reddisli eoh)r, and siuiihir to that of an ohl vine. When cut, a

yellow transparent resin ol' an a,L:i'eea1ile odor exudes, of wliieh

a I'ew dro[is could hai'dly 1h> collected in a sunnner iVoni a tree

oi" three I'cet in eircunirereiice.

The I'niia'jc is evemreeii; each leal' is a liltle hranch ninue-

roiisly siihdi\id('d. and composed ol' small, acute, iinhricated

scales, on llie hack ol' which a minute I'.land is discerned with

the lens. In tl le aiit:le ol

A\

'

these ramilications urow the llowers,

hieh are scarcely \isiltle, and which produce \ery small. ru^iLicd

cones ol' a .urei'uish tint, which chaniics to hluish towai-d the

I'ali, when they open to release the line seeds.

The concentric cir(des are always perl'ectly distinct, even in

stocks of considerahle si/e; lint their nuMiiier and compactness

]»rove that the tree arrives at its full urowtli only after a, lonj;'

lapse of years. I have coiinteil two hundred and se\('iity-se\en

annual liiyers in a trunk twenty-one inches in dianieter at

li\e feet from the Liround. and liiit \-se\cii in a plant only ei^ht

in. 'lies thick at the surface, which proNcd it to !i;' alread\ lift\-

years old. I was tolil that the swamp in wliich it uivw had

heeii huriit at least half a cent iiiy hel'oi'e. and had iiccii rcpcoplcd

from a li \v stock?, that escaped the conlla^ration, or [lerhaps hy

the s"eds of the precediiii; year.

Tile wood is liLiht. soft. liiie-LiraiiMMl. and easily wrouiiht.

AVheil j/erfeclly -easoneil. and exposed for some time to the

li^ht, it is of a rosy hue. it has a stroiiij' aromatic odor, which

it pr( serves as loii;^ as it is uuardeil from humidity. The perlect

\\(Hid resists the succession of drxiiess and moisture Ioii;j:( i' tliau

that ofaiix other species, and for tliis(pialit\ principally, as well

a.- Its extreme livhtiiess. it is pieferretl at ISaltiiimre and I'liila-
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WJIITE CEDAR. 1(1

(li'I[)liia lor sliinnles, which are cut triuisvcrscly to the coiicciitric

circles, ;iii(l not parnilel lii<e tliose of the Cy[)ress. 'J'hey are

from t\veiit\-four to tweut v-seveu iiiclies Ioul!, froui four to six

iucht's hi'oad, aud three lines thic-k at tl IV iaracr eni 1: in tl le

advertiseinc'uls ol' l»Mltiuiore they an' c;dled ,fiii/i/i'r sli'nnjh'K.

At i'hiladeli)hia, and iialtiiiiore tlic\- are Li'eiierally preferred to

th ose ol ('\ 1)1|)ress, its llie_\ are lai'Lii'i'. ami are iree Iroiii the (l( feetr

of splittiiiu: when nailed iiiioii the rafters. houses in those

cities, as \V( IS III .\e\v V oi'k and the smaller (ireiiiiiineeiit

towns, are covered with them : tlie\ iisiiallv last thirty or thirt\-

live years. The domcst (• eonsiniipilon is ureat. and tlie exporta-

tion to the West Indies is estimated at s('\eral millions.

The White ( 'ediir has lonu si

the I

lice ceased to he employed for

Hirallies ol houses; stocks ol sntlicu'nt ilimeiisioiis are rare

and are more profilahly icxiNcd for shingles and for other works

of joinery, for whiidi this species is superior to the White I'ine.

hein^' still imuc diirahle iind nioic secure from worms. It con-

tinues to he u^i'i] in huildiiiL;' only near the iireat swamp~^ in

which it ahoiinds. as ahoui (Ireat \\'i'i llarhor and Indian Hi\c-i'

in New .Fersey. and near the Dismal Swaiii|i in N'iruiuia.

'I'lie superior fitness of this wood for \arioiis household uten-

sils has L;i\('U rise, in I'hiladelphia. to a disliiiet class of mecha-

nics, called cedai-coo|H'i's; and a i:reat numlier of woiiuiieii are

eiuplo\ed for tile domestic ainl I'oreiiin market. They fahricate

l»rinei|iall\ pails, wash tiihs. and clinrns of dilfereiit linins. 'I'lii.-

ware is (dn'iiji. liL^lit. and iieallx made; and insteail of liecoinini

(lull, like hat of other wnoil. it urows whiter and smoother hv

use. 'i'lie hoops are made of _\oiiiui ('edars strippeil of the hark

and split into two |i,irts. Tiie saplinu's are appropriated

e.xciusiyely ti> this ohject. and \ar\ in ])rice accordin,;:' to their

l(»nii"th; the firp-st are two inches thick at the ha-t and elcNcn

or t\\el\ e feel Ioiil;.

At llii nioiilh of the river ( 'ape l''eai'. the pilots and li-liernien

co\er the siije.s of their hoa s with clii|ilioMrds of While Cedar,
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\vliich tlu'V [iicrcr to tliosi' of ('v[)rf.ss, uk hciiig lighter, iiiuro

duriible. luul loss liable to split.

I have l)een assured that this wood, selected with care, makes

oxcelleut sound-boards I'or forte-pianos. The merchants of Phi-

ladelphia lind it the best for preserving oils. Charcoal highly

esteemed in the niamd'acture of gunpowder is made of yoiuig

stocks about an inch and a half in diameter, deprived of their

])ark; and the seasoned wood allbrds beautiful lampblack,

lighter, and more intensely colored, though less abundant, than

that obtained from the Pine.

In New Jersey, not I'ar from Philadi'l[)hia. the farmers on the

borders of the Cedar swamps em[)loy this tree Ibr field-fences;

the rails, formed of young stocks entire or s[i1it in the middle,

last IVoin lif(y to sixty years when deprived of the bai'k.

Swani[)s which produce the White Cedar are a Viduablo ape-

cii's of property. au<l might be rendered more profitabli ))y more

judicious numagement.

VLATK TLIT.

A lir'niiji irilliI (I I'niK (I f the iiii/arnl si:(\ Fi(/. 1. A lenf. Fiji. 2. A <t ai.

[Tiiis graceful and beautiful tree connects the Arbor-Vita' W'th

the (,'ypresses, having the charach both :—the scak'-lik'.

imbricate leaves, and fan-sha])ed br. '•lies of the fornii-r. and the

lofty ])ort ami globular or many-sided fruit of the latter. It

should be exttnsively cultivate(l. and is attendi'd with less

exi)en.se .uid trouble than an_\ otlid' foi'cst tice. aud it conllicts

with no other. Sow the seeds abun(hintly oh vcId, swamjiy

lands, in the fall of the vear. upon the surfac' of the ground or*

water, and in six to eighteen months they wiil vegetate. In a

few years thinnings might be uuule, which, for enclosun' alone,

would pay a high rate of iideresl upon the value of the land

and of the labor bestowed.

—

Kmi:hso,v.]
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AMERICAN LARCH.

Larix Americana. />. y'«///.y hrcriorllnis, ilic'duls; sd'ibiUs pKrn's,

OCoi(lcO-di(lj</lo(juvts ; .<qiiaiiiis pduciijribi.is,

Ix the North ol' the United States this tree is coininonly

designated hy the name ol" Haekniataek; Ijut I Inive prel'erred

tliat of American Larch, Avhich is not uidcnown where the other

is hahitually nsed. The French Canadians call it Ej}inette

roiK/c.

The EiM'opean and American Larches are more strictly con-

fined than any other resinous trees of the northern zone of the

two continents, and they are the fii'st to disappear in approach-

ing a milder sky. The American species is most ahnndant in

Vermont, New Hampshire, and the district of Maine; but though

the soil is well adapted to its growth and the winter is long and

severe, it does not form the hundredth part of the resinous

growth, which consists principally of the Black Spruce, the

Jlendock Spruce, and the Ked Cedar. According to my father's

observations in his journey to Hudson's Bay, it is only beyond

the St. Lawrence, particularly nt'ar Lake St. John, and the Great

and the Little Lake Mistassin, that it begins to abound and to

form masses of woods, some of which are several miles in extent.

I have been inibrmed that it is profusely nudtiplied in New-

foundland, in nearly the same latitude. Ne\v Jersey, Penns}!-

vania, and the coldest and gloomiest exposures in the mountain-

ous tracts of Virginia, ai'e the limit of its appearance toward the

south : but it is rare in these States, and in Lower Jersey, in

till! vicinity of New York, it is seen only in the swamps of

White Cedar, with which it is .scantily mingled. The numerous^

descendants of the Dutch in New Jersey call it Tiuti<ini<7c.

107
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I have roniarked tliiit in Vcnnoiit, and tlie district of Miiinc,

the Liivcli grows onh' in low and moist })lacos, and novcr on

npliuids, as about Hudson's IJay and Newfoundland; hence we

may conclude that the climate of the northern extremity of the

United States is too mild for its constitution.

The American Larch, like that of Europe, is a magnificent

vegetable, with a straight, slender trunk eighty or one hundred

feet in height and two or three feet in diameter. Its numerous

branches, except near the summit, are horizontal or declining.

The bark is smooth and polished on the trunk and longer lind)s,

and rugged on the smaller branches. The leaves are llexible,

shorter than those of the European species, and collected in

bunches; the}' are shed in the fall and renewed in the spring.

The flowers, like those of tiie Pines, are separate upon the same

tree; the male amcnts, which appear before the leaves, are

small, oblong, and scaly, with two yellow anthers under each

scale; the female flowers are also disposed in amcnts, and arc

composed of floral leaves covering two ovaries, which in process

of time become small, erect, scaly cones three or four lines long.

At the base of each scale lie two minute winged seeds. On

some stocks the cones are violet-colored in the spring instead of

green; but this is an accidental variation, for the trees are in

no other respects peculiar.

The wood of the American Larch is superior to any species

of Pine or Spruce, and unites all the properties which distin-

guish the European species, being exceedingly strong and singu-

larly durable. Li Canada it is considered as among the most

valuable timber, and has no fault except its weight. Li the

district of Maine it is more esteemed than any other resinous

wood for the knees of vessels, and is always used for this pur-

pose when proper pieces can be procured. Turpentine is never

extracted from it in America, as is done from our native species

in Europe.

The Larch is .justly appreciated in the United States; l)ut it is
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little employed, bocaiiso it is rare and may be replaced riv seve-

ral resinous trees which are cheaper and more abundant.

Sir A. B. Lambert, in his .'splendid work upon the Pines,

describes two species of American Larch, the first of which is

evidently the tree we have been considering; the second he

denominates Larix mkromrpa, and cliaracterizes it by smaller

fruit and drooping branches. My father doubtless considered it

us a variety.

The cones of the European Larch are twice as large as those

of the American species; but the two trees are so analogous

that a separate description is unnecessary.

PLATE CLIIL

A branch with leaves and fruit of the natural size. Fig. 1. A seed.

g instead of

trees are in

[As an ornamental tree, the European Larch takes prece-

dence of the American; the latter grows generally with a

crooked top, and its leaves are shorter than the Eir-opear,

,

which is fit for every useful purpose in forty years' growth.

The soils suitable for Larch, according to Matthew, are sound

rock, with a covering of loam
;
gravel not ferruginous, in which

water does not stagnate, even though nearly bare of vegetable

mould ; firm, dry clays, and sound, brown loam ; all very rough

ground, particularly ravines. The most desirable situation is

where the roots will neither be drowned by stagnant water in

winter nor parched by drought in summer. See Loudon's " Ar-

boretum," pp. 2353-2399.]

III.—11*

atos; but it is
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CEDAR OF LEBANON.

Lahix cedrus. L. foliis fasciculatis, fcvumfintibus ; stroUUs ovatis, ob-

tiisifi, erc'cds; sijiuiniis lu/prc.'mi.s, rottdulatis.

The Cedar of Lobanon is tlio largest and most majestic

among the resinous trees of the Old World, and one of the

finest vegetable i)roductions of the glol)e. Till Pallas di^

covered it in the North of Russia, in 1770, it was believed to

be peculiar to the mountains of Lebanon, in Asia Minor.

Modern travellers, and, among others, Mr. Labillardiere, wlio

visited that part of the East in 1788, inform us that the large

forests seen bv Bclon, in 1050, up(m Mount Aman, have dis-

appeared, and that a few of these trees only are found upon the

highest ridge, where they grow immediately below the snow

which caps the summit during a great part of tlie year. He

computes their number at about one hundred, of which he ob-

served seven of extraordinary si7x>, and measured one that was

thirty feet in circumference, with the primary limbs nine or ten

ijiches in diameter. iStiuiding alone, and enjoying the free

access of the light and air, they were less remarkable for

statiu'e than for exj)iinsion. In massive forests they probably

attain a height proportioned to their diameter; but this tree

has always l)een renuirked for the length of its lim])s, as is

proved by the allusion of the Tlelncw poet:—"They shall

spread out their branches like the (Vdar."

The ancients ascribed to the wood of the Cedar ii, duration of

many agi's. The sacre<l historians inform us that it was chosen

for the building of Solomon's Temple ; it was also employed in

that of Apollo at Utica.

Other proofs might be adduced in evidence of the opinion

entertained by the Greeks and Hebrews of tjie duraliilitv of

170
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this wood, which thoy brought at a great expense Iroiu Mount

Lebanon ; but Professor Martjn justly oliserves that there is

great obscurity in the passages of the ancient authors, as dif-

ferent species, and even diflerent genera, were confounded

under the mime of Cedar. Tlieir accounts of the Cedar of

Lebanon are, in some respects, inapplicable to the tree we are

considering, which is an inferior kind of deal, soft, inodorous,

and of short duration.

If these remarks detract from the interest which we attach

to the Cedar t)f Lebanon, the majestic and beautiful form of

this species renders it highly deserving of our notice.

The few remaining stocks upon Mount Lebanon are preserved

with religious veneration by the Christians of that country.

According to the missionaries in the East, the Patriarch of the

Maronite Christians inhaljiting Mount Lebanon, attended by a

number of liishojjs. ])riests, and monks, and followed by five or

six thousand devotees, minually celebrate in their shade the

festival of the Transfiguration, which is called the Fea.'it of

Ceddi'fi; and ecclesiastical censures are denounced against those

Avho shall injure these consecrated trees.

About the year 1680, the first stocks were ])rought to Europe

and planted in the medical garden of Chelsea, near London

;

one hundred years after, two of them were upward of twelve

and a half feet in circumference at two feet from the ground,

and diffused their liml)s more than twenty feet in every direc-

tion. They have yielded seed al)undantly for more than half a

century, and have given birth to the fine stocks that adorn

the parks and gardens of the continent of Europe.

The Ijeauty of the Cedar of Lel)anon is due to the arrange-

ment of its I)ranches, which are verticillate with a sliglit incli-

nation toward the earth, and to its thick, dark-green foliage,

which casts a dense and impervious shade.

It flowers in the montli of October: the cones are about three

inches Umg and two broad, and do not arrive at complete ma-
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turity before the second year. They are grayish, and very hard,

in consequence of the compactness of the scales. To obtain the

seeds, of which three-fourths ai'e usually barren, the cone is

pierced with a gimlet at the base, left to soak two days in water,

and, alter it is dry, opened by means of a small wooden wedge

driven into the hole.

This tree is in great request for the fineness of its form : it is

not difficult in the choice of soils, and develops itself luxuriantly

on gravelly lands.

The young stock should be ti'ansplanted when the circulation

begins to be renewed, which is indicated by the swelling of the

buds ; as much earth as possible should be left adhering to the

roots, and they sliould be replaced in the ground without delay.

When permanently fixed, its branches should never be lopped,

and the main stem, which constantly inclines toward the north,

should be carefully preserved.

PLATE CLIV.

A branch icith a cone of the natural size.

[It would be no difficult task to fill several pages with

eulogies on this tree, which from some cause was almost en-

tirely neglected by our American ancestors, but one or two

specimens of much size having come under my observation in

the United States. Every person who plants should procure

one specimen at least, even though he may not survive to see

its perfect majesty and beauty. In England it is connuon, and

appears nowhere without impressing the beholder with favor-

able ideas of the planter's taste. It is perfectly adapted to our

climate, and young trees are to be readily procured in every

extensive imrsery. This, the Deodara, and the Araucaria

imhrkata, at the South, are essential to all grounds of even

moderate extent.
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M. Laiuv, an officer of the French marine, who, with the

Prince de Joinville, visited Mount Lebanon in 1830, says that

all but one of the sixteen old Cedars mentioned by Belon in

1550, and by Maundrell in 1G90, were still alive, although in a

decaying state, and that one of the healthiest but perhaps the

smallest trunks measured thirty-six English feet in circum-

ference.]

RED CEDAR.

JuNiPERUS ViRGiNiANA. J. foUls (emis, basi adnatis, juniorihiis imbri-

calis, scnioribus patuUs.

The Red Cedar, which belongs to the Junipei's, is the most

common species of its genus in the United States, and the only

one which attains such dimensions as to be useful in the arts.

Next to that which grows in Bermuda, it is the largest hitherto

discovered. According to my father's observations on the topo-

graphy of American plants, Cedar Island, in Lake Champlain,

nearly opposite to Burlington, in latitude 44° 25', may be as-

sumed as one of the remotest points at which it is found toward

the north. Eastward, on the border of the sea, I have not seen

it beyond Wiscasset, a small town of the district of Maine, at

the mouth of the Kennebeck, and in nearly the same latitude

with Burlington. From Wiscasset it spreads without interup-

tion to the Cape of Florida, and thence round the Gulf of

Mexico to a distance beyond St. Bernard's Bay,—an extent of

more than three thousand miles. In retiring from the shore, it

becomes gradually less common and less vigorous, and in Vir-

ginia and the more southern States it is rare at the point where

the tide ceases to How in the rivers; ftirther inland it is seen only

hi
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in the form of a Awnh in open, dry, sandy places. In the Westoni

States it is confuied to spots wliere the calciueous rock shows

itself naked, or is so thinly covci'cd with mould as to forbid

the vegetation of other trees.

Though the Red Cedar grows naturally in the district of

Maine, and on some of the islands of Lake Champlain, it is

repressed by a winter as intense ns that of the North of Ger-

many, and develops itself less vigorously than in Virginia, and

farther south, where the soil and climate are favorable to its

expansion and to the perfection of its wood. Upon the downs

it is usually buried in the sand ca.t up by the waves, except

the sunnnit of the branches, which appear like young trees

above the surface. When unencumbered with sand, as in the

middle of the islands and on the borders of the narrow^ sounds

that ilow between them and the main, it is forty or forty-five

feet in height and twelve or thirteen inches in diameter; but it

would be difijcult at present to find stocks of this size north-

eastward of the river St. Mary within the ancient limits of the

United States.

The foliage is evergreen, numerously subdivided, and com-

})osed of small sharp scales encased in one another. It diffuses

a resinous, aromatic odor when bruised: dried and reduced to

powder, it has the same effect as the connuon juniper, of increa.s-

ing the eflicacy of blister-plasters. The male and female ilowers

are small, not cons[)icuous, and borne separately on the same or

on different stocks. The seeds are snudl, ovate berries, bluish

when ripe, and covered with a white exudation. They arrive

at nniturity about the beginning of fall, and if sown immediately

the greater part of them shoot the following si)ring, l)ut not

before the second year if they are kept several moiitiis. The

(juantity of gin made from them in the United States is small

comparetl with what is imported iVom Holland.

The name of Hal Cedar is descriptive only of the perfect

wood, which is of a brigiit lint : the sa[i is periectly white.
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The most striUiug iH'ciiliarity in the vegetation of the Red

Cedar is that its branchi^'s, which are numerous and close,

spring near the earth and spread horizontally, and tliat the

lower limbs are during many years as long as the body of

the tree. The trunk decreases so rapidly that the largest

stocks rarely afford timber i'or ship-building of more than eU'ven

feet in length. Its diameter is very nnich diminished by de('[),

oblong crevices in every part of the trunk, which are occa-

sioned by the large branches persisting after they are dead.

My own observations and experiments lead me to believe that

the growth of the tree might be thickened, and this deibrmity

prevented, by cutting the limbs even with the trunk for two-

thirds of its height.

The wood is odorous, compact, fiije-grained, and very light,

thtmgh lieavier and stronger than that of the White Cedar and

Cypress. To these ([ualities it unites tlie still more precious

character of durability, and is consequently highly esteemed

for such objects as require it in an eminent degree. But as

it is procured witli dilli(,'ulty, and is every day becoming scarcei'.

it is reserved exclusively for the most important uses. The

reproduction is too trilling to be mentioned in comparison with

the C(msumption in the ]iorts of the United States at large, and

particularly at New York, Pliiladel[)hia, and Baltimore. In

the up])er part of the fnnne of vessels it is joined with the

Live Oak to compensate its excessive weight; and this usage.

more than any other, has wasted the s[)ecies. Recourse is now

had to the coast of East Florida bi'twcen the St. Mary iuid the

St. John, which will soon b(> exhausted in its turn. The nearer

the Red Cedar grows to the sea. and the farther southward, tlic

better is its wood. Next to ship building, it is most commonly

used for posts, which sire highly esteemed and are I'escrvtMl ibr

enclosing court-yards and gardens in the cities and their vici-

nitv. The barriers of the side-walks in tbe streets of IMiila-

del|)hia are made of this wood ; they are ten or eleven leet long
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and eight inches in diameter, and are sold at eighty cents each,

while those of White Codar cost only sixteen or seventeen cents.

It is eminently fitted for subterranean water-pipes, but is rarely

employed, from the difficulty of obtaining stocks of sufficient

diameter. Small, round, or oval tubs, very neatly wrought

and hooped with brass, are made with staves consisting partly

of the sap and partly of the heart. I have observed that the

tanners at Philadelphia make the large stopcocks of this wood.

In the Southern States it is commonly chosen for coffins.

In some parts of Lower ^^irginia, particularly in the county

of York, the Cedars are trinnned and the branches intei'laced

with stakes driven into the earth at small distances, for the en-

closure of cultivated fields; but this is a poor resource, the only

advantage of which is the economy of wood.

The Red Cedar is exported to England, but I am unable to

say for what purpose
;
probably it is not solely ibr the manu-

facture of pencils, though it seems as well adapted to that ob-

ject as the Juniper of Berniuda.

The Red Ci'dar has been naturalized more than fifty years

in the jjleasure-grounds of France and England : its growth

would be rapid on the borders of the sea in our southern de-

partments, where its propagation cannot be too warmly recom-

mended.

PLATE CLV.

A branch ivith leaves and berries of the natural size.
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AMERICAN ARBOR-TIT^,

on

I

WHITE CEDAR.

Thuya OcciDENTALis. T. ranmUs ane'qnUbus, foliis qiiadrifarium imhri-

caiiSy ovato-rhombeis, adjn-essis, nuclis, iuberculatis ; strobilis ovatis;

squamis oblonr/c-ovalibus ; scminibus alaiis.

This species of Thwja—the only one that has been discovered

in the New World—is the most interesting of the genus for the

properties of its wood. My father mentions the shores of Lake

St. John, in Canada, as its northern limit, beyond which he

saw no trace of it in travelling in that direction more than

three hundred miles. It abounds in fiivorable situations be-

tween the parallels of 48° 50' and 45°
; fiirther south it becomes

rare, and solitary stocks only are seen on the sides of torrents

and on the banks of certain rivers, as on the Hudson amid the

highlands, and near the minds of the Potomac, in Virginia.

Goat Island, round which the Niagara divides itself to form

the stupendous cataract which is one of the most wonderful

spectacles of nature, is seen from the banks of the river to be

bordered with the Arbor-Vita3.

In Canada and the northern part of the United States, this

tree is called White Cedar; but in the district of Maine it is

frequently designated by the name of Arbor-Vitro, which I have

preferred, though less common, because the other is appropriated

to the Cuprcssus thyoulea.

The Arbor-VitK is forty-five or fifty feet in height and some-

times more than ten feet in circumference; usually, however, it

is not more than ten or fifteen inches in diameter at five feet

from the urouiid. From the number and the distinctness of the

Vol. lu'-l:! 177
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concentric circles in stocks of this size, its growth must be

extremely slow: I have counted one hundred and seventeen

in a log thirteen inches and five lines in diameter. They are

more compressed near the centre, as in the Cypress and White

Cedar, which is contrary to the arrangement observed in the

Oaks, the Beeches, and the Maples.

The foliage is evergreen, numerously ramified, and flattened

or spread. The leaves ai'e small, opposite, imbricated scales;

when bruised, they difluse a strong aromatic odor. The sexes

are separate upon the same tree. The male flowers are in the

form of small cones ; to the female blossom succeeds a yellowish

fruit about four lines in length, composed of oblong scales, which

open through their whole length for the escape of several

minute seeds surmounted by a short wing.

In Lower Canada, New Brunswick, Vermont, and the district

of Miiine, the Arboi'-Vitoe is the most multiplied of the resinous

trees, after the Black and the Hemlock Spruces. A cool soil

seems to be indispensable to its growth. It is never seen on

the uplands among the Beeches, the Birches, &c., but is found

on the rocky edges of the innumerable rivulets and small lakes

which are scattered over these countries, and occupies in great

pjirt, or exclusively, swamps from fifty to one hundred acres in

extent, some of which are accessible only in the winter, when

they are frozen and covered witli several feet of snow. It

abounds exactly in proportion to the degree of humidity, and

in the dryest marshes it is mingled with the Black Spruce,

the Hemlock Sjjruce, the Yellow Birch, the Black Ash, and

a few stocks of the White Pine. In all of them, the surface is

covered with a bed of sphagnum so thick and surcharged with

moisture that the foot sinks half-leg deep while the water rises

under its pressure.

The full-grown Arbor-Vitte is easily distinguished by its

shape and foliage. The trunk tapers rapidly from a very

Uirge base to a very slender summit, and is laden with branches
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for Ibur-iifths of its height. The principal limbs, widely dis-

tant and placed at right angles with the body, givo birth to a

great number of drooping secondary branches, whose foliage

resembles that of the White Cedar.

On the borders of the lakes, where it has room and enjoys

the benefit of the light and air, it rises perpendicularly, grows

more rapidly and attains a greater size than when crowded in

the swamps, where its thick foliage intercepts the light and

impedes the circulation of the air. I have besides remarked

that in the swamps its trunk is I'arely straight, but forms the

arch of an ellipse more or less inclined. Its sides swell into

two or three large ridges, which are a continuation of the prin-

cipal roots.

The bark upon the body is slightly furrowed, smooth to the

touch, and very white when the tree stands exposed. The

wood is reddish, somewhat odorous, very light, soft, and fine-

grained; in the northern part of the United States, and in

Canada, it holds the first place for durability. From the shape

of the trunk, it is difficult to procure sticks of considerable

length and a uniform diameter; hence, in the district of Maine

it is little employed for the frame of houses, though in other

respects proper for this object; and still less for the covcving.

It is softer than the White Pine, and gives a weaker hold to

nails, for which rcascn the Canadians always join it with some

more solid wood. The following extract from my father's

journal confirms what I have said of its durability:—''In my
journey to Hudson's Bay, in 1792, I arrived in August in the

vicinity of Lake Chicoutome, in latitude 48°. I found the

mansion-house of the church established by the Jesuits for the

instruction of the natives yet standing. This building, con-

structed in 1728, as was proved by an inscription over the door,

with s([uare beams of the Arbor-Yitiu laid upon one another

without covering on either side, remained perfectly sound after

more than sixty years."
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The most conimoii use ol' this tree i.s Ibr rural fences, Ibr

which it is highly esteemed. Tlie posts last thirty-five or forty

years, and the rails sixty, or three or four times as long as

those of any other species. The posts subsist twice as long

in argillaceous as in sandy lands. While the use of such

fences continues, the utmost economy should be practised in

cutting the Arbor-Yitre, according to the rules prescribed for

resinous trees. In Canada it is selected for the light frame

of bark canoes. Its branches, garnished with leaves, are formed

into brooms, which exhale an agreeable aromatic odor. Kalm

affirms that the leaves, pounded .and moulded with hog's lard,

form an excellent ointment for the rheumatism.

The Arbor-Vita3 was introduced into France more than two

hundred yeai's since; the superior beauty of its form and foliage

entitle it to preference over the Chinese Thuya as an orna-

ment of pleasure-grounds, and the quality of its wood is a suffi-

cient motive for propagating it in unimproved marshes in the

North of Europe ; but the White Cedar, which is taller and of a

more uniform diameter, more rapid in its growth, and of equal

durability, would be a still more valuable acquisition.

PLATE CLVI.

A branch loith leaves and cones of (he natural size. Fig. 1. Seeds.

[^Soil, Pi'opngation, &c. This tree grows best in a cool, moist

soil, but succeeds in any ground not too dry. As a hedge or

screen, it has few compeers. At the residence of my friend,

A. J. Downing, Esq., near Newburg, a screen of Arbor-Vitas,

in his grounds, was remarkable for its beauty and perfection.

As it ripens abundance of seeds, it is readily propagated ; or

it may be procured at a very small price from the State of

Maine.]

[See Nuttall's Supplement, vol. ii. p. 163."]
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